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Abstract

This thesis addresses temporal alignment of music audio signals with a symbolic mu-
sic score and alignment of multiple music audio signals, each of which represents a
common piece of music (music alignment). This is an important task in many �elds
such as music production, musicological analysis, and informed sound source sepa-
ration. This thesis focuses on alignment among multiple audio signals (audio-to-audio
alignment), and that between a symbolic score and one ormore audio signals (audio-to-
score alignment). Moreover, the thesis focuses onWestern music, which is polyphonic,
consists mostly of harmonic sounds, and is played according to a music score.

Music alignment is di�cult because there are variations among di�erent perfor-
mances, even though they all play a samemusic score. Such a variation ofmusic audio
signals calls for a probabilistic treatment ofmusic audio signals. Furthermore, the fact
that di�erent audio signals have some aspects in common calls for a framework for
encoding di�erent constraints that are known in advance. These requirements can be
satis�ed through Bayesian inference. This thesis approaches music alignment from
a Bayesian perspective. Chapter 1 presents an overview of music alignment and its
relevance. Chapter 2 reviews background on alignment techniques.

Chapter 3 presents a Bayesian audio-to-score alignment method. Here, the sym-
bolic music score is given, and the main goal is to infer the alignment, taking into
account variations of audio signals in timbre, volume, and tempo. To deal with varia-
tions in timbre and dynamics, polyphonic pitched sounds in the spectral domain are
modeled as a probabilistically weighted sum of spikes. These spikes are placed at fre-
quencies where prominent energy is expected to be observed, via analyzing which
notes are present in the music score at a given position. Robustness to variations
in timbre and dynamics is attained by assuming a weakly informative prior on the
weights. Furthermore, the model represents a smoothly changing tempo trajectory
shared among di�erent parts, while allowing for slight asynchronies between dif-
ferent parts. An experimental evaluation demonstrated that the proposed method
achieved a median alignment error of about 30 ms on real-world ensemble pieces,
and about 50 ms on synthetic orchestral recordings.

Chapter 4 presents a Bayesian audio-to-audio alignment method. The problem is
di�cult because, unlike audio-to-score alignment, the underlying music score is not
given. To tackle this issue, the underlyingmusical piece is expressed probabilistically.
Then, it is inferred from the input audio signals, assuming that each audio signal plays
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the same musical piece. Since a music score consists of a relatively few note combi-
nations that get reused throughout the piece, the musical piece is represented as a
Markov chain with sparse transition probabilities. Furthermore, the audio signals are
represented so that they have di�erent but interrelated tempo trajectories. An exper-
imental evaluation on real-world piano music collection showed a median alignment
error of 60 ms, outperforming existing probabilistic methods.

In a real-world use scenario, music alignment is further deteriorated for two more
reasons. First, some audio signals may play only a subset of the music score. For
example, a user might be interested in aligning between an orchestral piece and a
hummed melodic line to the piece. This new kind of alignment is de�ned as subset
music alignment. Second, the room acoustics may vary signi�cantly. For example, an
orchestral recording may be recorded in a highly reverberant hall, while a hummed
melodic line to the piece may be recorded in a bedroom. Next two chapters address
these two problems.

Chapter 5 presents a subset music alignment method. It is di�cult because the
input signals play di�erent sequences of note combinations, with some notes that
are played in common. To tackle this issue, the proposed method decomposes the
input audio into components common to di�erent recordings and those unique to
each recording, and simultaneously aligning the audio signals based on the common
components. Namely, a hierarchical point process called the hierarchical Dirichlet
process (HDP) is used to represent a subset-like relationship in two layers. On the
upper layer, oneHDP represents each note combination in a piece ofmusic as a subset
of all possible notes that are used in the piece. Then, on the lower layer, the other
HDP represents the note combinations inside each audio signal as subsets of the note
combinations of the top layer HDP. HMMs are used to encode the order of possible
notes to play. Evaluations showed that when aligning audio signals that had only one
part in common, the proposedmethod achieved amedian alignment of about 200ms,
outperforming existing methods.

Chapter 6 presents a dereverberation method that can be used as a front-end to
any alignment method. It is designed to attenuate long-term reverberation (called the
late reverberation), which causes past musical notes to smear into the current time
instance. Dereverberation is formulated as a deconvolution problem of non-negative
autoregressive (AR) process in the power spectrogram domain. Since the order of the
AR process is unknown, the Dirichlet process is used to encode a varying number of
coe�cients that are used. The model is non-conjugate, making inference di�cult. To
allow inference, a novel inference algorithm based on minorization- maximization is
derived. An experimental evaluation showed that even though audio-to-score align-
ment accuracy degrades under a reverberant environment, the proposed method is
capable of recovering the audio-to-score alignment accuracy comparable to that under
no reverberation.

Chapter 7 discusses the thesis and presents directions for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis addresses matching of the time axis of di�erent audio signals that play a
same piece of music. This problem is calledmusic alignment. Section 1.1 motivates the
work. Section 1.2 provides pragmatic motivation for alignment techniques. The goal
of the work is provided in Section 1.3 and is outlined in Section 1.6.

1.1 Motivation

Imagine that one day you are walking back from a concert, dazzled from a shockingly
vibrant performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. As you walk back home from
the concert, you hear a child humming the climactic melody of the same symphony,
and are reminded of the vigorous climax of the same piece. The next day, you decide
that you liked the piece so much that you buy the recording of the symphony from an
onlinemusic store. As you listen to it, you feel something is di�erent from thedazzling
experience from yesterday – the momentum is lost from a slowly played climax.

What you have heard were three very di�erent acoustic signals, all of which you
have associated as audio renditions of a same musical idea – the Ninth. We humans
listen and associate the input audio signal to past occurrences of the same event, com-
paring and contrasting the new occurrence with the previous occurrences. This is a
nontrivial task because a piece of music contains many notes that are played simulta-
neously (polyphony), meaning that we need to segregate the music audio into relevant
auditory streams, while aligning the audio signals based on the segregated streams.
The task is further exacerbated by variations in playing: people play with di�erent
volumes and timbres, in di�erent acoustic environments.

Humans very naturally associate music media to a same piece of music as the
same piece. More speci�cally, we can identify where a speci�c location of the piece
is in di�erent media, and compare these performances. Unfortunately, this kind of
comparative analysis is still di�cult to attain with a machine.

This thesis aims to achieve such a comparative machine listening capability.
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Master
Waveform Time

Time

Take 3
Waveform

Take 2
Waveform Time

Take 1
Waveform Time

Figure 1.1: An example of recording work�ow. The master recording is often a patch-
work of multiple takes. Dotted lines indicate the same places in the underlying musi-
cal piece.

1.2 Uses of alignment techniques

When we want to use a computer software to browse or manipulate multiple record-
ings to a same piece of music, we would expect to interact with the computer soft-
ware in a human-like manner, as discussed earlier. Therefore, a software program
that presents di�erent music media to a same piece of music must implement the
capability to align di�erent music media based on the common location in the under-
lying musical composition. This kind of functionality is important for many practical
applications, some uses of which are outlined below.

1.2.1 Recording and editing

Consider recording a piece of music. When recording a piece of music for production,
it is common to record a same piece multiple times (called takes), since the �rst take
may not be the best one – performers may make a mistake, or they may play with
unintended nuance. Thus, the �nal recording is often times a patch-work of the best-
sounding takes, as shown in Fig. 1.1.

Since performers may play each take with a di�erent tempo curve, this kind of
patch-working requires the recording engineer to extract points over di�erent record-
ings that correspond to the same point in the underlying musical piece. In other
words, dotted lines in Fig. 1.1 are extracted manually, for every point at which the
take is switched back and forth. To alleviate this burden, the alignment technique
may be used to seamlessly switch from one take to another take [90].

2



1.2. USES OF ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

1.2.2 Informed source separation

Source separation, the technique of extracting or removing a speci�ed component
from a polyphonic mixture, has gained considerable interest in recent years. It is a
useful technique for removing unwanted sound, or extracting sound components of
interest.

An issue in source separation lies in specifying which component to separate. To
specify which component to separate, one could imagine providing to the separation
system some additional media data, such as di�erent audio signal or symbolic music
score data. This kind of approach is called informed source separation, and considerable
interest has been vested recently. In the context of music source separation, there are
two popular approaches. First, the user may provide the symbolic music score of the
piece played by the audio signal (score-informed source separation). Then, the user could
separate the audio by specifying a particular note or a part [29,33,60,64]. Second, the
user may provide a reference audio signal to separate (separation by humming). For
example, given a polyphonic music audio signal, the user may hum the melody that
he wants to separate out [55, 119]. In either case, it is important to align the music
score or the reference audio to the audio signal that the user wants to separate. This
is required for the separation method to identify and separate the signal components
in the reference that are played in the polyphonic audio signal.

1.2.3 Performance logging / comparison

Imagine that the user, in this case a music performer, is practicing a piece for an up-
coming recital. The usermay be interested in recording his practicing, so that he could
listen back to it later on and diagnose his playing. For example, he might visualize his
performance to see the tendencies of his playing [26]. Hemight recordmultiple takes,
each with a di�erent style of playing, and compare which style of playing he prefers.
In this kind of use, it is valuable to align the practice recording to each other. If the
user uses a software to display the music score, it is useful to align the recording to
the music score [42]. These uses call for alignment between di�erent music media.

This kind of performance comparison is also valuable for musicological purposes.
For example, a musicologist might be interested in comparing how playing style has
evolved in the last century (since the phonograph was �rst invented in 1877). Align-
ment methods may be used to partially automate the process of analysis to uncover
trends of playing [114]. By comparing di�erent performers, the distinguishing fea-
tures of a legendary performer may be unveiled [134]. It is also valuable to listen back
and forth between di�erent recordings of a same piece of music [40]. Synchroniza-
tion methods may be used for visualizing or retrieving interpretation that the user
likes [81], as shown in Fig. 1.2.

3
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Range of 

tempo

User tempo
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Playback time

Song information

Figure 1.2: An interpretation retrieval system using alignment technique. The user
“conducts” the tempo trajectory that he wants to listen. The system visualizes the
tempo of various interpretations while retrieving the interpretation based on user-
input tempo data, plotting the range of tempo trajectories against time.

1.3 Problem

Music alignment is the task of aligningmultiple signals that represent a same piece of
music. This thesis focuses on two kinds ofmusic alignment. First, the work focuses on
audio-to-audio alignment, which is music alignment among multiple audio renditions
to a same piece of music. Second, the work focuses on audio-to-score alignment, which
is music alignment among a symbolic score and an audio signal to the same piece of
music.

Furthermore, the thesis presents and provides a solution for subset music alignment,
a kind of music alignment where each music representation presents a subset to a
common piece of music. For example, subset music alignment aims to align between
a symphonic recording of theNinth to a child humming the melodic part to theNinth.

These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Throughout the work, a piece of
music is assumed to be described as a progression of multiple pitched notes.

1.4 Issues in music alignment

Music alignment is a di�cult problem because a same piece of music can be played
very di�erently. This is because, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4, the underlyingmusical piece
only notates the sequence of pitches and its relative durations, along with weakly
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Figure 1.3: The relationship between a music piece, a music score and audio signals,
and the various tasks of music alignment.

informative cues on the timbre (e.g., instrumentation markings), dynamics (e.g., dy-
namics markings such as “forte,” which means “strong”), or tempo (e.g., “Andante,”
which means “in a walking manner”). More speci�cally, there are following aspects
of uncertainty:
Uncertainty of the tempo trajectory – People play a same piece of music with dif-
ferent expression. The expression is re�ected as variations in tempo, dynamics and
timbre. The tempo changes non-linearly as the piece progresses; for example, struc-
tural boundaries of music are often slowed down in a non-linear, parabola-like tempo
trajectory [122]. How can a machine align signals whose tempo trajectories are di�er-
ent and changing non-linearly?
Uncertainty of the dynamics – Di�erent performer plays the piece with di�erent
dynamics. Di�erent performers interpret words like “forte” di�erently, and execute
themwith di�erent dynamics. How can amachine understand that some notes across
recordings mean the same thing, even though they are played with di�erent volume?
Uncertainty of the timbre – The timbre varies across performances. For example, dif-
ferent recordings are played on di�erent instruments, so the instrumental acoustics
contribute to di�erent timbre. Moreover, di�erent performers may employ di�erent
playing techniques to convey a same note, creating timbral di�erences. How can a
machine understand that some notes across recordings mean the same thing, even
though the timbres are di�erent?
Uncertainty of the played parts – Imagine aligning between a child’s humming of
the main melody to the Ninth and a polyphonic orchestral recording. The orchestral
recording contains many notes that are not sung by the child, such as the bass, the
accompaniment, or the counter-melody (a subsidiary melodic line that is played in
conjunction with the main melody). In this case, one aligns the two audio by listen-
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Figure 1.4: Aspects conveyed in a music score. Music score conveys di�erent aspects
of produced sound with di�erent degree of ambiguity.

ing for components within the orchestra that is hummed by the child. How could a
machine choose which audio components to listen for?
Uncertainty of the underlying music representation – We humans can align di�er-
ent audio signals because we know what the underlying musical piece is, and what
it is invariant to. This means that we have an internal representation of music that
is inferred from the audio signals. When aligning to a symbolic score, there is need
to be concerned with such an internal representation because it is already given as
a symbolic score. However, when the symbolic score is not given, one must infer
the underlying music representation. This is di�cult because automatic music score
transcription is di�cult [72]. Thus, a representation about the musical composition
is necessary, such that it is informative enough to allow alignment and also inferable
from the input signals.
Uncertainty of the room acoustics – A piece of music is recorded under various
acoustic environments. Di�erent acoustic environments add di�erent durations of
reverberation to the performed audio, adding pleasing acoustic e�ect to the audio
signal generated by the performers. This kind of reverberation, however, smears the
signals generated by the performers, making it di�cult to attain the true goal of align-
ing signals that were produced by the performers. How can a machine align di�erent
performances, as if it were free of reverberation?

The above-mentioned problems are exacerbated by their mutual dependencies.
For example, we humans gain certainty on the played parts if we know the tempo
trajectory. This is obtained readily from alignment. However, �nding the alignment
requires us to knowwhich parts are played, so that we knowwhich parts to listen for.
Likewise, we can �nd the tempo trajectory if we know what each instrument sounds
like, i.e., the timbre, but to know the timbre it is advantageous to know the tempo (so
that we know which instruments are played at each time instance).
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1.5 Approach
At the core of these issues lie the partial uncertainties about the audio signals, owing
to the fact that the music score underpinning these signals is an ambiguous medium.

The fact that there are uncertain aspects calls for a probabilistic treatment to align-
ment. In other words, aspects that are uncertain should be encoded as random vari-
ables. Moreover, the fact that some musical aspects, such as the sequence of pitch
combinations, are more “informative” than others, such as the dynamics, calls for a
treatment where di�erent musical aspects can be embodied with prior knowledge of
a varying degree. For example, one may wish to convey that the sequence of pitch
combination is identical, while the volume has little prior information.

To meet these criteria, this thesis tackles alignment as a Bayesian inference prob-
lem. In Bayesian inference, the likelihood of observing data X given underlying pa-
rameters Θ, p(X |Θ), and a prior distribution p(Θ) are supplied. Then, inference is
done by evaluating the posterior distribution p(Θ|X). It is useful because the prior
distribution p(Θ) over probabilistic model parameters Θ may be used to represent
the prior constraints or knowledge about the phenomenon at hand. Then, the poste-
rior distribution takes into account both the prior beliefs and the observed signal.

To tackle alignment in a Bayesian framework, various sources of variations in hu-
man performance are introduced as random variables Θ, whose prior distributions
are expressed according to the constraints imposed on by the music score. For ex-
ample, Θ may represent the volume, the timbre or the tempo curve, all of which, as
discussed earlier, are conveyed only vaguely in the music score. To align signals un-
der di�erent reverberation, this thesis presents a dereverberation front-end for mu-
sic alignment. An alignment method encodes uncertainties on human performance,
while a dereverberation method encodes uncertainties on room acoustics. Therefore,
in this case, Θ represents the unobservable factors pertaining to reverberation, such
as room reverberation and the dry signal that drives the room. Then, given a rever-
berant data X, the posterior p(Θ|X) is evaluated, from which the dry signal may be
recovered.

1.6 Organization of this thesis
This thesis addresses the problems discussed earlier in four respects. Fig. 1.5 provides
an outline of the thesis.

To analyze audio signals with di�erent timbre and dynamics, Chapter 3 presents
an audio-to-score alignment method that jointly infers the tempo, timbre and dynam-
ics in a parametric representation of pitched notes.

To tackle the issue of representing the underlying piece of music in audio align-
ment, Chapter 4 presents a generative model of audio alignment that explicitly de-
couples performance variations and the underlying piece. The method decouples au-
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Figure 1.5: Organization of this thesis.

dio signals into (1) a common sequence of audio features, (2) a common sequence of
relative note durations, and (3) sequence of audio features generated by each perfor-
mance.

For analyzing audio signals that play di�erent combination of parts, Chapter 5
presents an audio alignment method that is robust to di�erences in comprising parts.
It does so by decomposing the input audio into components that are played in com-
mon by di�erent recordings, and those that are unique to each recording, and simul-
taneously aligning the audio signals based on the common components.

Finally, to analyze audio signals with di�erent room acoustics, Chapter 6 presents
a dereverberation method that can be used as a front-end to any alignment methods.
It is designed to attenuate long-term reverberation (called the late reverberation), which
causes past musical notes to smear into the current time instance. The e�ectiveness of
the proposed method is veri�ed on audio-to-score alignment method, which has the
widest variation of the room acoustics.

Moreover, Appendix A shows an application of alignment method for recuperat-
ing the violin �ngering of an audio signal of a musical piece written for the violin.
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Chapter 2

Review of Music Alignment

This chapter reviews studies that are relevant to this thesis. First, basic ideas behind
music audio signals are reviewed in Section 2.1. Then, Section 2.2 reviews studies in
Bayesian inference that are relevant in this thesis. Finally, Section 2.3 reviews studies
in alignment methods.

2.1 Preliminaries on music and musical acoustics

Here, basic theories on tone generation are discussed, along with how it relates to
Western music. Then, aspects of a music score are discussed.

2.1.1 Source-�lter model

Here, the source-�lter theory is brie�y discussed, as it plays a signi�cant role in this
thesis. According to the source-�lter theory, a sound is generated by convolving a
source signal with a linear �lter. To elaborate, suppose that an observed time domain
signal xn , where n is the sample index, is composed of I simultaneously sounding
signals. Each signal is composed of a source signal, convolved by a linear �lter. Let
sin be the time domain source signal for the ith sound, and hik is the causal impulse
response of the ith sound with K coe�cients. Then, the time domain signal xn can be
expressed as follows:

xn �

I∑
i�1

K∑
k�1

si ,n−k+1hik . (2.1)

It is assumed that the magnitude response of h is band-limited to below the Nyquist
frequency.

For a pitched sound, the source signal sin is expressed approximately as a pulse
trainwith a frequency f0,i ,n . The pulse train creates uniformpeaks at integermultiples
of f0,i ,n in the frequency domain. The frequency of the pulse-train f0 is called the
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Figure 2.1: Idea of source-�lter model for harmonic sounds. It is assumed that a
pitched instrumental sound is generated by a pulse train convolved by a linear �lter.

fundamental frequency (“ f0”). Its integer multiples are called the partials; in particular,
the signal component at frequency j f0 is called the jth partial.

Signals originating from di�erent sources overlap heavily in the time domain rep-
resentation because a linear �lter is being convolved. On the other hand, since con-
volution in time domain is multiplication in the frequency domain, the e�ect of each
source is expected to be seen only at the integer multiples of the fundamental fre-
quency for each source. Thus, if each instrument plays di�erent f0s, the sources are
expressed more discriminatively in the frequency domain representation. To express
signals that slowly vary in the time domain, xn is passed through a �lter-bank. For this
purpose, the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) or the constant-Q transform (CQT)
are some of the popular approaches [107, 112]. In STFT, the frequency component of
bin f at frame t, x̃t f ∈ C, is expressed as follows:

x̃t f �

N∑
n�1

wnxn+Ht e−
2π j f n

N . (2.2)

where wn is a windowing function (the subsequent chapters use the Gaussian win-
dow [100]), N is the frame size and H is the hop size. When N is a power of 2, then the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) may be used to e�ciently compute x̃ [19]. The sampling
frequency is assumed to be fsHz.

Now, suppose there is a signal generated from the source-�ltermodel, as described
in Equation 2.1, with harmonic sources, where the ith instrument plays at a funda-
mental frequency of fs

f0,ti
N Hz at frame t. Next, assume the sidelobe leakage caused by

thewindowing function w is negligible. Then, Equation 2.1 is expressed as an analytic
signal representation in the STFT domain (as in Equation 2.2) as the following:

x̃t f ≈
∑

i

e− jθt f i gti

∑
j

w̃ f− j f0,ti h̃i f , (2.3)

where θt f i is some constant phase o�set, w̃ f is the DFT coe�cient of w at frequency f ,
h̃t f is the DFT coe�cient of hi evaluated at frequency f , and gti is the gain of instru-
ment i at frame t. Since h is assumed to be band-limited to the Nyquist frequency, j is
e�ectively computed up to the Nyquist frequency. In practice, even when f0,ti is non-
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integer values, an interpolated version of w̃ reasonably approximates Equation 2.3.
In the magnitude STFT domain, a harmonic source-�lter model becomes more-

or-less additive as well, allowing us to reasonably ignore the interference between
di�erent signal components. The additivity of the magnitude spectra can be reason-
ably assumed for harmonic sources because w̃ is expected to be distributed sparsely
in the frequency domain. That is, since a single i dominates the observed power in
most frequency bins, interference occurs only at a few frequency bins. Thus, letting
x � |x̃ |, w � |w̃ | and h � |h̃ |, then xt f is expressed as follows:

xt f ≈
∑

i

gti

∑
j

w f− j f0,ti hi f , (2.4)

Even when the additivity holds approximately, this kind of additive representation
is known to be e�ective for separating a polyphonic mixture into comprising compo-
nents [127].

Assuming that a Gaussian window is used to compute the STFT, a pulse train in
the time domain becomes a periodically-spaced Gaussian in the frequency domain.
Thismeans that w f− j f0,ti in Equation 2.4 can be approximated as aNormal distribution
centered about j f0,ti :

w f− j f0,ti ∝ N

(
f | j f0,ti , σ

2
)
. (2.5)

Furthermore, the relative strength of the spectral envelope evaluated at j f0,ti for j ∈
[1 · · · J] can be treated individually as ai � [hi , f0,ti · · · hi , J f0,ti ]. This yields in the follow-
ing representation of x in Equation 2.4:

xt f �

I∑
i�1

gti

J∑
j�1

ati jN
(

f | j f0,ti , σ
2
)
. (2.6)

Here ati j is the relative strength of the jth partial for signal i at frame t, and f0,ti is
the average fundamental frequency of signal i at frame t. This kind of representation
is useful in fundamental frequency analysis [48, 67]. If the �lter remains stationary,
then a single ai is associated with each source i that plays a particular fundamental
frequency. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

2.1.2 On pitch in Western music

The fundamental frequency f0 is related closely with the human perception of pitch.
Namely, we human perceive a linear increment of pitch with an exponential increase
in the f0. We perceive sounds with f0 that are twice apart as belonging to a same
class of pitch. Two sounds whose f0 are twice apart are said to be played in an octave.
di�erent In Western music, an octave is divided into twelve pitch-classes labeled in an
ascending order as C, C], D, D] E, F, F], G, G], A, A], and B. The pitch-class is cyclic,
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Figure 2.2: Scienti�c pitch notation and f0.

so the note above B is a C. Furthermore, the pitch-class may also be represented by
su�xing a [ symbol to the alphabet (i.e., those that do not end with a ]). Appending a
[ symbol rotates down the pitch-class by one; for example, C[ is the same as B, and D[
is the same as a C]. To indicate the pitch, the pitch-class is su�xed by a number that
indicates the octave di�erence from a reference octave. This kind of representation,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.2, is known as the scienti�c pitch notation. A4 is often set to
440Hz, even though this frequency varies by tens of Hertz depending on historical
contexts. Two adjacent pitch labels are said to be a semitone apart; for example, A4 is
two semitones below B4.

2.1.3 Primers on the music score in Western music

In Western music, performers play a piece of music o� of a music score. Fig. 2.3 shows
a typical music score in Western music. A music score typically notates the sequence
of pitches and their relative durations, shown as circles on �ve adjacently-spaced hor-
izontal rules.

Pitch is described by the vertical position on the rule. It is common to simul-
taneously play multiple pitches on multiple instruments. There are two important
points related to pitch sequences. First, the fact that the music score notates the pitch
suggests that the fundamental frequencies inside a note remains relatively stationary.
Second, even though many notes may be played simultaneously, the total number of
notes used is typically much fewer than the space of all possible notes. These mean
that the spectral representation of Western music audio is roughly approximated as
a weighted sum of a few locally stationary spectral “bases” that represent the instan-
taneous spectra of pitched instruments playing di�erent notes. This can be seen in a
spectrogram of a typical Western musical piece, shown in Fig. 2.4. As shown in the
�gure, it is composed of locally stationary and harmonic spectral time-slices. More-
over, the total number of the harmonic patterns is much fewer than the space of all
possible harmonic patterns.

The duration is described by the shape of the circle; the number of thick horizon-
tal lines attached to the vertical line placed adjacent to the circle, if any; and the dot
adjacent to the circle, if any. For example, a quarter note, denoted as ♩, means to play
the note for one beat. An eighth note, denoted as �, means to play the note for half a
beat. Beat is a unit of time. It is described by the tempo, which dictates howmany beats
there are in one minute (beats per minute, bpm). The tempo is dictated by the mode
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Figure 2.3: Aspects conveyed in a music score. Music score conveys di�erent aspects
of produced sound with di�erent degree of ambiguity.

of speed to play. For example, “Allegro” on the top-left of the �gure indicates the
piece to be performed in a cheerful speed. The tempo tends to remain more-or-less
stationary, but it is common for performers to consciously or unconsciously �uctu-
ate the tempo. Moreover, performance instructions such as ritardando or accelerando
request the players to slow down or speed up, respectively, the tempo.

In addition to the pitch sequences and their durations, the music score shows the
instrumentation (e.g., the violin, the v’cello and the piano in the �gure). It may also
indicate the dynamics; for example, an italicized “f” denote the subsequent passage
to be played strongly. Furthermore, some notations specify the mode of playing at the
note-level; for example, a note with a > sign is played with an emphasis. Moreover,
the music score has structural markings. For example, a portion of the music score
that is enclosed with : and : means that portion is repeated. It is common for the
performer to skip some of the repeats. Finally, a music score may notate expression
markings and special performance techniques. For example, a score may say agitato,
which means to play in an agitated manner, or mark “pizzicato” on a bowed stringed
instrument part, which means to pluck the string. In the piano, the score may mark
places to depress or release the sustain pedal, a device that elongates the played notes
of the piano as long as the pedal is pressed down. As an instructional aid, somemusic
scores print �ngering markings on instrumental parts, showing which �nger should
be used to play the note.

2.2 Preliminaries on Bayesian inference
Since the music score is an ambiguous representation of music, this thesis relies on
statistical modeling to encode unknown aspects, i.e., aspects that are unique to each
performance. Moreover, since some elements are more explicitly stated than others, it
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is useful to incorporate prior knowledge on themusical piece. Tomeet these demands,
Bayesian inference is used extensively in this thesis, because it o�ers a data-driven in-
ference that takes into account encoded prior information.

In Bayesian inference, one �rst designs a probabilistic model parametrized by a
set of parameters Θ. The probabilistic model is described in terms of the likelihood
of observing some data X, p(X |Θ) (the likelihood), and distribution on the parameters
p(Θ) that are encoded before inference (the prior distribution). Then, given some data
X, it infers the probability density function (pdf) of the probabilisticmodel parameters
Θ given the data X (the posterior distribution) using the Bayes’ rule as follows:

p(Θ|X) �
p(X |Θ)p(Θ)∫

p(X |Θ′)p(Θ′)dΘ′
. (2.7)

Once the posterior distribution is found, the statistics of p(Θ|X) can be extracted to
recover useful information.

Unfortunately, direct application of the Bayes’ rule is intractable for many mod-
els that are practically interesting. This owes to the di�culty in evaluating the inte-
gral in Equation 2.7. To tackle this problem, there are mainly two approaches. First,
the integral may be approximated with sampling [54]. Second, an easily computable
upper-bound to the posterior distribution may be derived, and the bound may be
tightened [4]. This thesis focuses on the second strategy, which is known as variational
Bayesian inference.

The subsequent sections introduce the readers to variational Bayesian inference
and statistical models that are used extensively in this thesis.
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2.2.1 Inference with variational methods

Variational Bayesianmethod is an approximatemethod that is based on tightening an
upper bound to the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence from the true posterior to some
approximate posterior. By assuming some variables in the approximate posterior are
independent of each other, an analytically tractable inference may be possible.

Assume a probabilistic model parameterized by parameters Θ � {θ1 · · · θI } and
observation X. Let q(Θ) be a density function that approximates the posterior distri-
bution. To approximate the posterior, consider minimizing the KL divergence from
the variational distribution to the true posterior, where the KL divergence is given as
follows:

D(q‖p) � −
∫

q(Θ) log
p(Θ|X)

q(Θ)
dΘ. (2.8)

Minimizing this function is analytically intractable if θi inΘ are mutually coupled in
the posterior distribution.

Tomake the inference tractable, one typically considers restricting q to be in a space
of distributions in which θi’s are mutually independent. Then, the above problem is
rewritten as follows:

D(q‖p) � −
∫ I∏

i�1
q(θi) log p(Θ|X)dθi +

I∑
i�1

∫
q(θi) log q(θi)dθi . (2.9)

Minimizing the KL divergence w.r.t. q(Θ) yields in the following:

log q(θi) �
〈
log p(X,Θ)

〉
q(¬θi ) + const. (2.10)

Here q(¬θi) means all variables in Θ except for θi , and
〈

f (x , y)
〉

p(x) means to take
the expectation of f (x , y) w.r.t. p(x), i.e.,

∫
f (x , y)dp(x). Since this step decreases

the KL divergence from q to the posterior for any arbitrary θi , iterating this step over
di�erent θi’s decreases the KL divergence, until it converges to a local optimum.

An important point here is that the log-expectation
〈
log p(X,Θ)

〉
q(¬θi ) should be

analytically tractable. It is tractable if the model is conjugate-exponential, i.e., the
su�cient statistics of the likelihood are the natural parameters of the prior distri-
bution. When the model is non-conjugate, then it may become di�cult to �nd the
log-expectation. In Chapter 6, a Bayesian inference method is presented for a non-
conjugate model, by �nding an upper-bound to the KL divergence from the true pos-
terior to the variational posterior, and iteratively tightening the bound.

2.2.2 Bayesian nonparametrics

This thesis is often concerned with modeling a collection, such as note collection or
�lter coe�cients. A critical issue is in expressing the e�ective number of componentsused
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in the collection. This is di�cult because the number of components should change in
a data-drivenmanner: new components should be introduced as the data complicates.
Bayesian nonparametrics o�ers a �exible modeling strategy for modeling collections
whose e�ective number of elements vary with the complexity of the data.

To allow the e�ective number of components in a mixture model to vary with the
complexity of data, a point process called the Dirichlet Process (DP) may be used, so
that the e�ective number of points grows with the complexity of data, and e�ective
number of point is almost surely �nite.

X is said to be a draw from a Dirichlet Process [37] with a base measure µ and a
concentration parameter α, DP(α, µ), if for any measurable partition on S denoted by
{A1, · · · ,AN }, X(A1), · · · ,X(AN ) are drawn according to Dir

(
αµ(A1), · · · , αµ(AN )

)
.

Mathematical rigors aside, DP can be interpreted as generating adistribution by “sam-
pling” points (“atoms”) from the basemeasure µ, such that the density of the sampled
points are distributed according to µ. Each point is then associated aweight that sums
to 1, where most points take on negligibly small values. The concentration parameter
α controls the number of points that take on non-negligible values. Interested read-
ers are referred to [70] for a mathematically rigorous monograph, and [36] or [133] for
treatment geared towards Bayesian nonparametrics.

In order to handle the DP, it is convenient to describe samples generated from a
DP in terms of the stick-breaking construction [118]. To this end, consider drawing
countable number of parameters from µ, and generating the normalizedweight wi by
a process that successively breaks o� a stick of length 1. Speci�cally, the process starts
with a stick of length 1. Then, at each step of the process, the process �rst chooses the
proportion by which current piece stick is broken by drawing the proportion from
Beta(1, α), then breaks the piece in two and assigning the length of the left side as
wi , and repeating the same process for the broken stick to the right. Such a process
is de�ned by Gri�ths-Engen-McCloskey (GEM) distribution, a distribution governed
by the concentration parameter α. Speci�cally, wi being drawn from a GEM(α) dis-
tribution is de�ned as follows:

ξi ∼ Beta(1, α) (2.11)

wi � ξi

i−1∏
i′�1

(1 − ξi′). (2.12)

Then, the DP samples points from the base measure µ, one for each index i in the
above equation. Thus, if a pdf G is drawn according to DP(α,H), then G yields in the
following form of distribution:

G(x) �
∞∑

i�1
wiδ(x − θi), (2.13)
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GA ~ DP(β,G0)
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GB ~ DP(β,G0)
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical Dirichlet Process. A top-level DP G0 (top; solid lines) with
base measure H (top; dotted curve) becomes the base measure (bottom; dotted lines)
of the bottom level DPs, GA (bottom left; solid lines) and GB (bottom right; solid lines).
As can be seen, the atoms of GA and GB are subsets of G0, allowing us to convey the
notion of subsets with an unbounded number of elements.

where wi is drawn according to GEM(α) and θi is drawn from H.
As suggested by the stick-breaking representation, the DP tends to generate highly

biased weights, where only a few elements of the countably in�nite sampled points
take on signi�cant values and others negligible. This kind of “rich-gets-richer” e�ect
makes DP valuable in clustering tasks because a parameter that has been introduced
becomes increasingly likely to be reused, meaning that a large number of observations
is described by much fewer, compact set of parameters.

Sometimes a subset-like relationship needs to be modeled, with a varying number
of elements in each subset. This can be dealt with by expressing each subset as a DP
with a shared atomic basemeasure, i.e., the basemeasure is shared and discrete. If the
base measure is yet another DP, both the number of elements inside each subset and
the number of elements in the parent set increases with the complexity of data. This
kind of DP is known as a hierarchical DP (HDP). In the HDP, a DP (top-level DP) �rst
discretizes the base measure by sampling points from it. Then, another set of DPs
(bottom-level DP) sample points from the atoms of the top-level DP. Thus, bottom-
level DPs generate measures that are subsets of the top-level DP, as shown in Fig. 2.5.

2.2.3 Bayesian sequential model
Music score dictates the sequence of performance instructions, and music perfor-
mance is rendered as an audio signal. Thus, the need tomodelmusic as a probabilistic
state sequence arises very naturally. Suppose the music score is described as a state
sequence of length T, s � {s1 · · · sT }, whose tth state is denoted as st . The values that
st ’s could take on is the state space. For now, let us assume that the state space is either
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discrete or continuous. If the state at time t, st , is dependent only on the previous
state st−1, then the model is called aMarkov chain. If the likelihood of drawing the �rst
state in a Markov chain is π and the transition likelihood between two adjacent states
is parametrized by θ, then the likelihood of the chain is described as follows:

p(s � {s1 · · · sT }|π, θ) � p(s1 |π)
T∏

t�2
p(st |st−1, θ). (2.14)

This thesis uses two commonmodeling strategies utilizing theMarkov chain, each for
when the state space is continuous or discrete.

First, suppose the state space is continuous. When the state space is continuous,
this thesis often assumes that the current state is some linear transformationA of the
previous state, plus a zero-mean Gaussian noise with precision matrix Λ:

st ∼ N
(
Ast−1,Λ

−1
)
. (2.15)

When st is not observable but there is an observable variable xt , and the likelihood
of xt , p(xt |st ), is de�ned as a Normal distribution, it is known as a linear dynamical
system. IfA or Λ toggles at each time between a choice of �nite matrices, the model is
called a switching-state Kalman �lter [47].

In a Bayesian setting, prior distributionsmay be introduced on the precisionmatrix
Λ and/ormatrixA. For example, theWishart distribution is conjugate to the precision
matrix of a Normal distribution, so it is mathematically convenient to use theWishart
distribution as the prior of Λ.

On the other hand, suppose the state space is discrete, with S possible states. When
the state space is discrete, it is often assumed that the current state st depends on a
transition probability τ associated with previous state st−1:

st ∼ Discrete
(
{τst−1 ,n }

S
n�1

)
. (2.16)

Here, τ ∈ RS×S, and τi j is the likelihood for state i to transition to j. When st is not
observable but it has an observationmodel p(xt |st ) with an observable xt , it is known
as the hidden Markov model [108]. When using categorical distribution for transition
probability as in Equation 2.16, it is convenient to use the Dirichlet distribution as a
prior of τi: due to its conjugacy. Namely, it is useful to set:

τi ,: ∼ Dir(τ0) , (2.17)

where τ0 ∈ R+S de�nes the properties of the generated τi ,:. For example, τ becomes
sparse (i.e., τ gets dominated by a few entries that have signi�cant values) if the ele-
ment of τ0 becomes less than 1. On the other hand, if it is greater than 1, then themode
of τ gets concentrated about τ0. If τ0 � 1, then the prior becomes non-informative, i.e.,
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it puts no preference towards a particular value of τ . It is also possible to use GEM
distribution and extend the state-space of the HMM to a countably in�nite states; it
favors transition to lower-indexed state [25]. It is possible to use amore expressive dis-
tribution as well. For example, audio-to-score alignment formulated as HMMs often
usesmore elaborate transition pdfs that account for tempo constraints [18]. Chapters 3
and 4 introduces these kinds of elaborate or hierarchical transition pdfs.

2.2.4 Bayesian factor decomposition

This section introduces probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) [57], familiar in
the signal processing community also as a special case of probabilistic latent compo-
nent analysis (PLCA) or as a special case of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF).
First, the likelihood of the model is introduced to illustrate the concept behind PLCA.
Then, Bayesian extensions through incorporation of various prior distributions are
introduced.

Likelihood model

In PLCA, a discretized version of the magnitude spectrogram xt f is treated as a his-
togram that describes the number of times frequency f was observed at time t. Let
ctn be the bin f observed for the nth count for the tth frame. Furthermore, let Nt be
the energy inside xt f at frame t. Then, it is clear that

∑Nt
n�1 1(ctn � f ) � xt f .

Suppose that the data has been generated from a set of I bases. The goal of pLSI is
to label each count ctn with an index indicating which basis the count was generated
from. Let z � {zt ,n }

t�T,n�Nt
t�1,n�1 be the label associated with each ctn . In pLSI, each ba-

sis represents a unique spectral time-slice, such as those representing, say, a trumpet
playing E3, or a piano playing A[4, and so on. The spectral time-slice associated with
basis i is represented by wi f , the likelihood of observing bin f . Assume that the bases
are usedwith di�erent proportions at each frame, with proportion hti for the ith basis
at frame t. Then, the joint likelihood of c and z is given as follows:

p(c, z |w,h) �
T∏

t�1

Nt∏
n�1

I∏
i�1

hztni
ti wztni ctn

i f . (2.18)

The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
This kind of framework has been extended for multidimensional data, more fa-

miliar to source separation community as the probabilistic latent component analysis
(PLCA) [121]. Non-negativematrix factorization (NMF) is a generalization of this kind
of decomposition model, which deals with richer observation likelihoods and prior
distributions [126].
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of PLCA. The input magnitude spectrogram x is decomposed
into a low-rank representation, described in terms of a weighted linear combination
of a few bases w and their activations h.

Bayesian extension

ABayesian extension is possible by introducing a prior distribution [11] over the spec-
tral basis and activations. Namely, if ht ∼ Dir(h0) and wi ∼ Dir(w0), then the values
ofh0 andw0 a�ect the behavior ofht andwi , respectively. This kind ofmodel is called
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA).

This can be developed further; if the Dirichlet process is used to model the dis-
tribution over basis wi , then a countably in�nite number of bases can be expressed.
Namely, one can imagine drawing an in�nite number of wi with weights φ � {φi }

from DP(αH), then drawing ht so that ht ∼ DP(βφ). This kind of formulation is
known as HDP-LDA [123].

Harmonic bases

In music audio, each basis should correspond to a single pitched instrument. Recall
that Equation 2.6 has shown that amplitude spectrum of a pitched instrument can
be approximated as a Gaussian mixture. This kind of constraint can be integrated
in a LDA-like framework by constraining the basis vector, called the latent harmonic
allocation (LHA) [138]:

p(c, z |w,h) �
T∏

t�1

Nt∏
n�1

I∏
i�1

J∏
j�1

h
ztni j

ti

(
ai jN

(
f | f0,ti , σ

2
)) ztni j ctn

. (2.19)

Here, ztni j � 1 means that the nth count data at frame t was created from the jth
partial of the ith instrumental sound. Moreover, h and a are normalized to 1, i.e.,∑

i hti � 1 for all t and
∑

j ai j � 1 for all i. Then, prior distribution can be imposed on
f0,ti , hti and ai j . For example, a prior of f0,ti may limit the range of the f0, or a prior
of ai j may express the harmonic structure of a particular instrument.

Recall that the Dirichlet distribution is a mathematically convenient form of prior
for multinomial variables like ai or ht . Moreover, when the parameter to the Dirich-
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Figure 2.7: Problem statement of music alignment. The goal is to identify time in-
stances in multiple audio signals that all play the same place in the underlying piece
of music. When the music score is given, the task is called audio-to-score alignment.

let distribution is 1, the prior becomes non-informative, meaning that it has no bias to-
wards a particular shape of the multinomial variable. This will become an important
concept in achieving robustness to variations in timbre, as will be seen in Chapter 3.

2.3 Music alignment
Music alignment is the task that �nds a temporalmapping amongmultiplemedia, each
of which represents a common piece of music. There are two main kinds of music
alignment. First is audio alignment, which is the task that �nds a temporal mapping
between di�erent audio renditions to a same piece of music, such that the temporal
mapping determines time instance in each of the audio signals that refer to a same
place in the underlying musical piece. Second is the task of aligning an audio signal
to a symbolic music score data to the underlying musical piece, called audio-to-score
alignment. These problem statements are illustrated in Fig. 2.7.

Alignment has gathered considerable interest in the music information retrieval
(MIR) community, mainly for three applications. First, it allows a user to compare
how di�erent musicians play a same piece of music [114,134]. This is important espe-
cially for analyzing classical music performance: a same piece of music is recorded by
many people1 and tempo �uctuation is integral to the individuality ofmusical expres-
sion [89]. The alignment information can be used for performance visualization [26],
switching back and forth between di�erent performances while playing back a piece
of music [40], or retrieving interpretations that a user likes [81].

1There are about 1500 hits when searching for Beethoven’sNinth in an online music store as of 2014.
The number is monotonically increasing.
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Second, aligning music audio and music score is useful for intelligent musical ac-
companiment [21,111]. To elaborate, the user �rst prepares a music score of the piece
that he wants to play. Then, the user aligns, in real-time, his playing with the part in
the music score that he is playing. Finally, an accompaniment that aligns to the user’s
playing may be generated by synthesizing the remaining parts.

Third, it serves as a valuable cue in source separation. By aligning an audio sig-
nal and its music score, it becomes easier to separate particular musical parts from
the music audio [29,33,60,64,87]. In query-by-humming applications [55,119], audio
alignment becomes valuable for aligning the polyphonic mixture and a user’s hum-
ming sound.

Though not elaborated in this thesis, there are other contexts in which di�erent
kinds of alignment are useful. For example, there are methods for aligning music
score graphics to an audio signal [75]. This kind of alignment is useful for, say, view-
ing a music score while playing back an audio �le of the same piece. There are also
alignments that are based on matching the lyrics contained in the score [43, 78]. In
some music genre such as jazz, the music score is a highly simpli�ed representation,
showing only harmonic progressions and a rough guide of melody to play on top of
the harmony (called a lead-sheet). Methods have been proposed to align in this kind
of case as well [28].

2.3.1 Approaches to audio alignment
Aligning a music audio signal is di�cult because a same piece can be played with
di�erent timbre, volume balance, tempo trajectory and under di�erent acoustic con-
ditions. To tackle alignment, it is important to �nd a representation that decouples
factors that are invariant to performance di�erences and those that depend on each
performer. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the pitch sequence and the instrumentation
are typically the twomost invariantmusical aspects. Thus, the �rst goal is to decouple
an audio signal into intermediate representations that represent pitch and/or instru-
mentation. Then, alignment may be found using such intermediate representations.

2.3.2 Intermediate representation
As discussed in Equation 2.6, the spectral representation of harmonic sounds contains
multiple harmonic partials. The f0’s at each time instance correspond to the pitches
that are played o� of the music score at that time. Since the gain of each source and
its harmonic structure are unknown, a representation that is robust to variations in
relative volume and harmonic structure is useful.

To this end, it is possible to design another feature that accumulates the power con-
tained in a particular pitch-class, to arrive at a cyclic vector that represents the power
contained in each pitch-class (e.g., power in C, C], and so on). This feature is called the
chroma vector [44], even though the de�nition is conceptual and there are many ways
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to realize it (e.g., one may either sum over pitch-classes, take the maximum, sum over
the logarithm, and so on). A bulk of research has focused on how to remove timbral
dependency in the chroma vector [34, 93, 101]. The performance is also dependent
on how one preprocesses the chroma [16]. In addition to the chroma, it is possible
to capture note onsets by extracting the half-wave recti�ed adjacent di�erence [34].
Chroma-based approach has been used extensively [58, 62, 80] because the resulting
feature is less sensitive to timbral variations than a spectral representation.

Another approach involves extracting which instrument is playing which pitch at
each time instance. This is often done by �rst generating “bases” of di�erent instru-
mental sounds playing di�erent pitches, and then �nding which bases are active [17].
Source decomposition methods like those introduced in Section 2.2.4 are useful for
�nding the active bases. To attain both robustness to timbre and volume, it is pos-
sible to formulate a probabilistic model that jointly infers the dynamics and timbre,
given the music score [61, 84, 103]. To achieve robustness to noise, source separation
methods have been used as a front-end to segregate components that are relevant to
alignment and those that are irrelevant [69]. Ways to decompose an audio signal into
di�erent components are discussed in Section 2.2.4.

Attaining robustness to reverberation

The spectrum from which the features are extracted contains reverberation. This is
undesirable because reverberation adds unwanted noise components that degrades
the extracted feature. To elaborate, it adds extra sounding components through late
reverberation, smearing the spectrum in time. Therefore, suppressing the late rever-
beration through dereverberationmethods is useful.

There are many dereverberation methods, each tailored for a speci�c application.
For example, for speech recognition purposes, it is possible to dereverberate the se-
quence of speech recognition features [117]. For post-production purposes, the goal is
to recover the dereverberated audio signal. Dereverberation, for this use, may operate
either in non-invertible domain, i.e., the transformed representation and the time do-
main signal is not bijective, such as the power spectrum, or in invertible domain such
as the time domain or the complex spectral domain. Typical dereverberationmethods
focus on suppressing the late reverberation.

Dereverberation methods on a time domain signal or complex spectrum seek to
�nd the transfer function of a room, and recover the dry signal using inverse �lter-
ing [88, 92]. When reverberation is assumed to be a moving-average process, and the
reverberation �lter satis�es a few reasonable assumptions, the problem of source sig-
nal estimation becomes that of recovering the noise that drives an auto-regressive
system, using a formulation known as the multi-step linear prediction [46,71, 96]. By
changing the noise model, the reverberation method can be tuned to dereverberate
a particular kind of signal. For example, white Gaussian noise [95], auto-regressive
model for speech [5, 32, 97, 140, 141], or mixture of harmonic sounds [136] have been
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proposed. If one over-speci�es the model of the source signal, the method becomes
selective. Inversely, if one under-speci�es the model, the method becomes more ver-
satile, at the expense of reduced accuracy.

On the other hand, many studies focus on suppressing reverberant signal in the
power spectrum domain [31, 53, 66, 74, 76]. For example reverberation has been for-
mulated as a moving-average process [66], or as a moving-average process with an
exponential decay, i.e., as an AR(1) process [2, 76, 139]. In this family of algorithms,
the source model can be customized to suit the characteristics of the source signal.
To name a few, additive white Gaussian noise [74] or generalized Normal distribu-
tion [66] are some of the possibilities.

Dereverberation methods based on the power domain typically assume additivity
of the power spectrum, which may degrade the performance. Methods based on the
complex spectrum, on the other hand, require no such assumptions, but are sensitive
to slight displacement of the source signal. To see this, note that the phase response
of reverberation changes drastically with a slight displacement of the source signal.
However, the magnitude response changes very slightly. Therefore, methods based
on the magnitude or power spectrum representation is more robust to source signal
displacement than methods based on complex spectrum.

2.3.3 Alignment estimation

Once an intermediate representation has been generated for each signal, either explic-
itly in the form of feature sequence or implicitly as a probabilistic model, the align-
ment method temporally maps the multiple intermediate representations. For the
remainder of this section, it is assumed that an N dimensional feature sequence xdt
for the dth music audio signal is given. When using only one audio signal, the feature
sequence is written as xt .

To �nd the alignment a path optimization technique known as the dynamic time-
warping (DTW) is typically used for explicitly-determined feature sequences [27, 58,
99]. For a probabilistic model, a popular choice is to formulate alignment as decoding
of anHMMand its variants [18,61,112], or as a continuous state-spacemodel [30,103].

Path optimization approach

The path optimization approach considers aligning two audio signals. For audio-to-
score alignment, the music score is synthesized into an audio signal using a synthe-
sizer.

First, a distance matrix Ri j is computed, each entry of which contains the distance
between the feature of the ith frame in the �rst audio and jth frame in the second
audio. Euclidean distance Ri j � ‖x1i − x2 j ‖2, or the cosine distance Ri j � 1− x1i

T x2 j

‖x1i ‖2‖x2 j ‖2

are often used [34]. Note that if the two audio signals play the same piece and if
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the intermediate representation represents the pitch content well enough, one will
observe an almost diagonal path with a consistently low distance.

Next, a path over the similaritymatrix indices thatminimizes the similarity is com-
puted, subject to various path constraints. A popular constraint is to require that the
index (i , j) may only traverse to (i+1, j), (i , j+1) or (i+1, j+1) [20]. Then, the pathmay
be computed using dynamic programming, by �rst computing the following matrix:

Ci j � Ri j +min{Ci−1, j , Ci−1, j−1, Ci , j−1}. (2.20)

Here, for any (i , j) < [1, · · · I] × [1, · · · J], Ci j � 0. Then, alignment is determined by
backtracking Ci j , starting at CI J , where I and J are the size of the feature of the �rst
and second signals, respectively. Namely, the alignment is a list [(i0, j0), · · · (iN , jN )]
where

(in , jn) � arg min
(i , j)∈




(in+1−1, jn+1)
(in+1 , jn+1−1)

(in+1−1, jn+1−1)




C(i , j), (2.21)

and (i0, j0) � (1, 1), (iN , jN ) � (I , J). N is determined given these terminal conditions.
Other DP-based methods with di�erent constraints have been also used recently [41,
51], to cope with repeats and cuts in music.

In DTW-based approach, it is infeasible to jointly align more than two renditions
at a time. This owes to the computational complexity that grows exponentially with
the number of signals D to align. To perform multiple audio alignment, one may
compute pairwise alignments for all possible combination of signals, ignoring any
inconsistencies between the pairwise alignments. It is also possible to incorporate
a measure of inconsistency among pairwise alignments, and minimizing it to re�ne
alignment [81]. To provide a consistent alignment, it is possible to create a kind of
“reference” signal to which each signal aligns, re�ning the reference based on the
observations [132].

Statistical estimation approach

For audio-to-score alignment, a statistical model of the generated audio features given
the music score is �rst designed. For this, the HMM is often used [108]. In the HMM-
based approach, each position in the score is modeled as a distinct state. Then, at
frame t, the audio signal is assuemd to play some position st of the score. Typically, a
state can transition only to itself or to the next adjacent state, conveying the idea that
the state sequence is monotonically increasing. This kind of constraint is called left-to-
right; this kind of HMM is called a left-to-right HMM (LRHMM). The joint likelihood
of an HMM is then given as follows:

p(x , s |π, θ,φ) � p(s1 |π)
∏

t

p(xt |φst )p(st |st−1, θ). (2.22)
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Here p(xt |φs ) is the likelihood of observing the feature at frame t, given parameters
associated with state s of s. This is analogous to the similarity matrix used in Sec-
tion 2.3.3. For example, the Euclidean distance may be conveyed by letting p(x |φ)
be a Normal distribution with a �xed covariance x |φ ∼ N

(
x |µ, σ2

)
with φ � {µ, σ}.

and the cosine distance may be conveyed by the von Mises-Fisher distribution (vMF
distribution), by letting x |φ ∼ vMF(µ, κ), with φ � {κ, µ}.

Amuch richer set of distributions as p(x |φ) can be encoded. For example, the idea
that a particular position in the scoremay emit distinctly di�erent kinds of soundmay
be conveyed by modeling the observation pdf as a multimodal distribution. It is also
possible to look explicitly for what kind of sounds are being simultaneously played
by using a source segregation model, like those discussed in Section 2.2.4.

Since a music score conveys the relative duration (e.g., a quarter note versus an
eighth note), it is relevant to incorporate duration constraints. Many studies focus
on the idea that the tempo transitions smoothly [112]. Namely, the tempo is often
modeled as a random walk – the tempo at the current note vs is that at the previous
note vs−1 plus a Gaussian noise εs :

vs � vs−1 + εs . (2.23)

Then, this information, together with some small factors for correcting the phase of
the beat positions, can be incorporated as the probability that a signal resides in state
s [18]. This kind of formulation, in which the state duration probability is explicitly
given, is called a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM). It is also possible to use a
continuous state-space st instead of discrete state-space of an HMM. This way, the
score position st is expressed as a di�erence equation, such as st � st−1 + vt , with
some additive noise [30, 91, 103].

Whenperforming audio-to-audio alignment, there are twomain approaches. First,
one audio signal may be designated as the “reference” audio signal, and subject the
remaining signal to be aligned to the reference [91]. In this case, the feature sequence
extracted from the reference serves as the parameters to the statistical model. It is
also possible to infer the model parameter by aligning to a left-to-right HMM [86].
This may be conceptually thought of as doing a partial music transcription �rst, then
aligning to the transcribed score.

2.3.4 On asynchrony between notes

Sometimes when �ne details of playing need to be analyzed, one needs to take into
account slight asynchrony in the note onset timings from the music score, as shown
in Fig. 2.8. These approaches are incapable of treating such an asynchrony, and have
been dealt with by post-processing the alignment result [23, 87]. This thesis de�nes
the asynchrony between di�erent parts as inter-part asynchrony.
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What is notated 

on the score

Time Time

What is actually
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Figure 2.8: Example of inter-part asynchrony. Even though the music score speci�es
di�erent parts (shown in one stave) to play three notes in sync, the performer(s) may
not start the sound simultaneously.

2.4 Formulation of Bayesian music alignment
Based on the previous discussions, let us formulate music alignment from a Bayesian
perspective. In music alignment, the underlying piece of music, z, generates (1) pa-
rameters to instantaneous sounds at each point in the piece of music, and (2) a se-
quence that represents how such instantaneous sounds are organized in time. Sup-
pose that the underlying piece of music z is described using N states. Moreover, sup-
pose that parameters governing the instantaneous sound, θ � {θdn }

D ,N
d�1,n�1, are gen-

erated from a distribution p(θ |z). Furthermore, suppose that parameters governing
the sequence of sound, s � {sdt }

D ,Td
d�1,t�1, are generated from a distribution p(s |z). To

summarize, music alignment is formulated as follows:

p(x , s , z , θ) � p(z)
∏
d ,t

p(xdt |θd ,sdt )p(s |z)p(θ |z). (2.24)

This concept is summarized pictorially in Fig. 2.9. In a Bayesian setting, then, the goal
is to compute p(s , z , θ |x).

Di�erentmusic alignment tasksmay be formulated as specializations of this equa-
tion. These are summarized as follows:

Audio-to-score alignment z is given in terms of a music score. θ governs the kind of
sound that may be generated at each point in the score, and s governs how the
music score gets expanded in time.

Audio-to-audio alignment z is unknown. To allow inference, it is assumed that each
point in the underlying piece of music z emits a similar kind of sound for each
signal xd . Thus, a typical formulation assumes that θdn � θd′n for any d and d′.

Subset music alignment z unknown. Moreover, the kind of sound generated at each
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Figure 2.9: Uni�ed formulation of music alignment.

position in the underlying piece of music z may vary signi�cantly across di�er-
ent signals. Thus, θ no longer speci�es “shared” instantaneous sounds, but a
variation of instantaneous sounds across di�erent signals.
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Chapter 3

Bayesian Audio-to-Score Alignment

This chapter presents an o�ine method for aligning an audio signal and individual
music instrument parts comprising a music score. The proposed method tackles the
problem of variations in dynamics, timbre, tempo and note onset timings. It does
so by formulating a generative model of magnitude spectrogram and inferring the
posterior distribution.

As reviewed in Chapter 2, a key issue in audio-to-score alignment is dealing with
robustness to variations in timbre, dynamics and tempo. Inter-part asynchrony, i.e.,
notes that are notated to be played synchronously being played out-of-sync, is an im-
portant problem in music alignment. To tackle these issues, in most alignment ap-
proaches, a timbre-robust representation of the input audio is �rst extracted. Then,
the timbre-robust representation is matched to the music score, using a distance met-
ric that is amenable to slight variations in the volume of the played parts. Finally, the
inter-part asynchrony is estimated with a post-processing method. This kind of mul-
tistage approach fundamentally assumes that the timbre, the volume, the alignment
and the inter-part asynchrony are independent of each other.

A fundamental problem of a multi-stage approach to audio-to-score alignment is
that the timbre, the volume, the alignment and the inter-part asynchrony aremutually
dependent. That is, if the alignment is given, one gains a better understanding of the
timbre that di�erent instruments play at di�erent pitches. This updated knowledge
can then be used to create amore timbre-robust representation for the alignment stage
to use. Similar argument goes for volume and inter-part asynchrony as well. The
mutual dependencies among the timbre, the volume, the alignment and the inter-part
asynchrony calls for joint inference.

This chapter presents an audio-to-score alignment method that jointly infers the
timbre, the volume, the alignment and the inter-part asynchrony in a Bayesian man-
ner. Bayesian inference allows us to encode prior knowledge on themusical piece, and
its certainty. This is important because the alignment should be estimated in a data-
driven manner, while taking into account weak assumptions that may be e�ectively
overridden with ample observation.
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For expressing the timbre, the volume, the alignment and the inter-part asyn-
chrony in a uni�edmodel that permits joint inference, the proposedmethod expresses
three ideas: (1) di�erent parts agree on a common tempo trajectory, (2) each part ex-
ecutes the music score independently, given the tempo trajectory, (3) each position in
the score is rendered as a weighted sum of harmonically spaced sinusoids. Techni-
cally, the method �rst expresses the shared tempo trajectory as an LDS that expresses
the continuity of the tempo. Then, the method expresses the observed signal as a
nested HSMM, where each HSMM corresponds to di�erent “parts.” Asynchrony is
expected to occur among di�erent parts. For each HSMM, the duration pdf is ex-
pressed using the shared tempo trajectory, and the transition pdf describes the struc-
ture of the musical piece. Then, the method represents each audio using a Bayesian
spectral model that expresses a polyphonic mixture of sinusoids spaced integer mul-
tiples apart [138].

The probabilistic model is formulated in Section 3.1, and an inference method is
derived in Section 3.2. Finally, Section 3.3 evaluates the proposed method.

3.1 Formulation
The goal of the proposedmethod is to estimate the tempo, timing �uctuation between
parts, timbre, dynamics, pitch, and sequence of states. Here “part” means an arbi-
trary combination of voices for which instrumentation is di�erent and asynchrony is
expected. For example, in a piece comprising of a violin and a piano, single part may
be assigned to the violin and another to the piano part. If one is concerned in how the
pianist coordinates the left and the right hands, di�erent parts may be assigned to the
notes played by the left hand and those played by the right hand.

Fig. 3.1 shows the idea behind the proposed method. The observed spectrogram
xt f is expressed in terms of an underlying generative model, which describes a top-
down generative process of the spectrogram. Speci�cally, the method �rst assumes
that for a given piece, the comprising parts (the violin, the cello and the piano in this
case) agree on a common tempo trajectory (upper left-hand side of the �gure). The
tempo trajectory expresses how fast the piece is played at a given time instance. Then,
once the parts agree on a common tempo trajectory, each part plays independently of
others. Then, given the executed note sequences, each part renders a sequence of nor-
malized spectral time-slices. Rendering process takes into account the notated pitches,
the harmonic structure and the relative dynamics. Finally, the model outputs the ob-
served spectrogram as a weightedmixture of the normalized spectrograms generated
by these parts.

To express this kind of behavior, the proposedmethod represents the shared tempo
trajectory as an LDS, which expresses smoothness of the tempo trajectory. Then, the
proposed method expresses the note sequence of each part as an HSMM. It is as-
sumed that the audio starts at the beginning of the score, and ends at the end of the
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual idea of the proposed method.

score. Here, each state describes a distinct note combination and has a note duration
associated with it, as shown in Fig. 3.2. How long each part plays each state depends
on the shared tempo trajectory, and slight asynchrony in timing caused by musical
expression and/or physical limitations.

Given the sequence of notes, the method represents a normalized spectrogram
of each part. The normalized spectrogram is constrained such that signi�cant com-
ponents exist at integer multiples of the notated fundamental frequencies. The pair
of pitch/instrument combination is de�ned as an instrument-pitch pair (IPP). It is
assumed that each of I IPPs is harmonic; thus, each IPP is assumed to emit a his-
togram count of the acoustic frequencies that are approximately integer multiples of
the notated fundamental frequency. The relative strengths of these components re�ect
the relative volume balance between di�erent notes within the state, and the relative
strength of each harmonic partial. This concept is expressed using LHA because (1) it
is a model of harmonic mixtures and thus mixes well with the proposed method, and
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State index = n

Duration = 2 tatums

State index = n+1

Duration = 4 tatums

Figure 3.2: Model of the music score as a state sequence.

(2) its interpretation of the power spectrum as count data dovetails with the proposed
method’s interpretation of x.

Finally, the spectrogram xt f is obtained by accumulating quanta of energy over
the time-frequency axis. Speci�cally, the quantized version of the constant-Q trans-
form (CQT) spectrogram xt f is interpreted as the number of energy quanta observed
at time-frequency bin (t , f ). This kind of interpretation of audio signal as a histogram
count has been successfully applied in many tasks such as f0 estimation [138], or
sound source separation [13]. Each quantum is then assigned the originating part,
pitch, instrument and the score position (state). To assign which score position, part
and the IPP generated a particular energy quantum, the normalized spectrograms of
di�erent parts obtained earlier is used as the likelihood of observing a quantum of
energy at a particular time-frequency bin.

Now, each aspect of the proposed method is elaborated.

3.1.1 Modeling the music score state sequence
The model of state sequence is based on �rst generating a smooth global tempo tra-
jectory using an LDS, and for each part, creating an HSMM such that the duration of
each state is governed by the LDS.

Modeling the global tempo trajectory

The global tempo trajectory is designed as a smooth process, such that adjacent tempi
tend to remain close to each other. This concept is modeled using an LDS or, equiva-
lently, an auto-regressive model of order 1. LDS is useful because it describes the cur-
rent observation in a sequence in terms of the deviation from previous observation; if
the current observation is allowed to deviate only slightly from previous observation,
then it naturally expresses the smoothness of tempo trajectory.

Let Tn be the logarithm of the number of audio frames per tatum at state n of
N ; this is related to log-BPM. A tatum is the greatest common divisor of the notated
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lengths of all the notes in the score. Similar to [112], the proposedmodel assumes that
Tn deviates by a small amount from Tn−1, following a Normal distribution centered
about Tn−1:

Tn ∼ N

(
Tn−1,Ln−1λ

(T)
n
−1)

(3.1)

Ln is the number of tatums of state n (for example, a state whose length is a quarter
note, with tatum de�ned as a sixteenth note has Ln � 4). λ(T)

n is the precision (i.e., the
inverse variance) of the tempo di�erence – the greater the value, the less Tn deviates
from Tn−1. The model assumes that this parameter is generated from the Gamma
distribution:

λ(T)
n ∼ Gam

(
l (T)
n , ν(T)

n

)
(3.2)

l (T)
n and ν(T)

n govern the distribution of the precision betweenTn−1 andTn . Speci�cally,
the ratio l (T)

n /ν(T)
n is the mean of λ(T)

n , and the ratio l (T)
n /ν(T)

n
2
is its variance. Thus,

they may be set as to convey the default value of λ(T)
n along with its uncertainty. For

example, steady tempo can be set by setting l (T)
n much greater than ν(T)

n , and making
ν(T)

n large, so that the expected tempo di�erence variance is small and the variance of
λ(T)

n is small, conveying the idea that one is con�dent that the tempo change is small.
On the other hand, upon encountering a tempo marking, these values can be set in
such a way that λ(T)

n is distributed with a large variance, i.e., the tempo can jump by
a large amount.

Modeling a score part as an HSMM

The music score, as mentioned previously, is represented as a sequence of states in a
manner depicted by Fig. 3.2, and a state sequence is de�ned for each of the H parts.
The model of the state sequence must be consistent with both the allowed transition
between states, and the global tempo trajectory. The �rst requirement means that the
transition between states must abide by the music score, i.e., state n can transition
to state n + 1, plus repeats, cuts, or other structural markings, if any. The second
requirement means that duration in each state must be explicitly modeled. To meet
these requirements, the state sequence of the score part is modeled as an HSMM.

The proposed model is completely speci�ed by four variables: state sequence, ini-
tial state pdf, state transition pdf, the state duration pdf. Typically, an HSMM needs
to specify the cumulative density function of the state duration pdf in order to rigor-
ously treat the terminal condition; this information is not necessary in the proposed
model because we assume that the audio ends at the end of the score, i.e., the terminal
state is constrained to be the end of the last state.

Initial state pdf π, a categorical distribution, speci�es the distribution of states at
t � 1. It is drawn from a Dirichlet distribution:

π ∼ Dir(π0) . (3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Model of the state duration pdf.

The music audio is assumed to start at the beginning of the score. To express this
knowledge, π0 is set such that the �rst element π0 ,1 is set to 1, and the remaining
value to a tiny positive value ε � 1 (we set ε � 10−50). Since 〈π〉 ∝ π0, this kind
of setting encourages the initial state to be in the very beginning of the score. Other
knowledge, such as optional cuts in the beginning (e.g., abridging the introductory
passage of a concerto), can be encoded in the initial state pdf as well.

State transition pdf τn′n , a categorical distribution, is the probability of transition-
ing from state n′ to n. It is also drawn from a Dirichlet distribution:

τn ,{1···N } ∼ Dir
(
τ0n ,{1···N }

)
. (3.4)

The prior τ0 describes the possible transitions of the music score: it should be mostly
left-to-right (i.e., the only allowed transition is from state n to n +1), except for few oc-
casions where music structure mandates otherwise, e.g., repeats. The method parses
the music score to determine the appropriate τ0: hyperparameters for allowed transi-
tions are set to 1 (non-informative), and everything else is set to ε. Note that transition
to the same state is not allowed, i.e., τ0n ,n′ � ε.

State duration pdf governs the expected number of audio frames per tatum given
the notated duration of each state. It should be consistent with the global tempo tra-
jectory Tn , in that the expected duration is centered about expTn , as illustrated in
Fig. 3.3. To this end, the log-duration at state n, log l, is modeled as a Normal distri-
bution centered about the expected duration according to the tempo model. Recall
that Ln is the number of tatums of state n and Tn is the log-duration of tatum at state
n generated by the LDS. The duration PDF is then modeled as a Normal distribution
centered about Tn +logLn , with variance of σ2T , log l ∼ N

(
Tn + logLn , σ2T

)
. This kind

of model allows each part to �uctuate from the global tempo trajectory, where a small
value of σT strengthens the e�ect of the global tempo.
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The state sequence is described as a sequence, over time (audio frame index) t,
of two variables: the state n and countdown timer value l. First, at t � 1, the HSMM
chooses the initial state according to the initial state PDF, and chooses the initial count-
down timer value, according to the state duration PDF at the initial state. Then, for
each time t � [1 · · ·T], if the current countdown timer value is not 1, the timer is decre-
mented by 1. If the timer value is 1, the HSMM chooses the next state according to
the state transition PDF associated with the current state, and chooses the countdown
timer value by drawing from the duration PDF of the next state. Let sht � {shtnl }

N,L
n�1,l�1

be a 1-of-LN binary variable that indicates that the state of part h at time t is state n,
with l frames remaining in n. “1-of-K binary variable” is a K-dimensional unit vector,
where the dimension corresponding to the active state has a binary value of 1, and the
other dimensions are set to 0. It is crucial to note that while 1-of-K vector is binary, its
expectation is a continuous variable. Note that this assumes that the sequence stays
at a state for at most L frames. Then, s is described as follows:

p(sh ,{1···T} |T , π, τ) �
N,L∏
n ,l

πn
sh1nl

T,N,L∏
t>1,n�1,l�1

1sh ,t−1,n ,l+1shtnl

T,N,L,L∏
t>1,n ,l ,l′,l+1

0sh ,t−1,n ,l′ shtnl

︸                                                     ︷︷                                                     ︸
(†)

×

T,L,N,N∏
t>1,l ,n ,n′,n

(
τn′,nN

(
log l |Tn + logLn , σ

2
T

)) sh ,t−1,n′ ,1shtnl

︸                                                                ︷︷                                                                ︸
(‡)

. (3.5)

Here, the convention 00 � 0 is used. The terms braced by (†) expresses the count-down
timer: the left term indicates that count-down timermust deterministically decrement
until 1, and the right termmakes any other transition illegal. The terms surrounded by
(‡) expresses both the state transition and state duration. The left term in the paren-
thesis governs the state transition, and the right term governs the count-down timer
value at the next state. It is activated only when the count-down timer value is 1,
meaning that when the count-down timer terminates, it jumps to the next state, draws
a duration value, and assigns it to the count-down timer.

3.1.2 Generating a histogram count

Once the state sequence is generated for all H parts, the CQT spectrogram x can be
generated by (1) choosing, for each count of x, the score position n, the part h, the IPP
i, and the harmonics index j that generates the count and (2) emitting a quantum at
some time-frequency bin (t , f ) based on the choice made in (1).

At time t at frequency f , there are xt f counts. Each of these xt f counts is asso-
ciated with one of H parts that generated it. The part associated with the cth count
is denoted asMt f c . The likelihood that a count is associated with part h follows a
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categorical distribution parametrized by mt f � {mt f h }
H
h�1. This parameter describes

the relative gain of each part at (t , f ). It depends on the time and frequency because
the likelihood of choosing the hth part clearly depends on t through the score po-
sition and f through the IPPs comprising the score of the hth part, which governs
which frequency f is likely to be observed. At the same time, the independence of m
from the actual count index means that once (t , f ) is given, there is no bias towards
choosing any particular quanta created inside (t , f ). Because which frequency bin is
likely to appear is unknown a priori, a non-informative prior is imposed on mt f h ; this
is realized by posing a Dirichlet prior with unit hyperparameter m0t f h � 1:

mt f ∼ Dir
(
m0t f

)
. (3.6)

Then,M t f c � {Mt f ch }
H
h�1 is assigned one of H latent variables, drawn according to

mt f h :
Mt f c ∼ Discrete

(
mt f

)
. (3.7)

Next, the method chooses which IPP is generated. The likelihood of observing an
IPP is dependent on the notated notes at each state, and the relative volume of notated
notes. This is expressed as a categorical likelihood of observing IPP i at state n of part
h, ehn � {ehni }

I
i�1. Note that ehn is independent of time; in other words, the relative

volume of IPPs within a state is assumed to be stationary. Furthermore, ehn is drawn
from a Dirichlet distribution:

ehn ∼ Dir(e0hn) . (3.8)

The prior information e0hn should convey two aspects. First, the relative volume of no-
tated IPPs should be non-informative, unless the dynamics is known through notation
such as forte or piano. Second, the relative volume of IPPs that are not notated must be
very close to zero. To this end, e0hni is set to 1 (non-informative) for notated IPP in-
dices i, and e0hni′ is set to some positive constant much smaller than 1 for un-notated
IPP indices i′. Finally, the IPP index i drawn from e is assigned to I hn f � {Ihn f i }

I
i�1, a

1-of-I binary variable:
Ihn f ∼ Discrete(ehn) . (3.9)

Once the IPP index i is drawn, the index of the harmonic partial is drawn. Each IPP
is associated with a unique harmonic structure with J partials, from the fundamental
up to the Jth partial. The harmonic structure is described as a single categorical dis-
tribution, ah f i � {ah f i j }

J
j�1, the harmonic structure of the ith IPP of part h. a is drawn

from Dirichlet distribution:
ahi ∼ Dir(a0hi) . (3.10)

Then, the index of harmonic partial is assigned toH h f i � {Hh f i j }
J
j�1, a 1-of-J binary

variable:
H h f i ∼ Discrete(ahi) . (3.11)
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Figure 3.4: Graphical model of the proposed audio-to-score alignment method. Cir-
cles represent random variables and arrows indicate conditional dependencies.

a0hi determines the prior knowledge on the harmonic structure. Speci�cally, the rel-
ative strength of jth partial is proportional to the jth element of a0, and the variance
of the relative strength is governed by the norm of a0. Therefore, it is possible to de-
termine a0 in advance by training it with an instrument sound corpora, or set it to
non-informative prior and determine the posterior distribution given the observed
data. Note that by assuming independence from t means that the relative strength of
the partials remains constant within an IPP.

Next, the fundamental frequency is generated. The method assumes that the fun-
damental frequency of the ith IPP, µhi , is distributed according toNormal distribution
centered about the notated fundamental frequency, with precision λhi . A prior dis-
tribution on µhi is imposed, such that its distribution is concentrated about the fun-
damental frequency of IPP i of part h. Moreover, λ has a prior such that its expected
value is large. Speci�cally, µhi and λhi are drawn from aNormal-Gamma distribution:

µhi , λhi ∼ NG
(
m (H)

hi , b
(H)
hi , l

(H)
hi , ν

(H)
hi

)
. (3.12)

Note that
〈
µhi

〉
� m (H)

hi , and 〈λhi〉 � l (H)
hi /ν

(H)
hi . This way, the range of pitch for the ith

IPP of part h to that notated in the music score may be restricted, by setting l much
larger relative to ν, so that the variance of the f0 is small.

Finally, the quanta in time-frequency bin (t , f ) are drawn. First, given a time t, the
set of IPPs to generate the count are chosen, by referring to the state sequence and the
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score. Then, the part h, IPP i and harmonics j are chosen according to the previous
discussions. Then, a frequency bin inside f can be drawn from a Normal distribution
centered about the frequency of the jth harmonic of the ith IPP:

log f ∼
H,I , J,T,xt f ,N,L∏

h ,i , j,t ,c ,n ,l

N

(
µhi + log j, λ−1hi

)Ihn f iHh f i j shtnlMt f ch (3.13)

This kind of model has the capability to jointly and uniquely identify the part, the
volume (the relative strengths of the IPP) and the timbre (relative strengths of the
harmonic partials of each IPP).

Thus, the generative process of x can be summarized as follows:

p(x ,I ,H ,M|s ,m , e , a , µ, λ) �
T,F,xt f ,N,L,H,I , J∏

t�1, f �1,c�1,n�1,l�1,h�1,i�1, j�1

(
mt f hehniahi jN

(
log f |µhi + log j, λ−1hi

))Ihn f iHh f i jMt f ch shtnl (3.14)

In otherwords, this is a latent variablemodel that associateswith each (t , f , c) a latent
variable of tuple (h , i , j, n , l).

The overall generative process is illustrated in the graphical model of Fig. 3.4. Re-
�ecting back on the formulation in Equation 2.24, the proposed method can be seen
as �xing z, expressing θ using an LHAmodel, and expressing s using a set of HSMMs
de�ned for each part, tied together by a common tempo trajectory.

3.2 Inference

Having de�ned the model, the goal is to determine the posterior distribution
p(s ,H ,M ,I ,T , e , a , µ, λ,m |x). The posterior distribution can then be used to �nd
the desired statistics. For example, extracting the maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mate of the state sequence s is used as the estimate of the audio-to-score alignment.

This chapter infers an approximate posterior distribution using variational Bayes.
Speci�cally, p(s ,H ,M ,I ,T , e , a , µ, λ,m |x) is approximated as a factored form
qs (s)qH (H ) qM (M)qI (I)qT (T )qe (e)qa (a)qµ(µ)qλ (λ)qm (m). This kind of factor-
ized approximation is called the variational posterior. By factorizing the posterior in
this manner, posterior inference can be performed by iteratively minimizing the KL
divergence from the variational posterior to the true posterior w.r.t. each factor of the
variational posterior.
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For simplicity, let us de�ne the following variables:

lNhi j f �
〈
logN

(
log( f / j) |µhi , λ

−1
hi

)〉
� −

1
2

*
,

l̄hi

ν̄hi

(
log

f
j
− m̄hi

)2
+ 1

b̄hi

+
-
− log 2πν̄hi + ψ

(
l̄hi

)
(3.15)

ιnl �
〈
log p(log l |Tn)

〉
(3.16)

ηhtn � 〈shtn:〉 (3.17)

lAhi j �
〈
log ahi j

〉
�ψ

(
ᾱhi j

)
− ψ(ᾱhi:) (3.18)

lEhni �
〈
log ehni

〉
�ψ(ε̄hni) − ψ(ε̄hn:) (3.19)

lMt f h �

〈
log mt f h

〉
�ψ

(
m̄0t f h

)
− ψ

(
m̄0t f :

)
(3.20)

The method iteratively updates the variational posterior of each factor until the
divergence has converged. First, the time-frequency maskM is updated as follows:

Mt f c ∼ Discrete
(
γ (m)

t f

)
, (3.21)

where γ (m)
t f � {γ(m)

t f h } is given as follows, up to a constant normalization coe�cient:

log γ(m)
t f h � lMt f h +

N,I∑
n�1,i�1

ηhtn

[
lEhni +

J∑
j�1
ξh f i j

(
lNhi j f + lAhi j

)]
. (3.22)

Next, the probability the ith pitch-instrument pair occupies frequency f at state n
of the HSMM, I, is updated as follows:

Ihn f ∼ Discrete
(
γ (i)

hn f

)
, (3.23)

where γ (i)
hn f � {γ

(i)
hn f i } is given as follows, up to a constant normalization coe�cient:

log γ(i)
hn f i �

( T∑
t�1

xt f γ
(m)
t f h ηhtn

) [
lEhni +

J∑
j�1
ξh f i j

(
lNhi j f + lAhi j

)]
. (3.24)

In Equation 3.24, the �rst term in the right-hand side correspond to the time-averaged
spectrumweighed by the probability of being in state n. The second term is theweight
of the ith pitch-instrument pair based on the expected note emission probability, dis-
tributed using the harmonic partials emission probability. In other words, this dis-
tributes the expected observed spectrum at state n to di�erent IPP.

Similarly, the probability that the jth partial occupies frequency f for the ith pitch-
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instrument pair,H , is updated as follows:

Hh f i ∼ Discrete
(
γ (h)

h f i

)
, (3.25)

where γ (h)
h f i � {γ

(h)
h f i j } is given as follows, up to a constant normalization coe�cient:

log γ(h)
h f i j �

( T,N∑
t�1,n�1

xt f γ
(m)
t f h ηhtnγ

(i)
hn f i

) [
lNhi j f + lAhi j

]
. (3.26)

Equation 3.26, like Equation 3.24, can be seen as �ltering of the spectrum, weighted
by the likelihood of observing the ith IPP, into di�erent partials.

Next, consider updating the relative volume of each note within a state. By the
independence of IPP, it is clear that the posterior of IPPs are independent across part
h and across states n within each part. The variational posterior of ehn is given as
ehn ∼ Dir(ε̄hn), where the hyperparameter ε̄hn � {ε̄hni }

I
i�1 is given as follows:

ε̄nhi � e0nhi +
T,F∑

t�1, f �1
xt f γ

(m)
t f h ηhtnγ

(i)
hn f i (3.27)

Similarly with harmonic partials emission probability, the variational posterior of
ahi is found as ahi ∼ Dir(ᾱhi), where ᾱhi � {ᾱhi j }

J
j�1 is given as follows:

ᾱhi j � a0hi j +
T,F,N∑

t�1, f �1,n�1
xt f γ

(m)
t f h ηhtnγ

(i)
hn f iξh f i j (3.28)

The fundamental frequency of IPP i inside part h, µhi , and its precision, λhi , is
estimated as µhi , λhi ∼ NG

(
m̄ (H)

hi , b̄
(H)
hi , l̄

(H)
hi , ν̄

(H)
hi

)
, where the hyperparameters are

given as follows:

m̄ (H)
hi �

(
bhi + Nhi

)−1 (
mhibhi + Nhi

〈
log( f / j)

〉
θhi

)
(3.29)

b̄ (H)
hi � bhi + Nhi (3.30)

l̄ (H)
hi � lhi + Nhi (3.31)

ν̄(H)
hi � νhi +

1
2

bhiNhi

bhi + Nhi

( (〈
log( f / j)

〉
θhi
− m̄ (H)

hi

)2
+ N2

hi

〈
log( f / j) −

〈
log( f / j)

〉
θhi

〉2
θhi

)
. (3.32)
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Here, θhi � {θhi f j }
F, J
f �1, j�1 is the following density:

θhi f j �

N,T∑
n�1,t�1

xt f ηhtnγ
(m)
t f h γ

(i)
hn f iξh f i j/Nhi , (3.33)

Nhi �

N,T,F, J∑
n�1,t�1, f �1, j�1

xt f ηhtnγ
(m)
t f h γ

(i)
hn f iξh f i j . (3.34)

The variational posterior of the LDS, qT (T ), is determined in a manner similar to
the Kalman smoothing algorithm. Minimizing the KLdivergence from the variational
posterior to the true posterior w.r.t. qT (T ) leads to the following expression that
resembles an LDS, where θ(s)

nl �
∑

h ,t>1,n′,n
〈
sh ,t−1,n′,1shtnl

〉
:

log qT (T ) c
�

N∑
n�1

[ L∑
l�1

θ(s)
nl logN

(
log l
Ln
|Tn , σ

2
T

)
+

〈
logN*

,
Tn |Tn−1,

Ln−1

λ(T)
n

+
-

〉 ]
. (3.35)

The equation is highly similar to an LDS in that the second term expresses continu-
ity of Tn . However, the �rst term describes the cross-entropy between the expected
duration pdf θ(s)

nl and the duration pdf expected from the LDS; this is di�erent from
an LDS, which typically simply describes the log-likelihood of observing a particular
value given the state variables.

Similar to the Kalman smoother, q(T ) is updated using the forward-backward
algorithm. The forward algorithm is described as the following forward recursion:

α(T )
n (Tn) 4� p(Tn |θ

(s)
1···n) � N (Tn |un , sn)

∝

∫
α(T )

n−1(Tn−1)N
(
Tn |Tn−1,Ln−1λ

(L)
n
−1) L∏

l�1
N

(
log(l/Ln) |Tn , σ

2
T

)θ(s)
nl dTn−1. (3.36)

Integrating Tn−1 out and completing the square with respect to Tn gives the following
for un and sn :

m−1n �
1

sn−1
+

〈
λ(T)

n

〉
Ln−1

, (3.37)

s−1n �
θ(s)

n:

σ2T
+

〈
λ(T)

n

〉
Ln−1

− mn

(〈λ(T)
n

〉
Ln−1

)2
, (3.38)

un � sn

(
mn

〈
λ(T)

n

〉
Ln−1

un−1
sn−1

+
L∑

l�1

θ(s)
nl

σ2T
log l
Ln

)
. (3.39)
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The backward algorithm is described as the following backward recursion:

β(T )
n−1(Tn−1) 4� p(θ(s)

n···T |Tn−1) � N
(
Tn−1 |vn−1, qn−1

)
�

∫
β(T )

n (Tn)N
(
Tn |Tn−1,Ln−1λ

(T)
n
−1) L∏

l�1
N

(
log(l/Ln) |Tn , σ

2
T

)θ(s)
nl dTn . (3.40)

By completing the square, we obtain the following:

n−1n �
1

qn+1
+

〈
λ(T)

n+1

〉
Ln

+
θ(s)

n+1,:

σ2T
, (3.41)

q−1n �

〈
λ(T)

n+1

〉
Ln

− nn
*.
,

〈
λ(T)

n+1

〉
Ln

+/
-

2

, (3.42)

vn � nn qn

〈
λ(T)

n+1

〉
Ln

*.
,

L∑
l�1

θ(s)
n+1,l

σ2T
log l
Ln+1

+ vn+1
qn+1

+/
-
. (3.43)

Using these, the variational posterior is obtained as follows:

q(Tn |l1:T ) � α(T )
n (Tn)β(T )

n (Tn) � N
(
Tn |

1
q−1n + s−1n

(
vn

qn
+ un

sn

)
,

1
q−1n + s−1n

)
. (3.44)

This distribution can be used to generate the duration pdf of the HSMM, namely:

ιnl �

〈
−

1
2σ2T

(
log l
Ln
− Tn

)2
− log

(
2πσ2T

)〉
� −

1
2σ2T

(
log l
Ln
−

1
q−1n + s−1n

(
vn

qn
+ un

sn

))2
−

1
2σ2T

(
q−1n + s−1n

) − log
(
2πσ2T

)
. (3.45)

Notice that the e�ect of the tempomodel on the actual note duration is dependent
on σT ; it is, roughly speaking, a coupling parameter between the LDS and the HSMM.
Too small a σT makes the proposed method “myopic,” in that each state cannot “see”
past itself as constrained by the tempo model. Too large a σT makes the proposed
method ignorant of the tempo model, as the actual note duration is penalized less for
deviating from the tempo model.

Minimizing the KL divergence from the variational posterior to the true posterior
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w.r.t. qs (s)h ,1···T leads to the following:

log qs (s) �
L,N∑

l�1,n�1

[
sh1nl

〈
log πnl

〉
+

T,N∑
t�2,n′,n

sh ,t−1,n′,1shtnl

(〈
log τn′n

〉
+ ιnl

)
+

T,F∑
t�1, f �1

shtnl xt f γ
(m)
t f h log κhn f

]
, (3.46)

where

log κhn f �

I , J∑
i�1, j�1

γ(i)
hn f iξh f i j

[
lEhni + lAhi j + lNhi j f

]
. (3.47)

This has a same functional form as an HSMM, with κhn f being an unnormalized
histogram that shows the spectrum state n is likely to emit, and xt f γ

(m)
t f h is the ex-

pected CQT spectrogram of part h. Thus, like an HMM, Baum-Welch algorithm can
be used to infer the state expectation. Let us de�ne α(S)

htnl
4
� p(shtnl � 1|x1···t , f ) and

β(S)
htnl

4
� p(xt+1···T, f |shtnl � 1) as the forward and backward variables of the HSMM,

respectively. Then, the following recurrences are obtained:

α(S)
htnl ∝ Ohtn

(
α(S)

h ,t−1,n ,l+1 +
N∑

n′�1
e〈log τn′n〉+ιnlα(S)

h ,t−1,1,n′
)
, (3.48)

β(S)
htnl �




Oh ,t+1,nβ
(S)
h ,t+1,n ,l−1 l > 1∑N

n′�1 Oh ,t+1,n′e〈log τn′n〉
∑L

l′�1 β
(S)
h ,t+1,l′,n′e

ιn′ ,l′ l � 1.
(3.49)

Here Ohtn is the pseudo-emission probability of state n at time t for part h, given as
follows:

logOhtn �

F∑
f �1

xt f γ
(m)
t f h log κhn f . (3.50)

Because the state sequence is assumed to end at the downbeat of the terminal state,
β(S)

hTnl is set to 1 for n � N and l � 1, and 0 everywhere else. Based on these variables,
the following expectations are given:

〈shtnl〉 ∝ α
(H)
htnlβ

(H)
htnl , (3.51)〈

sh ,t−1,n′,1shtnl
〉
∝ α(H)

h ,t−1,1,n′Ohtne〈log τn ,n′〉+ιnβ(H)
htnl . (3.52)

This information is then used to compute the expectation in Equation 3.35, and to �nd
an estimated trajectory of part h at time t, argmaxnl 〈shtnl〉 .
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Using this information, the variational posterior of τ is found as follows:

qτ �
N∏

n�1
Dir

(
τn ,{1···N } |τ̄n ,{1···N }

)
, (3.53)

where
τ̄nn′ � τ0nn′ + ζ:::nn′ . (3.54)

Moreover, π is updated as qπ � Dir
(
π0 + ηh ,1,{1···N }

)
.

3.3 Evaluation
To evaluate the proposed method, this section assesses the capability to (1) align the
music score to audio, assuming that players play synchronously, (2) detect pre-notated
repeated segments, and (3) detect un-notated timing discrepancies among di�erent
players.

In the subsequent evaluations, the CQT was computed at every eighth of a semi-
tone from C1 to E8 (where A4 = 440 Hz), at a rate of 20 frames per second. Un-
less otherwise mentioned, a0(h , i) are non-informative for all h and i, and evaluated
up to J � 5th partial. Moreover, m (H)

hi is set to the notated fundamental frequency,
l (H)
hi � 1020, and ν(H)

hi � b (H)
hi � (1/2)21020; this sets the prior distribution of µhi concen-

trated about the notated fundamental frequency with standard deviation of a quarter
tone. Also,

〈
λT

d

〉
is set to 10−9 for all d except for the very beginning and the end,

which is set to 10. Thus, tempo LDS is allowed to vary more in the very beginning
and the end. Moreover, σT is swept from 10 to 0.06 over the course of VB iterations.
This e�ectively weakens the in�uence of the tempo LDSmodel in the initial iterations
of the inference. These values were set based manually based on a real-world musical
audio that is unused in the evaluation due to the lack of reliable ground truth data.
Moreover, the model was �rst inferred with all parts collapsed into a single part (i.e.,
a score with H=1), and used the variational posterior of this model to initialize the
proposed model with each HSMM for each part. The maximum duration to stay in a
state was set to 1 second, or L � 20.

3.3.1 Evaluation of the global alignment
This experiment compares the e�ectiveness of the proposed method for audio-score
alignment with three methods.

Experimental setup

First, the proposed method was compared with an alignment method based on DTW
(“CHR”). Method CHR minimized the net cosine distance between chroma vector of
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Table 3.1: Percentile of the absolute error in milliseconds.

25% 50% 75% 90% 95%
CHR 90 304 1363 6422 11736

Piano solo IT 17 48 224 891 2040
FS 1485 4520 10468 19415 26728
Proposed 9 21 50 126 269
CHR 68 182 619 2714 9848

Instrument + IT 14 32 86 255 473
Piano Accomp. FS 863 2549 6437 9373 11219

Proposed 8 21 45 93 163
CHR 90 259 891 2804 4710

Small IT 16 46 131 393 816
ensemble FS 1927 4296 8827 16260 25178

Proposed 10 22 45 88 133
CHR 123 394 1384 6688 36550

Orchestral IT 38 104 574 4793 16768
FS 3111 10463 21788 34275 44847
Proposed 23 51 119 805 2996
CHR 66 205 340 1297 1988

Bach10 dataset IT 11 30 60 166 350
(Real performance) FS 159 350 667 978 1213

Proposed 11 29 57 165 366

the audio and the score that has been warped in time, using path constraints in [58].
Second, the proposed method was compared with its variant, where the note du-

rations are assumed to be mutually independent. In other words, the tempo LDS was
ignored, and assumed the tempo is distributed identically at p(Td) � δ(Td −10) for all
d (“IT,” or Independent Tempo). This is similar to [107] in that the note duration are
mutually independent given some �xed tempo.

Finally, the proposed method was compared with its variant using a �xed tim-
bre/volume/part balance (“FS,” or Fixed Spectrum). To elaborate, the expected emis-
sion spectrum in theHSMMwas �xed; that is, κhn f in Equation 3.46was switched into
a �xed normalized spectrum. This is similar in spirit to [112].

The proposed method was evaluated on both synthetic and real datasets. A syn-
thetic dataset is desirable because it has an accurate ground truth. Moreover, align-
ment performance obtained from a synthetic dataset is indicative of the performance
in real-world audio signals generated by human players, as suggested by [93]. There-
fore, 60 pieces from the music scores (in Standard MIDI File Format, SMF) from the
RWC Classical Music Database [49] were synthesized using Freepats patch [129]. The
SMF contains expressive data including tempo changes and note strength (velocity)
variations. Then, the expected beat positions and the estimated beat positions ob-
tained from score alignment were computed. Furthermore, to test with real audio,
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ten instrumental performances of Bach chorales were used as another test data [29].

Experimental results

From the obtained alignment, the percentile of the absolute error of the beat positions
extracted was evaluated for the proposed method and the three baselines described
above. The result in presented in Table 3.1. Notice thatmethod IT performs better than
CHR. This suggests that incorporating a Bayesian model of spectrum is e�ective in
alignment. The importance of a Bayesian treatment of spectrum is also prominent by
comparing the proposed method and method FS – by �xing the spectrum (i.e., �xing
the observation likelihood), the performance deteriorates signi�cantly. Moreover LDS
tempo model is e�ective, since the proposed method performs much better than LH.

The proposed method performs the worst in orchestral pieces. This is because
orchestra is a complex polyphonic mixture, making it di�cult to infer the spectral
model. Surprisingly, the proposed method performs somewhat poorly on piano solo
pieces as well. This is because a pianist may elongate the note duration much longer
than is notated, using the “sustain pedal.” This is problematic because the proposed
model assumes that no signal component exists at pitches that are not notated inside
each state. To elaborate, recall that the proposed method expresses normalized his-
tograms and spectrum is expressed as a count data over the histogram. Therefore,
the proposed method penalizes little for having a few counts in prominent peaks of
the normalized histogram, i.e., the proposed method is �ne not observing a strong
signal component at notated frequencies and their partials. the proposed method,
however, penalizes a lot for having many counts in small-valued components of the
normalized histogram, i.e., it penalizes a lot for observing a strong component outside
notated frequencies and their partials.

3.3.2 Evaluation of music structure inference

This experiment evaluates the capability of MAHLER to detect pre-notated musical
structures such as repeats and cuts. Because cuts and repeats aremathematically dealt
in the sameway (as non-adjacent state transitions of theHSMM), it su�ces to evaluate
the capability to detect repeats.

Experimental setup

For each polyphony p from 2 to 6, 100 random scores was generated with polyphony
p and a duration of 256 beats, including a repeated segment in the middle of length
2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 bars long. These �les were then synthesized with 100BPM using
a piano patch. Finally, these audio �les were aligned against the music score. Here,
the estimation is de�ne to be “correct” if the alignment result has the same number
of backwards skips as there are number of repeats.
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Table 3.2: True positive rate (TPR) of repeated segment detection. True negative rate
was 100%.

(a) As a function of the repeated segment length.

Beat Length 2 4 8 16 32
TPR 96% 87% 83% 89% 94%

(b) As a function of the number of polyphony.

No. Notes 2 3 4 5 6
TPR 100% 100% 99% 88% 63%

Experimental results

Table 3.2a shows the result as a function of repeat bar duration, averaged over the
number of polyphony. The table shows that as the polyphony increases, the detection
capability decreases. This behavior mirrors the result from Table 3.1, where genres
with increased instrumentation performs relatively poorly.

Table 3.2b shows the result as a function of polyphony, averaged over bar duration.
This result shows that the accuracy decreases for a repeat of about 8 to 12 beats. In
practice, such repeats are rare, so it should not hinder the merit of incorporating pre-
notated non-adjacent state transitions.

3.3.3 Evaluation of inter-part onset timing di�erences inference
This experiment evaluates the capability of the proposed method to �nd small un-
notated onset timing �uctuations among di�erent parts.

Experimental setup

For each number of polyphony p, 1000 SMF �les were synthesized. Each �le consec-
utively plays three chords with p notes, each with duration of 1 second and played by
a piano patch. Notes are assigned in one of p parts, such that all p parts are mono-
phonic. Moreover, the onset times are dilated by a uniformly-distributed noise be-
tween -250ms and 250ms. Each of the p × 1000 audio �les was aligned to the score
using (1) single HSMM used for entire part, and (2) p HSMMs, each HSMM de�ned
for each part. The cumulative percentage of the absolute error of the estimated onsets
was evaluated.

Experimental results

The result, presented in Table 3.3, shows the percentage of frames whose error lie
within an error margin, for di�erent polyphony. It shows that the proposed method
almost always has a higher percentage of frames whose error lies within a given
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Table 3.3: Cumulative percentage of the absolute error of the estimated onsets w.r.t.
polyphony p.

Method p 10ms 20ms 50ms 100ms 200ms 500ms 1000ms
Single HSMM 2 20% 46% 57% 76% 94% 99% 100%

Proposed 2 25% 58% 66% 80% 94% 99% 99%
Single HSMM 3 14% 37% 48% 70% 93% 100% 100%

Proposed 3 18% 46% 56% 74% 92% 99% 100%
Single HSMM 4 10% 29% 41% 66% 92% 99% 100%

Proposed 4 16% 39% 50% 70% 91% 99% 100%
Single HSMM 5 9% 27% 39% 66% 92% 99% 100%

Proposed 5 14% 37% 48% 69% 90% 99% 100%
Single HSMM 6 9% 25% 37% 64% 92% 99% 99%

Proposed 6 12% 34% 45% 68% 91% 99% 100%

bound, meaning that the proposed method is more capable of detecting asynchrony
between parts than when assuming that every part is completely synchronized.

3.3.4 Evaluation of informed source separation
Here, the proposed method is evaluated when used directly in an informed source
separation setting. This is important for two reasons. First, since informed source
separation is a useful method on its own, it is interesting to see the applicability of
the proposed method for source separation. Second, it is a good test of how well our
generative model expresses the audio signals. To elaborate, note that separation of
a polyphonic mixture into comprising parts depends on how well we estimate each
part. Moreover, the proposedmethoddescribes a generativemodel of howeachpart is
mixed in a polyphonic mixture. Therefore, the better the proposed method separates
audio, it is a better generative model of each part.

Experimental setup

The proposed method was compared with its variant that does not update the timbre
or dynamics. This kind of baseline is useful for assessing whether posterior inference
makes the proposed model more representative of the audio signal than was before.

The posterior distribution of the proposed method and the baseline were inferred
using ten quartet from BACH10 database [29]. Then, the signal corresponding to each
part was extracted by Wiener �ltering. To elaborate, audio for part h was extracted
by �rst evaluating a STFT x̄t f̄ of the input signal with the same analysis framerate
as that used for computing the CQT. Then, γ(m)

t f h was interpolated to the linear fre-
quency axis f̄ . Finally, the inverse-STFT of x̄t f̄ γ

(m)
t f̄ h

was computed. Then, for each
separated signal, the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) and signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR)were evaluated using BSS_EVAL [125]. SDR is indicative of howwell themethod
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(a) SDR of the separated parts. (b) SIR of the separated parts.

Figure 3.5: SDR and SIR of the separated parts, using score-informed separation based
on the proposed method.

kept wanted components, and SIR is indicative of how well the method suppressed
unwanted components.

Experimental results

Fig. 3.5 shows the result of source separation. The average SDR improved from 2.2 dB
to 2.5 dB, and SIR from 12.6 dB to 15.8 dB. It shows that the inference of timbre and
dynamics is e�ective for informed separation, showing that the proposed method
better represents the underlying audio signal. This suggests that the proposed model
is capable of representing musical audio signals.

Using a similar dataset, an existing informed separation method reports a SDR of
about 5.5 dB and SIR of 12.9 dB [29]. The proposed method generates slightly lower
SDR and a higher SIR. This means that the proposed method is capable of removing
unwanted sound, but distorts the signal in the due process. This is because the pro-
posed method assumes that the dynamics is �xed within a note and the timbre for
each IPP is �xed. This approximation is good enough for identifying where the noisy
signals are, but it fails to capture minute spectral variations within a note. This may
be alleviated by incorporation of a more elaborate spectral model that captures the
�ne spectral detail at each time instance.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter presented a Bayesian audio-score alignment method. The key issues that
(1) inter-part asynchrony and alignment is mutually dependent, and (2) timbre, dy-
namics and alignment aremutually dependent, were handled by jointly inferring tim-
bre, dynamics, tempo, pitch, score alignment, and inter-part asynchrony in a Bayesian
manner.

Experimental evaluation demonstrated that the proposed method achieves a me-
dian accuracy of about 30ms on real chambermusic and 50ms on synthetic orchestral
recording, making it a viable choice for detailed performance analysis. Furthermore,
the proposed method was shown to be capable of estimating inter-part asynchrony;
this is important for informed source separation applications, which require high-
quality note onset timing information; and application to musicology, e.g., for analyz-
ing the interaction between di�erent performers within an ensemble.
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Chapter 4

Bayesian Audio-to-Audio Alignment

This chapter presents a method for aligning di�erent audio signals that play a same
piece of music. In order to align multiple music audio signals that represent a same
piece of music, it is necessary to express both what kind of piece the audio signals are
playing, and how the piece is played by each audio signal. In order to unify di�er-
ent musical constraints in a single framework, generative audio alignment is attrac-
tive. Furthermore, since how a piece is played by each performance and what kind of
piece is played in common are mutually dependent, joint inference through statistical
modeling is desirable.

Audio-to-audio alignment is di�cult because, unlike audio-to-score alignment,
the symbolic music score is not given. This means that the sequence of note combi-
nations and their relative durations, which are common to all signals, are unknown.
Thus, generative audio-to-audio alignment needs to specify a model of the note com-
bination sequences and their relative durations (i.e., musical composition), and the
alignment between each audio signal and the musical composition (i.e., music per-
formance).

To represent the generative process of amusical composition, the proposedmethod
focuses on the general fact that small fragments consisting of multiple musical notes
form the basic building blocks of music and are organized into a larger work. For ex-
ample, the sonata form is based on developing two contrasting fragments known as
the “subject groups,” and a song form essentially repeats the same melody. Hence,
a composition model should express the observation that basic melodic patterns are
reused to form the sonata or the song. Yet, such a property has been neglected [86,91],
assuming that di�erent part of the underlying musical composition is distributed in-
dependently.

To represent the generative process of each performance, the proposed method
focuses on temporal �uctuations from a common music composition. Since each per-
formance plays the same musical composition, the small fragments should appear in
the same order. On the other hand, each performance can be played by a di�erent set
of musical instruments with a unique tempo trajectory.
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Figure 4.1: An overview of generative audio alignment.

Unlike audio-to-score alignment, the tempo trajectory can be expressed only im-
plicitly because the note durations are unknown. To tackle this issue, the proposed
method assumes that the relative tempo, the speed at which each audio signal plays
a piece relative to a reference, changes slowly over time. Tempo is a special case of
the relative tempo, where the reference is a �xed metronome click. As seen in Chap-
ter 2, the tempo is often expressed as a random walk [18, 30, 102, 112, 113]. Likewise,
in probabilistic audio alignment [91], the relative tempo is assumed to change slowly
over time, expressed using a random walk.

A randomwalk, in two ways, poorly approximates the actual dynamics of the rel-
ative tempo. First, it is incapable of expressing the appropriate range of the relative
tempo. This is problematic since the relative tempo evolves within a narrow con�ne
de�ned by the physical playability and musical appropriateness. Second, it is inca-
pable of handling sporadic changes in the underlying dynamics. This is problematic
because the relative tempo changes dramatically at structural boundaries of music,
such as a phrase ending [105]: the tempo does change slowly over time, but the rate of
change varies by the structural context of the music. The rate of change is �xed in a
random walk, so it cannot handle this kind of sporadic change.

To deal with these issues, the proposed method employs a hierarchical Bayesian
model of music composition and performance. Note duration of each performance is
then modeled as a process whose smoothness may vary sporadically. The proposed
method �rst addresses the need to express the kind of structure that appear in music
composition. It does so by �rst decoupling the generative process of music audio
signals into those originating from the underlying music score and those from the
unique performance. Then, inspired by music structure analysis methods [1,106], the
proposed method represents a music composition as a sequence generated from a
compact, ergodic Markov model (“latent composition”). This allows the method to
capture frequently-occurring note patterns. Each music performance is represented
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as a left-to-right Markov chain that traverses the latent composition with the state
durations unique to each performance.

Second, the proposed method addresses the problems associated with expressing
the dynamics of the relative tempo as a randomwalk. It does so using two approaches.
First, it limits the range of the relative tempo, instead of allowing it to diverge with-
out bound. This is achieved by expressing the dynamics of the relative tempo as a
mean-reverting process (or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process), instead of a random walk.
A mean-reverting process is like a random walk, except it has a restoring force to a
prede�ned value. The restoring force is proportional to how far the relative tempo
deviates from a prede�ned relative tempo value. Second, the method allows sporadic
changes in the relative tempo dynamics, which an LDS cannot express. To do so, it,
inspired by tempo trajectory models [52], expresses the relative tempo as a switching-
state LDS (SSLDS). An SSLDS is capable of toggling the smoothness of the relative
tempo, allowing the smoothness of the relative tempo change sporadically at struc-
tural boundaries. To incorporate such a model into an audio alignment method in a
uni�ed manner, the proposed method integrates the model of the relative tempo as a
duration probability at each position in the underlying reference performance.

A conceptual overview is provided in Section 4.1, and then the concept is mathe-
matically formalized in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 provides an inference scheme. Finally,
the proposed method is evaluated in Section 4.4.

4.1 Conceptual overview
The proposed method formulates a generative model of alignment that aligns D per-
formances. It �rst extracts short-time audio features from each of D performances.
Denote the feature sequence for the dth performance at frame t ∈ [1, Td] as xdt , where
Td is the total number of frames for the dth audio signal. Here, the kind of feature is
arbitrary, and depends on the generative model of the short-time audio. Then, xdt
is modeled as a set of D state sequences. Each state is associated with a unique gen-
erative process of short-time audio feature. In other words, each state represents a
distinct audio feature, e.g., distinct chord, f0 and so on, depending on how the gener-
ative model of the feature is designed.

For audio alignment, the state sequencemust abide by two rules. First, the order in
which each state appears is the same for all D feature sequences. In otherwords, every
performance is described by one sequence of distinct audio features, i.e., the musical
piece that the performances play in common. Such a sequence is called the latent com-
position in this chapter. Second, the duration that each performance resides in a given
state in the latent composition can be unique to the performance. In other words, each
performance traverses the latent composition with a unique “tempo curve.” The se-
quence that each performance traverses over the latent composition sequence is called
the performance sequence in this chapter. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The idea of how a piece is generated. Music composition is modeled as a
sequence (composition sequence) from an ergodic Markov model. Each performance
plays the composition sequence by traversing the composition sequence in the order
it appears. Each performance stays in each state with a unique duration, as governed
by the duration sequence (omitted for the sake of simplicity).

The latent composition is a sequence of length N drawn from an ergodic Markov
model, which is called the latent common structure. The latent composition is described
as a sequence of length N and S states, zn , where each state describes a distinct audio
feature. In other words, the musical piece is described by at most N distinct audio
events, using at most S distinct sounds. The latent common structure encodes the
structure inherent to the music. The transition probabilities of each state shed light
on a “typical” performance, e.g., melody line or harmonic progression. Therefore, the
latent common structure provides a generative model of music composition.

The performance sequence provides a generative model of performance. Each au-
dio signal ismodeled as an emission froma N-state left-to-rightMarkovmodel, where
the nth state refers to the generative model associated with the nth position in the
latent composition. Speci�cally, write the performance sequence for audio d as sdt ,
which is a state sequence of length Td and N states, such that state n refers to the nth
element of the latent composition. Each performance sequence is constrained such
that (1) it begins in state 1 and ends at state N , and (2) state n may traverse only to
itself or state n + 1. In other words, each performance sequence is constrained to tra-
verse the latent composition in the same order but with a unique duration. Such a
model conveys the idea that each performance can independently play a piece in any
tempo trajectory.
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Figure 4.3: The idea of the duration modeling.

To express the tempo trajectory, the proposed method considers a “template” of
tempo dynamics, and switching back and forth between the templates in the course
of the piece. It is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Each template encodes the covariancematrix of
tempo change among di�erent performances. For example, one template might cor-
respond to every recordingmaintaining a smooth tempo, and another templatemight
correspond to, say, tempo of signal 1 and 4 changing rapidly in a negatively correlated
manner. By sporadically changing the template assignment, it is possible to express
a tempo trajectory whose dynamics changes sporadically. In the proposed method,
one template is assigned to each position in the composition sequence. This way, the
tempo of every signal transitions with the same covariance structure at any given po-
sition in the underlying piece. From this kind of model, the covariance templates are
learned and the sequence of covariance templates used is inferred.

An example of performance and composition sequence

Fig. 4.2 clari�es the relationship between the performance and composition sequence
model. In the example, S � 3 and N � 5, where state “A” corresponds to a combi-
nation of notes G, C and F, “B” corresponds to the note C, and so on; moreover, zn

encodes the state sequence “ABBCB,” as to re�ect the underlying commonmusic com-
position that the performances play. Note that a single note may be expressed using
more than one state in the latent composition, e.g., both z2 and z3 describe the note C.
Next, each performance aligns to the latent composition, through the performance se-
quence. Each state of the performance sequence is associated to a position in the latent
composition. For example, s1,3 is associated to position 2 of z, z2. Then, at each time,
the observation is generated by emitting from the state in latent common structure re-
ferred by the current frame of the current audio. This is determined hierarchically by
looking up the state n of the performance sequence of audio d at time t, and referring
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to the state s of the nth element of the latent composition. In the example, s1,3 refers
to state n � 2, so the generative model corresponding to zn�2, or “B,” is referred.

4.2 Formulation
The proposed method probabilistically expresses D feature sequences, each being an
audio performance to a common piece of music.

This kind of multiple feature sequences is assumed to be generated by four steps.
First, a reference performance that every sequence plays is generated. Second, each
signal determines how long each position in the reference should be played. Third,
each signal expands the reference in time, such that each position of the reference is
played with a duration determined from the second step. Finally, based on the ex-
panded sequence, audio features that correspond to each position in the reference
are created. To express such a generative process, a probabilistic model is designed,
which is composed of (1) composition sequence, a state sequence that describes the un-
derlying reference performance common to the D signals, (2) duration sequence, a state
sequence that describes how long each signal resides in each position in the composi-
tion sequence, (3) performance sequence, a state sequence that describes which position
in the composition sequence is being played at each time instance, and (4) a model of
audio feature that is likely to be observed at each state of the composition sequence.

4.2.1 Composition sequence
The composition sequence describes the underlying musical piece, i.e., the ordering
of features that are emitted in common to all signals. It is described as an S-state
sequence of length N , z � {zn }

N
n�1, where each state s is associated with a parameter

θs , which describes what kind of acoustic features are likely to be observed at that
state. Here, zn is an S-dimensional binary variable, whose value zns is 1 if the state of
zn is s, and 0 otherwise. Speci�cally, we model z as an ergodic Markov chain whose
initial state pdf is π and the transition pdf is τ :

p(z |π, τ ) �
S∏

s�1
π

z1,s
s

N∏
n�2

S∏
s�1

S∏
s′�1

τ
zn−1,s′zn ,s
s ,s′ . (4.1)

τs is generated from a conjugate prior, a Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameter
τ0,s , i.e., τs ∼ Dir(τ0,s ). The same is done for π as well, i.e., π ∼ Dir(π0). The hyper-
parameters τ0 and π0 are set to a positive value less than 1, which induces a sparse
transition structure. Sparse transition structure decreases the number of redundant
states, which helps the inference of θs .

The latent composition and structure implicitly convey the information about how
the music is structured and what its building blocks are. Fig. 4.4 shows a similarity
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Figure 4.4: Structural annotation of Chopin Op. 41-2 and the similarity matrix com-
puted from its latent composition.

matrix derived from the estimated latent composition ofOp. 41-2 by F. Chopin1 having
the ternary form (a.k.a. ABA form). The �rst “A” section repeats a theme of form
“DEDF” repeated twice. The second section is in a modulated key. Finally, the last
section repeats the �rst theme, and endswith a short coda, borrowing from“F”motive
from the �rst theme. Noting that the diagonal lines of a similarity matrix represent
strong similarity, such a trend may be unveiled by analyzing the matrix. The bottom-
left diagonal lines in the �rst section, for example, show that a theme repeats, and the
top-left diagonal suggests that the �rst theme is repeated at the end. This suggests
that the latent composition re�ects the organization of music.

Notice that this kind of structure arises because the organization ofmusic is explic-
itly modeled as an ergodic Markov model; simply aligning multiple performances to
a single left-to-right HMM [83,86] is insu�cient because it cannot revisit a previously
visited state.

4.2.2 Performance sequence
Every audio signal is assumed to be generated from the sequence z, with each signal
staying in a given state inside z with a di�erent duration. Thus, when signal d of
D signals generates a feature sequence of length Td , it is necessary to (1) traverse the
sequence in the same order as z, and (2) explicitly model the duration that each signal
d spends in each position n inside z. To achieve these goals, the proposed method
considers a sequence of “pointer” to z, Φd , de�ned for each signal d. The pointer is
designed such that it starts at zn�1. Then, the pointer value stays the same for some

1The similarity matrix Ri , j was determined by removing self-transitions from zn and assigning it to
z′, and setting Ri , j � 1 if z′i � z′j , and 0 otherwise. Next, R was convolved by a two-dimensional �lter
that emphasizes diagonal lines.
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Figure 4.5: Feature sequences (chroma vector) of two performances, overlayed by
points where the state of the latent composition changes.

time according to p(lnd |Ψ), which is the likelihood, for some parameterΨ, that signal
d stays in position n of z for lnd frames. Then, it points to zn+1, repeating the same
process until reaching zN .

Tomodel such a behavior, the sequence of the position inside z that each signal tra-
verses is expressed as a Markov chain of length Td over state-space [1 . . .N]× [1 . . . L],
Φd � {sdt }

Td
t�1 (also known as a semi-Markov chain). Here, sdtnl � 1 means signal d

at time t points to zn , with l more frames remaining in zn ; L is the maximum al-
lowed duration at each state. The state dynamics is set such that for some n, l keeps
decrementing until reaching 1, where n gets incremented by 1 and l is set accord-
ing to p(ln+1,d |Ψ). Furthermore, sdt is constrained to start at z1 and end at zN . With
p(lnd |Ψ), the duration that s resides in n can be explicitly modeled, and a left-to-right
dynamics ensures that the signal starts at z1 and ends at position zN . Then, the like-
lihood is given as follows:

p(Φ|Ψ) �
D∏

d�1

[ N∏
n�1

(
δ(n , 1)sd,1,n,1δ(n , S)sd,Td,n,1

)
×

Td∏
t�2

N∏
n�2

[ L∏
l�1

p(lnd |Ψ)sd,t−1,n−1,1sdtnl

L∏
l�2

1sd,t−1,nl sdtn,l−1
]]
. (4.2)

Fig. 4.5 shows excerpts of the feature sequences obtained from two performances,
overlayed by blue lines that indicate time instances where the state of the composi-
tion sequence has changed. The �gure suggests that the state changes with a notable
change in the feature, such as when new notes are played. Since, by the de�nition of
a left-to-right Markov model, the number of vertical lines is identical for all perfor-
mances, audio signals can be aligned by mapping the occurrences of the sth vertical
line for all performances, for each s.
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4.2.3 Duration sequence
The duration sequence models the state duration pdf p(lnd |Ψ) introduced in Equa-
tion 4.2, as to encourage the relative tempo of each signal to be similar and changing
smoothly, with a sporadically varying degree of smoothness. To provide an overview,
the idea is to decouple the state duration lnd into (1) the average state duration at
each n, Ln , and (2) the relative tempo T n � [Tn1 · · · Tnd], i.e., the multiplicative o�set
from the average Ln for each signal d at each position n in z. Then, Tnd is modeled
as an switching-state LDS (SSLDS) [47] with a mean-reverting dynamics with mean 1.
SSLDS allows the smoothness of the relative tempo to change sporadically, andmean-
reverting dynamics encourages the relative tempo to “return” to a default value, more
so when the relative tempo is farther away from the default value.

The state duration is �rst decoupled into the average state duration Ln and the
relative tempo Tn . Then, lnd , givenΨ � {Ln ,Tn }n ∪ {λ0}, is assumed to be distributed
Normally about LnTn with precision λ0:

p(ln |Ln ,Tn , λ0) � N
(
ln |LnTn , λ

−1
0

)
. (4.3)

Since there is little prior information on the value of Ln , and since Ln is likely to be
independent of each other, Ln is assumed to be distributed mutually independently,
with a mean of zero and a small precision ι (i.e., large variance):

p(a|ι) �
N∏

n�1
N

(
Ln |0, ι−1

)
. (4.4)

By setting ι to a small value, the prior assumption on Ln weakens, and the posterior
distribution, with Tn � 1, resembles a Normal distribution centered about the average
state duration.

To model T , the proposedmethod considers the two requirements for the relative
tempo. First, the proposedmethod should encourage the signals to playwith a similar
relative tempo trajectory, i.e., the T should “favor” a value of 1. Second, it should
express the smoothness of the relative tempo, with a sporadically varying degree of
smoothness. To achieve these, T is modeled as a mean-reverting process with mean
m � 1, and an innovation noise with a switching covariance:

Tn − Tn−1 � −α(Tn −m) + εn . (4.5)

This kind of process can be seen as a discrete-time analogue of theOrnstein-Uhlenbeck
process. The adjacent di�erence (left-hand side of Equation 4.5) contains (1) a restor-
ing force proportional to α ∈ [0, 1] and di�erence fromm (�rst term in the r.h.s. of
Equation 4.5), plus (2) some innovation εn (second term in the r.h.s. of Equation 4.5).
Therefore, the farther Tn deviates fromm, the greater it tends to revert back tom.

To allow the dynamics of T to change sporadically, εn is assumed to be a Gaus-
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Figure 4.6: A short phrase played with 24 di�erent interpretations, and the estimated
u and Λ. Dotted arrows indicate the choice of executed phrasing.

sian noise with zero mean and precision matrix Λn , where Λn may vary sporadically.
Here,Λ expresses di�erent relative tempo dynamics, e.g., “there is little change in the
relative tempo,” “the relative tempo of signals 1 and 3 vary signi�cantly in a corre-
lated manner,” and so on. To model a time-varying Λn while constraining it to vary
only spuriously, Λn is modeled as an M-state Markov chain, u, each state of which
describes a unique covariance structure forΛ. By setting M to a reasonable value, the
tempo dynamics is expressed as a sequence of a few covariances. The initial state pdf
is de�ned as υ and the state transition pdf is de�ned as ξm . Then, the likelihood of u
is given as follows:

p(u|ξ, υ) �
M∏

m�1
υ

u1,m
m

N∏
n�1

M∏
m�1

M∏
m′�1

ξ
un−1,m un ,m′

m ,m′ . (4.6)

Then, T is described as an SSLDS with a time-varying covariance:

p(Tn |Tn−1,Λ,un) � N
(
Tn |
Tn−1 + αm

1 + α ,Λ−1m

)unm

. (4.7)

Here, ξm andυ are generated froma conjugateDirichlet distribution, i.e., ξm ∼ Dir(ξ0)
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and υ ∼ Dir(υ0); furthermore,Λm is generated from a conjugate Wishart distribution
Λm ∼W(nm ,Wm).

The proposed model naturally extends duration models based on the smoothness
of tempo [91, 112], to deal with a sporadically varying degree of smoothness, and to
encourage the relative tempo trajectory to be similar among audio signals. Note that
how the proposed method treats the SSLDS for relative tempo modeling is di�erent
from that used in beat tracking [15] or score following [104]. Namely, while these stud-
ies assume a switching-state dynamics of the observation noise and a �xed dynamics
of the underlying tempo trajectory, the proposed method assumes a switching-state
dynamics of the underlying tempo trajectory. It allows the underlying tempo to exhibit
di�erent dynamics, making it similar in spirit to expressive tempo modeling [52].

Preliminary analysis suggests that the state of u changes at structural boundaries
of musical interpretation. To illustrate, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of u
andΛ for a short violin phrase is presented in Fig. 4.6, played with 24 di�erent tempo
trajectories. Speci�cally, the dth recording is generated by permuting over three bi-
nary decisions over the phrasing (dotted lines) and choosing an overall tempo (vari-
able s in the �gure). The MAP estimate of u is shown as color labels over the music
score, and Λ is shown in the bottom of the �gure. It shows that performances with
similar overall tempo are correlated, as shown by the block-like covariance structure.
The red-colored label is a “default” covariance, and the remaining indicate spurious
changes in the degree of smoothness. Note that the spurious changes (i.e., non-red
labels) often occur at phrase boundaries (i.e., ends of arrows in Fig. 4.6), perhaps since
the relative tempo changes signi�cantly at musical structure boundaries [22].

To summarize, p(lnd |Ψ) in Equation 4.2 is expressed as follows:

p({ln }Nn�1 |Ψ) �
N∏

n�1

[
N

(
ln |LnTn , λ

−1
0

)
N

(
Ln |0, ι−1

)
×

M∏
m�1

[
N

(
Tn |
Tn−1 + α
1 + α ,Λ−1m

)unm

υu1m
m

M∏
m′�1

ξ
un−1,m unm′

mm′
] ]

×Dir(υ; υ0)
M∏

m�1

[
Dir(ξm ; ξ0)W(Λm ; nm ,Wm)

]
. (4.8)

Fig. 4.7 shows the graphical model of the duration model.

4.2.4 Feature sequence

Finally, the proposed method generates the audio feature xdt by emitting data from
a distribution with an appropriate θs associated with frame t of signal d. To do this,
sdt is referred to �nd which state n of z is referred at the current frame. Then the
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appropriate θs is retrieved by �nding the state s to which zn refers. In other words:

p(xdt |z ,Φ, θ) �
S∏

s�1

N∏
n�1

L∏
l�1

p(xdt |θs )zns sdtnl . (4.9)

Here, p(x|θs ) is the likelihood of observing audio feature x at state s of z, and θs

is generated from some prior distribution p(θs ;θ0). In this chapter, the proposed
method uses the chroma vector and its half-wave recti�ed increment as the feature,
assuming that p(xdt |θs ) is a dim(xdt )-dimensional Normal distribution, whose pa-
rameter θs is generated from its conjugate prior, the Normal-gamma prior. In other
words, the proposed method assumes that θs � {µ̃s , λ̃s }, θ0 � {m0, ν0, u0, k0}, and
assumes xdt |µ̃s ,λ̃s∼N

(
µ̃s , λ̃−1s

)
and µ̃si , λ̃si ∼ NG(m0,i , ν0,i , u0,i , k0,i). The graphical

model of the performance and composition sequence is shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Re�ecting back on the formulation in Equation 2.24, the proposed method can be
seen as generating z from an underlying ergodic HMM, expressing θ using a single
distribution of the chroma vector at each state, and expressing s using a set of HSMMs
with a duration model that encourage every signal to play in a similar relative tempo.

4.3 Inference

The posterior distribution to the model described above is derived in this section.
Since direct application of Bayes’ rule to arrive at the posterior is di�cult, the varia-
tional Bayes method [7] is employed to �nd an approximate posterior of form
q(s , z , θ, η,π, τ ) �

∏
d q(sd ,·)q(z)q(π)

∏
d ,n q(ηd ,n)

∏
s q(θs )q(τs ) thatminimizes the

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to the true posterior distribution.
q(s) and q(z) can be updated in a manner analogous to an HMM. q(z) may be

updated using the forward-backward algorithm, with the state emission probability
gn at position n of the latent composition and the transition probability vs from state
s given as follows:

log gn ,s �
∑
d ,t

〈
sd ,t ,n ,:

〉 〈
log p(xd ,t |θs )

〉
, (4.10)

log vs ,s′ �
〈
log τs ,s′

〉
. (4.11)

Speci�cally, the forward message is computed as follows:

αns � gns

∑
s′
αn−1,s′vs′s , (4.12)

starting at log α1,s �
〈
log πs

〉
. The backward message is computed as follows:

βns �
∑

s′
vss′gn+1,s′βn+1,s′ , (4.13)

starting at βN,s � 1. Then, π can be updated as follows:

q(π) � Dir(π0 + 〈z1〉) , (4.14)

and τ as follows:

q(τs ) � Dir*
,
τ0,s +

N∑
n>1

〈
zn−1,s zn

〉+
-
. (4.15)

Likewise, for q(sd ,t ), forward-backward algorithm is used to update the varia-
tional posterior, with the state emission probability hd ,n and transition probability
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wd ,s given as follows:

log hdtn �

∑
s

〈zns〉
〈
log p(xdt |θs )

〉
(4.16)

log wdnl �
〈
logN

(
l |anTnd , λ

−1
0

)〉
. (4.17)

Then, the forward message is computed as follows:

αdtnl � hdtn
(
αd ,t−1,n ,l+1 + αd ,t−1,n−1,1wdnl

)
, (4.18)

starting at log αd ,1,n ,l � δn ,1
1
L . Furthermore αdtnl for all l > L is set to 0, and αdtnl for

all n < 1 is set to 0. The backward message is computed as follows:

βdtnl �



∑
l′ hd ,t+1,n+1,l′βd ,t+1,n+1,l′wd ,n+1,l′ l � 1

hd ,t+1,n ,l−1βd ,t+1,n ,l−1 1 < l ≤ L,
(4.19)

starting at βdTd nl � 1 for all d, n and l.

Based on these parameters, the generativemodel of audio features can be updated.
Some commonly-used statistics for state s include the count N̄s , the mean µ̄s and the
variance Σ̄s , which are given as follows:

N̄s �
∑

n

〈zns〉 〈s::n:〉 (4.20)

µ̄s �
1

N̄s

∑
d ,t ,n

〈zns〉 〈sdtn:〉 xdt (4.21)

Σ̄s �
1

N̄s

∑
d ,t ,n

〈zns〉 〈sdtn:〉 (xdt − µ̄s )2 (4.22)

With these, the observation model can be updated as follows:

q(µs ,λs ) � NG
(
ν0 + N̄s ,

ν0m0 + N̄sµ̄s

ν0 + N̄s
,

u0 +
N̄s

2 , k0 +
1
2
(
N̄sΣ̄s +

ν0N̄s

ν0 + N̄s
(µ̄s −m0)2

))
(4.23)

Hyperparameters may be set manually, or optimized by minimizing the KL diver-
gence from q to the posterior.
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To update the duration sequence, the following statistics are introduced:

Xndl �

Td∑
t�1

〈
sd ,t−1,n−1,1sdtnl

〉
(4.24)

Cnd � Xnd: (4.25)

Mnd �
1
Cnd

L∑
l�1

lXndl (4.26)

To update the assigned covariance, the forward-backward algorithm is used, with
emission probability Onm and transition probability Tm ,m′ given as follows:

logOnm � −
1
2tr(ΓnΛm) + 1

2
〈
log detΛm

〉
(4.27)

logTm ,m′ �
〈
log ξm ,m′

〉
(4.28)

Then the forward message is computed as follows:

αnm �

∑
m′
αn−1,m′OnmTm′,m , (4.29)

and the backward message is computed as follows:

βnm �

∑
m′
βn+1,m′On+1,m′Tm ,m′ (4.30)

From these, 〈un〉 ∝ αnβn may be estimated. With the estimated expectations, q(υ)
can be updated as follows:

q(υ) � Dir(υ0 + 〈u1〉) , (4.31)

and q(ξ) as follows:

q(ξm ,:) � Dir*
,
ξ0 +

N∑
n>1

〈
un−1,m

〉 〈
zn ,:

〉+
-

(4.32)

Next, consider updating q(T ). Since the functional form is like an LDS, the expec-
tations may be computed using the Kalman smoother. The forward message
p(Tn |X1...n , · · · ), whose functional form is N (Tn |gn ,Vn), is computed. To this end,
let us introduce the following variables:

Γn �

〈
(µn−βµn−1−γ)(µn−βµn−1−γ)T

〉
(4.33)
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Sn �

M∑
m�1
〈unm〉 〈Λm〉 (4.34)

An � diag 〈Ln〉 (4.35)

Then, the forward message is computed follows:

P −1n �Vn−1 + (1 + α)−2Sn (4.36)
Vn �Sn +AnΛnAn − (1 + α)−2SnPnSn (4.37)

gn �V −1n

[
SnPn

1 + α

(
Vn−1gn−1 −

αSnm

(1 + α)2

)
+ αSnm

1 + α +AnΛnMn

]
. (4.38)

Similarly, the backward message p(Xn+1...N |Tn , · · · ) can be computed to yield a func-
tional formN (Tn |hn ,Wn), whose parameters are given as follows:

Q−1n �Wn + Sn +AnΛnAn (4.39)
Wn−1 �(1 + α)−2Sn (I −QnSn) (4.40)

hn−1 �
W −1

n Sn

1 + α

[
Qn

(
Wnhn + αSnm

1 + α +AnΛnMn

)
−
αm
1 + α

]
. (4.41)

Combining these, the variational posterior for T n is obtained as follows:

q(T n) � N (Un (Vngn +Wnhn),Un) , (4.42)

where
Un � (Vn +Wn)−1. (4.43)

Using these, the expectations 〈TnTn〉 and 〈Tn−1Tn〉 may be updated as follows:〈
TnT

T
n

〉
�Un (4.44)〈

Tn−1T
T

n

〉
�
P −1n Sn

1 + α

(
Q−1n +

ST
nP
−1
n Sn

(1 + α)2

)−1
. (4.45)

Next, the update for the relative note duration q(a) is obtained:

Ln ∼ N
*.
,

ικ + λ0
∑D

d�1 Cnd 〈Tnd〉Mnd

ι + λ0
∑D

d�1 Cnd

〈
T

2
nd

〉 , *
,
ι + λ0

D∑
d�1
Cnd

〈
T

2
nd

〉+
-

−1
+/
-
. (4.46)

Finally, the tempo covariance for each template Λm is updated:

Λm ∼W*
,

nm + 〈u:m〉 ,
[
W −1

m +
N∑

n�1
〈unm〉 〈Γn〉

]−1+
-

(4.47)
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4.4 Evaluation
Here, three experiments are conducted to assess the proposed method. First experi-
ment assesses the e�ectiveness of the proposedmethod against existing methods that
ignore the organization of music [83, 86]. Second experiment investigates how well
similar sounding fragments are grouped into one state; to evaluate this, the onset de-
tection capability of the proposed method is tested, assuming that a change of state
corresponds to an onset. Last test evaluates the robustness of the proposed method
to the length of the latent composition, a parameter that needs to be �xed in advance.

4.4.1 Experimental conditions

The proposedmethod is evaluated by computing the alignment error percentile using
nine pieces from Chopin’s Mazurka, each with 2 to 5 recordings. For each song, the
estimated alignment was compared with a human-annotated data [114]. The feature
was computed using a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz at 25 frames per second. Then,
the proposed method was compared against six di�erent methods:

DTW DTW thatminimizes the net cosine distance using path constraint in [58]. Since
it practically cannot deal with alignment of more than two signals at a time, the
error percentile is evaluated over all possible pairwise alignments.

HMM Our model, with an HMM tomodel φ, ignoring any duration constraints [82].
This serves as the baseline for probabilistic audio alignment.

Independent Treatingφ as anHSMM, assuming independent state distribution both
across signals d and positions in z, n.

Mean Assuming, for each position n, a single Normal distribution as the duration
pdf, which ignores continuity of relative tempo but encourages signals to play
with similar relative tempo trajectories.

Dynamics (Single-state) Setting α � 0 and setting M � 1 in Equation 4.8, making the
proposed model a LDS (no switching-state) with a random-walk dynamics. It
ignores the deviation of relative tempo trajectory from each other and assumes a
single underlying dynamics, thus making it similar in spirit to existing duration
models [91, 112].

Dynamics (Switching-state) Same as above, except a switching-state dynamics is
used by setting M � 5.

Proposed The proposed method, i.e., method Dynamics (Switching-state) with a
mean-reverting dynamics.
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Table 4.1: Onset detection rate

Method Prec. Rec. F-meas.
HMM 43% 26% 31%

Dynamics (Single-state) 72% 70% 70%
Proposed 75% 74% 74%

The hyperparameters to the composition sequence were set to π0 � 0.1 and τ0,s ,s′ �
0.9 + 10δ(s , s′), which encourages a sparse transition and self-transitions. The hy-
perparameters related to the mean-reverting dynamics were set to α � 0.1, which
moderately encourages the relative tempo to be nearm � 1. The prior precision of
an , ι, was set to 0.01, allowing for standard deviation of about three frames. The prior
precision of lnd is set to λ0 � 30. For the SSLDS, the hyperparameters were set such
that ξ0 � 0.1, υ0 � 0.1, and M � 5, which encourages a sparse transition structure.
The prior of Λm was set to nm � D and Wm � 100Id . For the observation models,
the hyperparameters were set such that u0 � k0 � 1, ν0 � 0.1 and m0 � 0, which
encourages a sparse variance and a dispersed mean. Finally S was set to 100 and N to
0.3mind Td .

4.4.2 Experimental results

The result is shown in Fig. 4.9. The proposed method performs comparably to DTW,
a commonly-used pair-wise audio alignment method, attaining a median alignment
error of about 60 ms. Moreover, it was con�rmed that it is e�ective to (1) encour-
age the similarity of the tempo trajectory among the input signals and (2) encourage
the smoothness of relative tempo with sporadically switching degree of smoothness.
This suggests that existing alignment methods, that use LDS-based tempo dynam-
ics, including audio-to-score alignment, may bene�t from tying the mean duration
using mean-reverting dynamics, and incorporating switching-state dynamics. This
kind of modeling strategy is impractical for DTW-based alignment, whose memory
and computational complexity increases exponentially with number of signals D to
simultaneously align, and incorporating explicit duration constraint is di�cult.

The result suggests a room for improvement inmodeling the composition sequence,
performance sequence and the acoustic observation model. That is, when duration
constraints are ignored, DTW (red line) signi�cantly outperformsHMM (orange line).
This result is in accord with results from audio-score alignment literature, where the
DTW typically outperforms HMM when only simple feature such as the chroma is
used inside a simple model of observed feature [63]. Improvement is expected by
incorporating better features and sophisticated models of notes, as in [63].
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Figure 4.9: Percentile of absolute alignment error. Asterisks indicate statistically sig-
ni�cant di�erence over DTW (p=0.05) and circles indicate statistically signi�cant dif-
ference over LRHMM (p=0.05), using Kruskal-Wallis H-test.

4.4.3 Onset detection
This experiment veri�es that the places where the state of latent composition changes
correspond to changes in tonal characteristics. To this end, the onset detection accu-
racy of the proposedmethodwas computed. The onset is de�ned the positions where
the state of the latent composition have changed. Then the estimated onset position
was compared to the onset data from the Mazurka Project [114]. The onset position
was de�ned to be correct if it lied within 0.1 s of an annotated onset position.

Table 4.1 shows the precision, recall and the F-measure. This shows that the pro-
posed method perform signi�cantly better than the left-to-right HMM method, with
the semi-Markov performance sequence performing better than the Markovian per-
formance sequence.

Robustness to the length of the latent composition

Since the proposed method requires the user to set the length of latent composition
N , this experiment evaluated the quality of alignment as N is varied. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed method with di�erent values of N , the alignment of the
proposed method was evaluated when N is set to N � α |Td�1 |, with α ranging from
α � 0.1 to α � 0.9 with an increment of 0.1. Fig. 4.10 shows the median alignment
error. When α is too small, the error increases when there is aninsu�cient number of
states to describe a composition. The error also increases when α is too large, since
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Figure 4.10: Median alignment error against α.

the maximum total allowed deviation decreases (i.e., to about (1 − α)Td�1). However,
outside such extremities, the performance is relatively stable for moderate values of
α around 0.5. This suggests that the proposed method is relatively insensitive to a
reasonable choice of N .

4.5 Summary
This chapter presented an audio alignment method based on a probabilistic genera-
tive model. Based on the insight that a generative model of musical audio alignment
should represent both the underlying musical composition and how it is performed
by each audio signal, this chapter presented a uni�ed generative model of musical
composition and performance. The proposed generative model contributed to a sig-
ni�cantly better alignment performance than existing methods, attaining a median
alignment error of 60 ms. The result brings generative alignment on par with DTW-
based alignment, opening door to alignment problem settings that require integration
of various sources of uncertainties. For example, alignment under a noisymixture is a
problem where integration of denoising techniques and alignment seems preferable.
In such a case, one must approach the problem in a generative formulation.
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Chapter 5

Bayesian Subset Music Alignment

This chapter presents a method for aligning musical media that contains some shared
note sequences. Only audio signals will be discussed in this chapter, but a symbolic
music score may be treated in the same manner by rendering it with a synthesizer.

In music alignment, it is often useful to align di�erent music media that contain
an identical sequence of notes plus some other elements. In performance analysis,
for example, an amateur singer might want to compare his solo singing of an opera
with an orchestral recording of the same piece. This calls for an alignment method
that aligns solo vocal audio to full opera audio. In informed source separation, the
user may want to provide the music score for only the parts that he is interested in
separating out, instead of all parts. This requires the alignment between an audio
signal and a musical score data that represents a subset of the notes played by the
audio signal. When a user wants to hum a melodic line that he wants to separate
out from a polyphonic mixture (known as separation by humming [119]), alignment
between user’s humming and polyphonicmixture allows the separation to be done on
humming that is out of sync with themixture. Yet, such a problem has been neglected
in conventional studies, which have focused on how to align audio signals and/or
music score data that represent an identical sequence of notes.

This chapter proposes subset music alignment, a task for aligning di�erent musical
media that contain parts that are played in common. Furthermore an o�ine subset
music alignment method is presented. Subset music alignment must concurrently
address two tasks: identifying the common set of notes played by two or more media,
and aligning the media based on the common components. The two problems are
mutually dependent, so they must be determined jointly. To elaborate, common set
of notes can be identi�ed if the times at which D signals play the same location in the
music score are known. But the components are played in common must be known
for identifying the location. To merge the two problems in a unifying framework,
joint estimation is tackled by inferring a probabilistic generative model that expresses
these two subproblems. Constraints pertaining to these subproblems are expressed
probabilistically, through the use of prior distributions.
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Figure 5.1: The idea behind subset music alignment. Assuming audio 1 and 2 play
subsets of a same score, the method aligns the audio signals by focusing on the notes
played by both signals (shaded noteheads).

Section 5.1 de�nes subset music alignment and positions it with respect to exist-
ing studies. Section 5.2 presents a generative model to subset music alignment. A
posterior inference scheme is presented in Section 5.3, and the proposed method is
evaluated in Section 5.4.

5.1 Subset music alignment

Here, subsetmusic alignment is de�ned and comparedwith existing audio alignment
methods.

5.1.1 Problem Speci�cation

Subset music alignment is a task for aligning di�erent musical media. The problem
statement is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and summarized below:
Input D music media (audio signals or music score). Each medium represents a non-
disjoint subset to a common piece of music.
Output Temporal alignment among the media, i.e., a collection of sets of D temporal
“markers,” each set of D markers of which contains the temporal locations of the D
media that play the same location in the underlying common piece of music.
Assumption The common piece ofmusic is describable as a sequence of a set of notes.

Subsetmusic alignment is nontrivial because it needs to �nd out not only the align-
ment but also the componentswithin the input signals that are relevant for alignment.

5.1.2 Related Studies

Aligning the time axis of multiple musical representations has gathered considerable
interest in the music information retrieval (MIR) community. However, as noted in
Chapter 2, most studies have focused on how to align di�erent musical media that
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represents an identical musical score. On the contrary, subset music alignment re-
quires alignment among audio signals that contain some shared note sequences that
are not necessarily identical.

Subsetmusic alignmentmethods should be able to (1) discerndi�erentnoteswithin
the signals, and (2) align the signals so that same notes played are “shared” among
di�erent representations. On the other hand, these requirements are not necessarily
handled in existing alignment methods.

Many existing alignment methods are designed to discern di�erent pitch combi-
nations, instead of the notes themselves. This is sensible when aligning audio signals
that play an identical score, since it is reasonable to expect to observe the same se-
quence of pitch combinations. This makes it sensible to use, say, the chroma vector
to extract the combination of pitch-classes played, and use it as the basis for align-
ing audio signals. Some studies discern di�erent notes by segregating the input au-
dio into di�erent pitched sounds [17, 61, 84, 98, 103]. These studies, however, use the
segregated information to ultimately �nd the note combination that is played. Sub-
set music alignment requires di�erentiation between di�erent notes, suggesting that
segregation approach is more sensible.

Existing methods align the signals so that the temporally aligned signals look as
identical to each other as possible, instead of making the signals share as many com-
ponents as possible. For example, a path minimization approach, typically using dy-
namic time-warping (DTW) [27,58,99], seeks to minimize the di�erence between two
signals that are temporally warped. For a probabilistic approach, often formulated as
a hidden Markov model (HMM) and its variants [18, 61, 84, 112] or as a continuous
state-space model [30, 103], observation likelihood is modeled as to “favor” signals
that play identically to a prede�ned pattern. In subset audio alignment, however, the
alignment shouldmaximize the degree of “sharedness,” instead of sameness: aligned
signalsmay look very di�erent from each other, as long as there aremany shared com-
ponents. This is similar in philosophy to ignoring components that are irrelevant for
alignment [69].

5.2 Formulation

This chapter presents a subset audio alignment method, which is capable of aligning
multiple audio renditions to a same piece of music, each rendition of which contains
a common piece of music. The proposed method renders a digital music score us-
ing a high-quality synthesizer, allowing symbolic music score data to be treated like
an audio data. Therefore, the following exposition is based on aligning signals, and
formulates a generative model that describes a collection of musical audio signals.
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5.2.1 Concept
Broadly speaking, the proposed method assumes that each signal plays a subset of a
“master” score. Here, the master score is a sequence of note combinations common to
all input signals. Then, the model expresses the note sequence associated with each
signal by temporally warping the master score, and selecting which notes from the
master score to play. Finally, the model converts the note sequence to audio signal by
expressing the signal as aweightedmixture of the spectrum associatedwith each note
that is being played. Given this kind of generative model, the alignment is estimated
by working backward: the method starts from the given input audio signals, and infers
the model parameters that best describe the input signals.

Expressing the note sequence

First, Fig. 5.2 illustrates the concept behind the generative process of the note se-
quence. This �gure shows three audio data (right half). Shaded boxes indicate the
notes that are played at a given pitch at a given time, and di�erent parts are indi-
cated by di�erent shades of gray. Each signal represents a common piece of music
composed of three parts, indicated by the “master score” shown in the left half of the
�gure, with some notes missing (indicated by dotted notes).

As shown in the �gure, each signal is interpreted as a subset of the master score
that has been warped in time (indicated by dotted vertical line). The master score
is described as a state sequence with a known ordering. Moreover, each state of the
master score emits a combination of “bases.” Each basis describes a distinct note.
Then, the note sequence is generated by �rst warping the master score in time, and
then choosing which notes in the master score are emitted at each position.

An issue with the proposed method is that the number of notes comprising the
piece is unknown, since it depends on the degree of polyphony of each signal at each
time instance. That is, the number of bases, the number of notes in each state of the
master score, and the number of notes that each signal chooses to play within each
state are unknown. Thus, a model that could infer the e�ective number in a data-
driven manner is necessary.

Expressing the observed signals

The note combination is represented as a discretized constant-Q transform (CQT) [12].
In other words, the proposedmethod infers the model described in Section 5.2.1 from
the CQT spectrogram of the input signals.

Given the sequence of emitted notes, the CQT spectrogram is generated by accu-
mulating quanta of energy that has been generated from di�erent bases. To elabo-
rate, the discretized CQT spectrogram is interpreted as a histogram of energy quanta,
where the power contained in each time-frequency bin corresponds to the number
of quanta observed at the given time-frequency bin. This kind of interpretation has
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Figure 5.2: The proposed method considers a latent “master” music score, subsets
of which generates the sequence of notes played for each music media, temporally
warped by the signal-dependent note durations.

been shown to be e�ective for decomposing spectrogram into spectral time-slice that
repeatedly appear throughout the data [13, 119, 120, 138]. As illustrated in Fig. 5.3,
that each count is assuemed to be generated from a di�erent basis (expressed as dif-
ferent shades of gray). Which basis is likely to appear at each time is governed by
which notes are likely to appear at that time, as given by the model of note activation
described earlier.

Now the model is described in more detail. For the moment, let K be the number
of spectral basis and F be the number of frequency bins. The method expresses some
spectral time-slice x � [x1 · · · xF]. The kth spectral basis is expressed as a normalized
histogram over the frequency axis, θk � [θk1 · · · θkF]. For example, θ1 may represent
the normalized spectral time-slice of a piano playing A4, θ2 may represent that of a
violin playing F]4, and so on. Moreover, let the likelihood of observing each basis be
π � [π1 · · · πK], where πk is the likelihood of observing basis k. Then, x is expressed
in two steps. First, N �

∑
f x f indicator variables z � [z1 · · · zN] are drawn. zc ex-
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Figure 5.3: A sample drawn from the model of CQT timeslice. The proposed method
treats the timeslice as a histogram count. Di�erent shades of gray indicate di�erent
spectral bases, each associated with a note in Fig. 5.2 (inside the box labeled “Basis”).

presses the spectral basis that is associated with the cth count of the histogram. Since
the likelihood of observing each basis is governed by π, z is drawn independently
according to π:

zc ∼ Categorical(π). (5.1)

Then, the frequency bin to assign to the cth count is chosen. Let cc be the assigned
frequency bin. Since the likelihood of assigning the frequency bin is dependent on
the shape of the spectral basis θ, cc is drawn according to it:

cc ∼ Categorical(θzc ). (5.2)

Note that if z is integrated out, the following mixture distribution is obtained:

p(cc � f |π, θ) �
K∑

k�1
πkθk f (5.3)

The form of distribution is independent of c, and describes a weighted mixture of the
spectral bases. Here, K should express the number of notes that are contained in x.

In the proposed method, θ represents the notes that exists for a given signal at a
given time, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Moreover π indicates the relative loudness of the
notes for a given signal at a given time, and K re�ects the number of notes for a given
signal at a given time. In other words, θ, π and K varies at each state for each signal.
This means that, as discussed in Section 5.2.1, the number of bases K should “vary”
with the nature of the observed spectra. Moreover, the bases θ should maintain a
hierarchical relationship among the set of all bases, the master score, and the notes
played for each signal.

5.2.2 Model
Now, the concepts introduced in Section 5.2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 5.2 shall be math-
ematically formulated. The key idea is to exploit the Dirichlet Process (DP) to express
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spectral bases (di�erent boxes inside “Bases” illustrated in Fig. 5.2). DP has a prop-
erty that the e�ective number varies with the complexity of the signals. It then uses
hierarchical DP (HDP) to express the hierarchical relationship depicted in Fig. 5.2
– namely, those among the set of all notes used, the notes inside the master music
score, and the notes emitted by each signal. Tomodel how themaster sequence devel-
ops over time, the proposed method uses a left-to-right hidden semi-Markov model
(LRHSMM) with �xed terminal states. This way, each signal traverses the master mu-
sic score in the same order, while the actual duration that each signal stays in a given
state in the master music is unique to each signal.

In the following exposition, D audio signals are given, each of which is an audio
rendition of a subset of a given piece of music. Let xdt f be the CQT spectrogram
of the dth audio signal, evaluated at time t of duration Td and f th of F �lter banks
comprising the CQT.

Modeling the note sequence

As shown in Fig. 5.2, the proposed method expresses the note emitted by each signal
as a subset of the master score, which in turn is a sequence of subsets of all possible
notes. This is realized by expressing the hierarchy of notes using anHDP, and express-
ing how the master score evolves over time using a LRHSMM. The proposed method
is pictorially shown in Fig. 5.4.

To elaborate, a three-level hierarchical DP is used to express the hierarchy of notes.
First, the set of basis used (the box labeled “Basis” in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4) is repre-
sented using a DP. The DP represents countably in�nite number of spectral bases,
each basis of which is associated a weight. Thus, it is an in�nite-dimensional exten-
sion of the spectral model described in Equation 5.1, Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3.
However, the DP prefers a compact representation, so only a �nite number of the in-
�nite number of bases gets used. Second, the notes played inside a master score is
expressed as a sequence of HDP whose base measure is the set of bases used (the box
labeled “Master score” in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4). Finally, the actual spectral basis emit-
ted by each signal is an HDP whose base measure is based on the master score (the
boxes labeled “Audio Signal d” in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4). The key point here is that the
numbers of elements in these sets depend on how many notes are sounding for each
signal at each time instance. HDP expresses this kind of concept naturally.

Now the proposedmodel is mathematically speci�ed. First, assume that the space
of possible spectral basis is de�ned by a measure H. The speci�c form of H in will be
developed in Section 5.2.2. Given H, the distribution of spectral basis G0 is de�ned
as a DP with base measure H and concentration parameter α, where α controls the
growth of the e�ective number of spectral bases in G0:

G0 ∼ DP (α,H) . (5.4)
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the proposed three-layer HDP-HSMMmodel. Each 3D plot
represents aweightedmixture of spectral basis. The lower-level DP’s inherit the atoms
from the upper-level DP’s, while making the mixture more concentrated.

Thus, a countable number of histograms over the frequency axis is sampled, and each
histogram is assigned a weight, sparseness of which is controlled by α. The weights
exhibit a property that the more a basis is used, the more likely it is for the basis to
be used again in another observation. This induces G0 to have a few atoms with non-
negligible associated weight, providing a compact representation of the observed θ’s
whose number of atoms with non-negligible grows with the complexity of x.

Fig. 5.5 illustrates an example of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the
samples drawn from G0 and the weights, sorted in descending order. Note that most
bases have dark bands at log2 n (n ≥ 1) octaves plus some o�set, meaning that they
represent monophonic pitched sounds. The most frequently occurring basis (basis 0)
describes noisy components that could not be described the harmonic sounds. Note
that only a few basis (about 15), are used and remaining basis are rarely used, if at all.
This suggests that G0 represents a compact set of pitched sounds that describes the
notes that appear in a piece.

Next, the master music score is modeled as a sequence of N states, each state emit-
ting a subset of the atoms in G0. Each state n of the master music score is associated
with a subset of G0, denoted Gn . Each signal in state n is allowed to emit a subset of
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Figure 5.5: MAP estimate of the basis g (top; color in logarithmic scale, larger values
are darker) and how frequently each basis is used (bottom).

the atoms (i.e., spikes in Fig. 5.4) in Gn . Gn is assumed to be drawn from a DP with
concentration parameter β and base measure G0:

Gn ∼ DP
(
β,G0

)
. (5.5)

Intuitively, Gn correspond to the notated notes in themaster music score, which tends
to emit a subset of the atoms in G0.

To ensure that every signal plays with the same ordering of states in the master
score, the sequence that signal d traverses over the master music score sd ,1···Td is ex-
pressed as a N-state LRHSMM:

sd ,1···Td ∼ LRHSMM(l). (5.6)

Here, LRHSMM(l) denotes a left-to-right HSMM with state durations l � {l1 · · · lN }.
Speci�cally, the probability that l remains in state n for l frames is assumed to be
drawn from pn (ln) � N

(
ln |µn , cµ2n

)
. The state sequence is furthermore constrained

such that sd11 � 1 and sdTd1 � N (i.e., sd111 � 1/L and sdTd N1 � 1 in 1-of-N notation)
for all d, meaning that every signal is constrained to start at the same state and end
at the same state. By de�nition, s is constrained such that state n may only switch to
n +1 after staying in it for some duration ln . Note that a left-to-right structure ignores
structural discrepancies among signals, such as repeats and cuts.

To perform inference over an HSMM, the semi-Markov model is replaced with an
equivalent HMM. Namely, s is considered as an HMM state sequence that traverses
over an augmented state space (n , l) ∈ [1 · · ·N] × [1 · · · L], where n is the state as
described in the HSMM, l is the number of frames remaining in state n, and L is the
maximum allowed duration at any state. Then, the s transitions in a way such that (1)
for l > 0, state (n , l) always transitions to (n , l−1), (2) for l � 0, state (n , 0) transitions
to (n+1, l′) with probability pn+1(l′). A set of other illegal transitions from state (n , l)
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Figure 5.6: How the CQT spectrum is created in the proposed model.

to (n′, l′) is denoted as Silleg. � {(n , l , n′, l′)}.
Finally, the model considers how each audio signal renders the music score. At

each state n in the score, each audio signal chooses a subset of Gn ; for example, an au-
dio signal of a violin solo that plays a duet consisting of the violin and the piano emits
only the atoms corresponding to the violin part. Therefore, the actual atoms emitted
by signal d at state n, Gd ,n is expressed as a draw from a DP with a concentration
parameter γ and a base measure Gn :

Gd ,n ∼ DP
(
γ,Gn

)
. (5.7)

The proposed model is di�erent from in�nite HMM [8], which also uses the HDP.
First, the proposedmodel applies for a �nite number of states. Since forced alignment
requires known terminal states and ordering of states, the proposel method necessar-
ily uses a �nite number of states. Second, the proposed model is hierarchical with
respect to signals as well as states. Therefore, the model can share not only basis
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Figure 5.7: An excerpt of the expectation of the spectral basis activation, and the his-
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ually annotated (dashed) for the sake of clarity.

among states, but also basis in a chord at a given state among di�erent signals.

Modeling the observed signals

The proposed method interprets xdt f as a count data – i.e., the number of times a
time-frequency bin (t , f ) was observed for the dth signal – and identi�es the spectral
basis that generated each count of the histogram. To represent x as a count data, let us
introduce a frequency indicator variable cdtc that takes on discrete values between 1
and F, where c is de�ned for c ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,

∑
f xdt f ], and such that

∑
c δ(cdtc , f ) � xdt f .

Each element in cdtc denotes a unique count in the histogram at signal d at time t,
and indicates to which frequency bin the particular count was accumulated. Fig. 5.6
illustrates the generative process of the spectrum, which shall be elaborated.

Each count cdtc is assumed to originate from one of countable spectral basis, each
of which describes the likelihood of emitting a count data from a given frequency:

cdtc ∼ Categorical(θdtc). (5.8)

Here, Categorical(θ) is a categorical distribution with the likelihood of observing fre-
quency f given as θdct f ; thus, θ resembles a normalized CQT spectrum of sounds
comprising xdt f . Recall that the kind of spectral basis θ is de�ned by the three-level
HDP-HSMMmodel described earlier. Thus, at time t in signal d, the state sequence θ
is referenced to �nd the position in the master score θdt . Then, the spectral atom θdtc
is generated from the corresponding DP inside the HDPs:

θdtc ∼ Gd ,sdt . (5.9)

Since the atoms of Gd ,sdt should be a categorical distribution and since the domain
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Figure 5.8: Graphical model of the proposed method.

of Gdn is the same as G0, the base measure of G0, or H, should be de�ned over all
possible categorical distributions. To this end, H is chosen to be a Dirichlet distri-
bution of dimension F with hyperparameter g0, Dir

(
g0

)
. The Dirichlet distribution

is used because it is conjugate to the categorical distribution, which simpli�es infer-
ence. Further extensions might be possible; for example, one may use a distribution
over harmonically-constrained categorical distributions [138].

An excerpt of the MAP estimate of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 5.7,
when aligning a professional violin concerto recording to a recording of the solo violin
part of an end-user. Here, the proposed method inferred one basis for a “summary”
of orchestral parts (Basis 0), and other basis corresponding to a single pitched note,
presumably that of the solo violin (Basis 2 and so on). Thanks to the DP, only a few
components are used, yielding in a compact representation of music audio signals.

With this kind of model, one could align di�erent musical audio by �nding the
state sequence of the master music score for each signal, as to maximize the posterior
estimate of sdtc . Since HDP seeks a parsimonious representation, the estimated mas-
ter score tends to maximize the degree to which basis are shared among each signal
(as mandated by Gn). This is possible because the input spectrogram is decomposed
into spectral bases, such that the total number of spectral bases used is also parsi-
monious (as mandated by G0). The proposed method is summarized as a graphical
model in Fig. 5.8.

Re�ecting back on the formulation in Equation 2.24, the proposed method can be
seen as generating z as a sequence of iid variables, expressing θ using the three-level
hierarchical DP, and expressing s using a set of left-to-right HSMMs.

5.2.3 Re-writing as a conjugate model

To compute the alignment, the posterior distribution of the previous model needs to
be inferred, but it is di�cult because the current HDP representation is nonconjugate.
Tomake the proposedmodel amenable to closed-form Bayesian inference, it is rewrit-
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ten using Sethuraman’s stick-breaking construction [130], making themodel fully con-
jugate. The basic idea is to use the stick-breaking representation (Equation 2.11 and
Equation 2.12 in the appendix) to represent all three DPs. Hereon, the latent variables
are represented as 1-of-K variables when the discrete latent variables are not shown
in boldface, e.g., sdt � n′ is denoted as sdtn � 1 for n � n′ and 0 otherwise.

First, consider rewriting G0. To this end, let us draw Ĩ → ∞ atoms from the base
measure H using the stick-breaking process (SBP). Speci�cally, gi is drawn from the
following distribution, with h(1)

∼ GEM(α):

gi ∼ Dir
(
g0

)
, (5.10)

h(1)
∼ GEM(α) , (5.11)

where GEM(α) translates to the following:

ξ(1)
i ∼ Beta(1, α) ; h(1)

i � ξ(1)
i

i−1∏
i′�1

(1 − ξ(1)
i′ ). (5.12)

In other words, G0 is described in terms of the atoms (spectral basis) gi and its asso-
ciated weight h(1).

Next, Gn is rewritten by an equivalent stick-breaking representation as done above.
To this end, let us draw J̃ →∞ indicator variablesun j , jth of which indicates to which
global atom the jth atom within a chord in state s refers. Speci�cally:

un j ∼ Categorical(h(1)), (5.13)

h(2)
n ∼ GEM

(
β
)
, (5.14)

where GEM(β) translates to the following:

ξ(2)
n j ∼ Beta

(
1, β

)
; h(2)

n j � ξ
(2)
n j

j−1∏
j′�1

(1 − ξ(2)
n j′). (5.15)

In other words, Gn is realized by drawing J̃ indices ranging from 1 to Ĩ according to
w (g)

i , the length of the stick broken for the top-level DP. Then, each draw is stored by
setting un j :� i. Finally, for each j, a categorical weight is associated with it.

Next, Gdn is rewritten similarly. Namely, K̃ → ∞ indicator variables vdnk are
drawn, kth of which indicates which atom of Gn the kth atom of Gdn refers to:

vdnk ∼ Categorical(h(2)
n ), (5.16)

h(3)
dn ∼ GEM

(
γ
)
, (5.17)
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where GEM(γ) translates to the following:

ξ(3)
dnk ∼ Beta

(
1, γ

)
; h(3)

dnk � ξ(3)
dnk

k−1∏
k′�1

(1 − ξ(3)
dnk′). (5.18)

In other words, K̃ indices are drawn according to h(2)
n , and each draw is associated

with a categorical likelihood generated from the SBP.
Next, each count cdtc is modeled as having originated from one of k atoms of Gdn ,

given sdt . To this end, a latent variablew is introduced, which indicates the atoms of
Gdn that generated cdtc , given n:

wdct |sdt ∼ Categorical
(
h(3)

d ,sdt

)
. (5.19)

Then, the observation likelihood can be modeled as follows:

cdtc∼Categorical
[
gusdt ,vd ,n ,wdctn

]
. (5.20)

Comparing with Equation 5.8, note that the variable θdtc has been replaced with
gun ,vd ,n ,wdtc

. This means that θ is constrained to be one of draws from G0, and the
hierarchy of DP’s used to arrive at s, explored in Section 5.2.2 is realized by traversing
the index associated with an element of each layer’s DP.

Then, the complete log-joint likelihood is given as follows, up to a constant nor-
malization factor:∑

i , j,k ,n ,l , f ,d ,c ,t

cdtc f un ji vdnk j wdctk sdtnl log gi f +
∑

i

logDir
(
gi |g0

)
+

T−1,N,L,D∑
t�1,n�2,l�1,d�1

sd ,t ,n−1,1sdtnl logN (l |µn , cµ2
n) +

∑
t ,d ,(n ,l ,n′,l′)∈Silleg.

sd ,t−1,n ,1sdtn′l′ log 0

+
∑
n ,i , j

un ji log h(1)
i + logGEM

(
h(1)
|α

)
+

∑
d ,n , j,k

vdnk j log h(2)
n j +

∑
n

logGEM
(
h(2)

n |β
)

+
∑

t ,c , f ,k ,d ,n

wdctk sdtn log h(3)
dnk +

∑
d ,n

logGEM
(
h(3)

dn |γ
)
. (5.21)

Now this is fully conjugate, so standard variational Bayesian method [7] and trunca-
tion approximation to Sethuraman’s stick-breaking representation [130] can be used
to arrive at an approximate posterior distribution.

5.3 Inference
Having de�ned the model, the goal is to determine the posterior distribution of the
model. To this end, this sectionderives an inference schemeusing variational Bayesian
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[7] (VB) method. The conjugacy of the stick-breaking construction used in the pro-
posedmethod allows for an analytically tractable and simple inference. The inference
method assumes that the posterior is decomposed in the following form:

q(s ,u, v,w, g , h(1,2,3)) �
∏

d

q(sd ,1···Td )
∏

i

q(gi)

×

∏
n , j

q(un j)
∏
d ,n ,k

q(vdnk)
∏

d ,c , f ,n

q(wdct |sdt )q(h(1))
∏

n

q(h(2)
n )

∏
d ,n

q(h(3)
dn). (5.22)

Moreover, for some I, J, and K, it is assumed that q(ξ(1)
I ) � 1, q(ξ(2)

J (n)) � 1 and
q(ξ(3)

K (d , n)) � 1. This means that coe�cients greater than I, J and K, respectively,
will take on values 0, and can be ignored in the inference. Then, update each factor is
updated iteratively until convergence.

First, let us update the latent variables q(u) q(v) and q(w). Standard VB technique
yields in the following:

log q(un ji) ∝
∑

f ,k ,d ,c ,t

xdt fωdnk jχdt f nkνdtn

〈
log gi f

〉
+

〈
log h(1)

i

〉
, (5.23)

log q(vdnk j) ∝
∑

i , f ,c ,t

xdt f υnȷıχdt f nkνdtn

〈
log gi f

〉
+

〈
log h(2)

n j

〉
, (5.24)

log q(wdctk |sdt � n) ∝
∑

i , j,k ,t

υn jiωdnk jνdtn
〈
log gi ,cdct

〉
+

∑
t

νdtn

〈
log h(3)

dnk

〉
, (5.25)

where χdt f nk � 〈wdct � k | ∪l sdt � (n , l)〉 for every c such that cdct � f , υn ji �
〈
un ji

〉
,

ωdnk j �

〈
vdnk j

〉
, and νdtn � 〈sdtn〉. The equations intuitively show that the log-

expectations of the latent variables are generated by applying a soft mask to xdt f as
to assign appropriate atoms in each level of the hierarchy.

To update s, the expectations may be computed e�ciently using the forward-
backward algorithm [108]. Speci�cally, the following unnormalized histogram is trea-
ted as the log emission likelihood of an HMM:

log odtn �

∑
f ,k

xdt f χdt f nk

〈
log h(3)

dnk

〉
+

∑
f ,i , j,k

υn jiωdnk jχdt f nk xdt f

〈
log gi f

〉
. (5.26)

Then, the forward variable is computed as follows:

αdtnl ∝ odtn (αd ,t−1,n ,l+1 + αd ,t−1,n−1,1e〈log pn (l |µn )〉), (5.27)

where αdtnl for n < 0 is set to 0, αd ,t ,n ,L+1 is set to 0, and αd11l is set to od1npn (l |µ).
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Then, the backward variables is computed as follows:

βdtnl �



βd ,t+1,n ,l−1od ,t+1,n l ≤ Ł
βd ,t+1,n+1

∑
l′ od ,t+1,n+1e〈log pn (l′ |µn+1)〉 l � 1.

(5.28)

Finally, the state expectation can be computed as νdtn ∝
∑

l αdtnlβdtnl . Moreover,
ιdtnl �

〈
sd ,t−1,n−1,1sdtnl

〉
, the expectation of state transition and its duration can be

computed as follows:

ιdtnl ∝ αd ,t−1,n−1,1e〈log pn (l |µn )〉od ,t−1,n−1βdtnl , (5.29)

where the normalization constant accounts for both the transition from augmented
state (n , l + 1) to (n , l), and (n , 1) to (n + 1, l).

Next, the parameters are optimized. Optimizingw.r.t. q(g(i)) yields the following,
with ζdn f k �

∑
t νdtnxdt f χdt f nk :

gi ∼ Dir(g0 + ḡi) , (5.30)

ḡi f �
∑

j,n ,k ,d ,c

υn jiωdnk jζd f nk , (5.31)

ξ(1)
i ∼ Beta

(
1 + υ::i , α +

∑
n , j,i′>i

υ::i′
)
, (5.32)

ξ(2)
n j ∼ Beta

(
1 + ω:n: j , β +

∑
j′> j

ω:n: j′
)
, (5.33)

ξ(3)
dnk ∼ Beta

(
1+ζd:nk , γ+

∑
k′>k

ζd:nk′
)
, (5.34)

µn �

∑
l

lι::nl . (5.35)

After the algorithm has converged, audio d can be aligned to d′ by �nding the
MAP state of d, n̂, and �nding the time at signal d′ such that its MAP state is n̂.

5.4 Evaluation
This section evaluates the capability of the proposed method to align musical audio
signals that contains common parts, and compare it with existing alignment methods
that implicitly assume that two audio signals play identical note sequences.

5.4.1 Experimental Setup
The BACH10 dataset [29]was used to evaluate the proposedmethod. BACH10 dataset
contains ten instrumental recordings of four-voice Bach chorales played using a bas-
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soon, saxophone, clarinet and a violin. The four parts are called “Soprano,” “Alto,”
“Tenor” and “Bass,” respectively, in the decreasing order of the average pitch. Each
part is recorded in a synchronized and isolated manner, allowing the Bach chorales
to be synthesized with an arbitrary combination of parts. It also contains standard
MIDI �le (SMF) to the ten chorales, additional set of audio with di�erent part combi-
nations to be generated, each with di�erent timbre, dynamics, and tempo trajectory
from the instrumental recording. Moreover, it contains a ground-truth SMF-to-audio
alignment, allowing the absolute alignment error at note onsets to be evaluated.

For the SMFs of the ten chorales in the BACH10 dataset, all possible combination
of parts were synthesized, resulting in 15 recordings for each chorale. The same was
done for real audio part recordings of BACH10 audio data. Next, pairs of audio with
parts played in common were aligned. This resulted in 175 pairs to be aligned for
each chorale, totaling in 1750 data, or about 20 hours of unique pairs of audio signals.
Then, for each pair, the alignment extracted was compared using three methods: (1)
the proposed method, (2) MATCH toolchest [27], and (3) DTW based on minimizing
the net cosine distance between two CQT spectrograms, warped in time. MATCH
is an e�ective alignment method with a publicly available implementation, and is
convenient as a reproducible reference implementation.

For the proposed method, the parameters for the HDPwere set to α � 1.0, β � 0.1,
and γ � 0.01. This encourages the lower-level DP’s to be much more parsimonious
than the upper-level. The prior for the spectral basis was set to g0 � 0.01, which en-
courages the basis to be sparse. The CQT was evaluated at semitone interval, using
sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and analysis framerate of 50 frames per second. The
number of states N was set to 0.1min(Td), and the maximum number of frames occu-
pied by any one state, L, was set to 50.

DTW based on minimization of CQT cosine distance (“CQT-DTW”) was chosen
as a baseline that represents a popular approach to o�ine audio alignment. Since
existing formulations typically incorporate not only the feature itself but the half-wave
recti�ed �rst-order di�erence as well [34], the DTW was evaluated over both CQT
spectrogram and its half-wave recti�ed �rst-order di�erence. In the DTW method,
the path constraint is set such that position i in the �rst audio and j in the second
audio (denoted (i , j)) may traverse to (i + 1, j + 1), (i + 1, j) or (i , j + 1), a popular
choice in DTW-based alignment [58]. Local constraints were not used.

In addition to DTW based on the feature used by the proposed method, DTW
based on the chroma vector was evaluated as well. The result is not presented be-
cause it had consistently underperformed CQT-DTW. This owes to the invariance of
the chroma to pitch transposition by octaves: the octave information – e.g., whether
one phrase is played in the register of a bass or that of a soprano – is a valuable cue
when performing subset music alignment.
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Figure 5.9: Absolute alignment error percentile as a function of number of simulta-
neously shared notes of a four-part ensemble. Di�erent shades of gray indicate total
number of simultaneously sounding distinct notes, D, where D � 0 (no note unique
to a recording) is black, and the shade becomes lighter as D increases.

5.4.2 Experimental Result

Fig. 5.9 shows the percentile of alignment absolute error, evaluated with di�erent
number of overlapping and disjoint parts. Comparing MATCH and the proposed
method, the proposed method is much more robust to di�erences in the number of
disjoint voices. For example, in the case of one part played in common (Fig. 5.9a),
the median (50 percentile) error of MATCH varies by order of seconds with di�erent
number of disjoint parts, whereas the proposed method varies only by about 300 ms.
It also performs comparably or better than MATCH in the context of conventional
audio-to-audio alignment (D � 0). When comparing CQT-DTW and the proposed
method, the proposed method performs much better than CQT-DTW at most per-
centiles. CQT-DTW seems to perform better at higher percentile, suggesting that the
proposed method has outliers that behave poorly. This presumably owes to the local
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minima introduced by the local search of the variational Bayesian algorithm, exac-
erbated by the introduction of latent variables for Sethuraman’s stick-breaking con-
struction. In this evaluation, the path generated by DTW tended to miss onsets, de-
spite incorporating delta features. This suggests that semitone-feature is good enough
for roughly aligning part mixtures, but the delta-feature cannot capture the note on-
sets. The median alignment error was about 200 ms, making it useful in rough music
performance analysis tasks.

5.5 Summary
This chapter presented subset music alignment, a method for aligning music scores
and/or audio signals that contain a common piece of music. This is unlike existing
audio alignment or score alignment formulations that assume two signals represent
identical music.

Subset music alignment opens door to alignment problems that links recording of
a single part and the full parts, allowing a user to compare professional recordings
or a concerto to a solo recording of an end-user, or separating a complex mixture of
sound with o�-sync humming of the end-user.

To attack the problem of jointly �nding parts that are played in common and align-
ing the signals based on the common parts, a three-layer HDP-LRHMM model that
emits a CQT was formulated. Evaluation demonstrated the robustness of the pro-
posedmethod against parts that are playedmutually exclusively among di�erentmu-
sic audio, attaining median alignment error of about 200 ms.
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Chapter 6

Bayesian Dereverberation for Music
Alignment

The key theme in music synchronization is to arrive at representations that are in-
variant to sources of variations in playing. An often-overlooked but critical aspect in
music synchronization is that of room acoustics. This is important because an audio
signal, in the real world, is a mixture of various kinds of source signals, marred by
di�erent kinds of reverberation. Reverberation is typically characterized by the early
re�ection component and the late reverberation component: the former refers to compo-
nents of impulse responses that contribute to coloration of the spectrum, and the latter
refers to components that add decaying sound. Many studies have tackled the prob-
lem of suppressing the reverberation through dereverberation methods, methods for
recovering the source signal (“dry” signal) that has driven the reverberant acoustic
environment.

In context of alignment methods, dereverberation is important because alignment
is based on matching local spectral time-slices of di�erent audio renditions. Thus,
it is vitally important that each frame of the audio renditions represent the sound
produced by the performer. In many musical audio signals, however, the hall acous-
tics smears the musician’s performance. Therefore, achieving robustness to di�erent
acoustics is necessary. Dereverberation may be helpful in this kind of situation, by
making the input audio more representative of the music score. Other MIR tasks may
bene�t from dereverberation as well.

This chapter presents a dereverberation method that suppresses the late reverber-
ation of a variety of audio signals, including music and speech, recorded under a
variety of room acoustics. Such a goal mandates the following criteria for the design
of dereverberation algorithm:

1. The proposed method should operate using a single-channel input. Many au-
dio signals are recorded as monaural tracks, e.g., digital remasters of early LP
records or an audio signal recorded on an end-user’s smartphone.
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2. The proposed method should be robust to minor variations in the spatial place-
ment of sources that drive the room acoustics, for musical audio has many sour-
ces that are close to each other, meaning that each source is convolved by impulse
responses with similar magnitude response but di�erent phase response.

3. The proposed method should be robust to various source signals, since musical
audio is a mixture of a wide variety of musical instruments, ranging from a
whistle to a snare drum.

4. The user should not have to specify the complexity of the reverberation in ad-
vance. This means that the method should be robust to various room acoustics,
since the room acoustics of many musical audio cannot be known in advance:
the acoustics can range from dead-dry (e.g., close-microphone), to highly rever-
berant (e.g., a cathedral).

In order to achieve (1) and (2) simultaneously, the proposed method models a re-
verberant signal on the power spectrogram domain, since a method that operates in
the power spectrum domain is relatively insensitive to speaker movements [66].

In order to tackle (3), the constraints on the source signal should be minimal. To
this end, the sparsity of the source signal is expressed, similar to [66,139]. Here, “spar-
sity” means that the mode of the probability density function of each time-frequency
bin of the power spectrogram is zero.

Finally, (4) is realized by estimating the reverberation complexity in a data-driven
manner. To this end, the Dirichlet process (DP) is used. Speci�cally, the DP is used
to express a reverberant power spectrogram as an in�nite mixture of count data, with
themixture component derived from a non-negative auto-regressive (AR) process de-
�ned for each frequency bin. Modeling the reverberation as a mixture of count data
allows us to use the DP to model the AR coe�cients, such that the AR model com-
plexity grows with the complexity of the observed data. By using the DP, the model
would introduce additional AR model prediction coe�cient when it is sensible to do
so. Thus, it infers AR model coe�cients that are compact yet expressive enough for
the given audio signal.

Section 2.3.2 introduces the readers to existing studies. The proposed method is
introduced in Section 6.1, and an inference algorithm in Section 6.2. The proposed
method is evaluated in Section 6.3.

6.1 Formulation

This chapter aims to design a dereverberation method that works with various kinds
of music audio signals. It models the power spectrogram as a histogram count data,
and incorporate prior information that guides the reverberation model towards a
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good posterior distribution. Namely, it incorporates a sparse prior on the source sig-
nal, and uses the DP to model the AR coe�cients, allowing the model order of AR to
increase without bound as the data mandates.

The proposedmethod develops on the exponential decayingmodel (AR(1)model)
of reverberation in the power spectrogram domain [76], and incorporate ideas from
methods formulated in the complex spectrum representation [141] to arrive at a higher
order AR model – AR(∞), in fact – over the power spectrogram. The in�nite limit of
the AR order is captured using the DP, and allows the “e�ective” number of active
components in the AR model to be tuned to the input audio signal.

With these in mind, the main contribution of this chapter is the extension of the
AR(1) model of reverberation in the power spectrum domain [76] to in�nite order.
First, the higher order AR model is justi�ed, and the foundation of the statistical
model is laid. Next, a novelmodel of reverberant audio that uses the DP to express the
reverberation coe�cients is introduced. Finally, since the proposedmethod cannot be
solved using standard techniques [7], a novel posterior inference algorithm based on
minorization maximization is presented.

6.1.1 Signal model
In order to model the power spectrogram as a mixture model, it is necessary to �rst
de�ne what kind of components would comprise the mixture. To this end, the multi-
channel linear prediction model (MCLP) [141] is extended to model the observed
power spectrogram as a mixture of a source signal and previous observations.

Let ȳ f t ∈ C
F×T be the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of the observation, and

s̄ f t ∈ C
F×T be that of the source signal. Here, F and T denote the number of frequency

bins and the number of frames, respectively. Then, under reasonable assumptions
[141], reverberation can be modeled as follows, for some time-invariant �lter of order
I, h̄ f t ∈ C

F×I :

ȳ f t � s̄ f t +
I∑

i�1
h̄ f i ȳ f ,t−i . (6.1)

This kind of formulation is known as MCLP, which is originally formulated as a mul-
tichannel problem, but is known toworkwith single-channel audio as well [141]. This
formulation ignores early re�ection, and takes into account of the late reverberation,
whose impulse response is greater than the frame length of the STFT.

The proposedmethod extendsMCLP to the power domain. Note that for all ( f , i),
h̄ f i is zero-mean because its expectation should be invariant to rotations in the com-
plex plane. In other words, where one de�nes the reverberation to begin should not
a�ect the distribution inherent to the reverberation. Now, let us ignore the short-term
correlation typically present in h and assume that for each f , {h̄ f 1, · · · h̄ f I } are mutu-
ally independent. Moreover, assume s̄ f t and h̄ f t are independent for all t ∈ [1, T].
Then, in terms of expectation, the following model of the power spectrogram may be
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the e�ective complexity.

formulated, where | · | denotes the l2-norm:

| ȳ f t |
2
� | s̄ f t |

2 +
I∑

i�1
|h̄ f t |

2
| ȳ f ,t−i |

2. (6.2)

Hereon, | ȳ f t |
2 is denoted y f t , | s̄ f t |

2 is denoted s f t , and |h̄ f i |
2 is denoted h f i .

This model can be thought of as a generalization of the exponentially decaying
model of reverberation used in [76], where I � 1 reduces Equation 6.2 to an exponen-
tial decay model. Note that increasing I makes the reverberation model more expres-
sive but complicates the inference due to the increased number of free parameters.
Hence, it is important to choose an I that is compact yet expressive enough for the
observed signal.

An investigation suggests that I is best modeled by some �nite number that is
dependent on the nature of reverberation. Speci�cally, the AR coe�cients of the im-
pulse responses used in Section 6.3 was determined. A frame length of 1024 samples
at 16kHz sampling rate with no overlap was used to compute the power spectrogram
of each impulse response. Then, for each impulse response, each frequency bin of
the power spectrogram was modeled as a non-negative AR(200) process. The non-
negative AR coe�cients were estimated using non-negative least squares (NNLS).
For each frequency bin, the coe�cients was sorted in descending order, evaluated
the cumulative sum, and determined the smallest number for which the cumulative
sum exceeds 99% of the total sum. This is called the “e�ective complexity” at a given
frequency bin, in that a signi�cant portion of reverberation is expressed using this
number of components.

Fig. 6.1 shows the density of the e�ective complexity for di�erent reverberation
time (T60, the time it takes for the impulse response of the reverberation to attenuate
by 60dB) associatedwith each impulse response. This �gure suggests that the e�ective
complexity is a randomvariable that is relatively invariant to the kind of reverberation
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Figure 6.2: Conceptual diagram of the proposed statistical model. Power spectrum
is treated as a histogram, and each count is associated with a latent component that
created it.

(the reverberation time of the impulse responses ranges from 0 to 2.7 seconds). From
this, the �gure also suggests that an exponential decay (non-negative AR(1)) model
such as [76] may merit from a higher order non-negative AR process.

With this signalmodel, the fraction of y f t generated by the source s f t , r f t0, is given
as follows:

r f t0 �
s f t

s f t +
∑I

i�1 h f i y f ,t−i
. (6.3)

Moreover, the fraction of y f t generated by the contribution from frame t − i, r f t i , is
given as follows:

r f t i �
h f i y f ,t−i

s f t +
∑I

i�1 h f i y f ,t−i
. (6.4)

These form the basis of the statistical model, which will be discussed next.

6.1.2 Statistical model

The proposedmethod treats a discretized version of y f t as a histogram count data and
formulates a latent variable model that assigns a latent component to each count of
the histogram. Such an interpretation are often used either explicitly [13] or implicitly
[24] in source separation literatures. It is useful because treating the spectrum as a
histogram allows one to apply techniques used in mixture modeling tasks, including
the DP.

In order to formulate a latent variable model, the method discretizes y f t and sets
y f t :� round(νy f t ) for some ν > 0. y f t is then treated as the number of times a time-
frequency bin ( f , t) was observed. According to Equation 6.2, each of y f t counts in
time-frequency bin ( f , t) is generated by either the source s f t with a likelihood of
Equation 6.3 or previous observation y f ,t−i with a likelihood of Equation 6.4. The
independence of Equation 6.3 and Equation 6.4 on the actual count index shows that
the counts are independently and identically distributed given ( f , t). This concept is
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illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

To record the originating component for the kth count in time-frequency bin ( f , t),
let us introduce zk f ti , a one-of-I+1 binary variable1. “1-of-I+1”means that z is set such
that given (k , f , t), exactly one element of I + 1 choices is 1 and the rest is 0. zk f t0 � 1
indicates that the kth count in time-frequency bin ( f , t) originated from the source
s f t . For i ∈ [1, I], zk f ti � 1 indicates that kth count originated from observation from
i frames ago, y f ,t−i . Note that for a given f and t, zk f t is de�ned up to the number of
observation at ( f , t), that is, k ∈ [1, y f t].

Equation 6.3 and Equation 6.4 may be rewritten as follows, by introducing, for
each f , β f ∈ [0, 1] and an I-simplex w f :

1 − β f

β f
�

I∑
i�1
h f i , (6.5)

w f i �
h f i∑I

i′�1 h f i′
. (6.6)

Together, they give the following:

r f t0 �
β f s f t

n f t
, (6.7)

r f t i �
(1 − β f )w f i y f ,t−i

n f t
, (6.8)

where

n f t � β f s f t +
I∑

i�1
(1 − β f )w f i y f ,t−i . (6.9)

With this kind of reparametrization, β f may be thought of as the source signal-to-
reverberation ratio for frequency f : the source s f t dominates the observation when
β f � 1, and the late reverberation dominates the observation when β f � 0. w f i may
be thought of as the relative contribution of the observation from i frames before, for
frequency f .

Equation 6.7 and Equation 6.8 respectively indicate the likelihoods that, for a given
k, f and t, zk f t0 � 1 and zk f ti � 1 for i ∈ [1, I]. With these in mind, the conditional

1In this chapter, an index that is normalized to 1 is denoted using subscripts, e.g.,
∑

i zk f ti � 1 for
all (k , f , t). An exception to this convention is the hyperparameters of the prior distribution, which by
convention is denoted using a subscript zero. The exceptions to the hyperparameter notation are the
variables z and φ, which are zero-indexed variables but are not hyperparameters.
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posterior of z given y is described as follows:

p(z |y, s,β,w) �
F,T,y f t∏

f �1,t�1,k�1

[ (
β f s f t

n f t

) zk f t0 I∏
i�1

(
(1 − β f )w f i y f ,t−i

n f t

) zk f ti ]
. (6.10)

Next, prior information on the parameters are incorporated to the proposedmodel.
Prior information is essential because the maximum likelihood estimation of Equa-
tion 6.10, i.e., maximizing Equation 6.10 w.r.t. s, z, β, and w, is susceptible to degen-
erate solutions. To see why, observe that the maximum value of Equation 6.10 is 1, for
the terms to be exponentiated is at most 1 and the exponent is a binary variable. The
maximum likelihood of 1 is attained under many degenerate conditions, such as (1)
setting β f � 1, (2) setting β f � 0 and w f i � δ(i− i′) for some (i , i′) ∈ [1, I]×[1, I] where
δ(i) is the Kronecker delta, or (3) setting β f > 0 and letting s f t → ∞. Therefore, it is
critical to incorporate prior on both the source and the reverberation parameters.

Prior of w as a Dirichlet process

Recall that in Section 6.1.1, it was observed that I was a random quantity that is de-
pendent on the frequency bin f . Therefore, the proposed model should convey the
idea that the e�ective complexity growswithout boundwith the complexity of the ob-
servation. To this end, the DP is used, allowing a data-driven approach to determine
the e�ective complexity.

With these in mind, let us apply the DP to model the complexity of reverberation,
or the number of e�ective components in w. Speci�cally, the model assumes I →
∞, and assumes that w f i is an in�nite-dimensional simplex drawn from the GEM
distribution. That is, for i ∈ [1,∞], w f i has a prior of the following form:

w f i � θ f i

i−1∏
j�1

(1 − θ f j), θ f i ∼ Beta(1, α) . (6.11)

Therefore, reverberation is assumed to be a non-negative AR(∞) process, but only a
�nite number of coe�cients contribute to the observation.

Prior of S

In order to prevent the degeneracy of Equation 6.10 by increasing s arbitrarily, a sparse
prior on s is set, such that the mode of the distribution is 0. Speci�cally, the proposed
model lets s f t ∼ Gam

(
u f t , v f t

)
. By setting u � 1, the prior of S has a mode at zero,

with an exponentially decaying likelihood proportional to exp(−s f t/v f t ). Moreover,
the Gamma distribution is also the simplest distribution that allows for an analytically
tractable inference scheme – namely, the su�cient statistics include −s and log s.
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Figure 6.3: Graphical model of the proposed method.

The Gamma distribution is chosen because not only is it mathematically conve-
nient but it is also an acceptable posterior distribution for both musical audio and
speech signals. Power spectrograms of musical audio signals [29] and speech sig-
nals [45] were prepared, using conditions used in Table 6.1. Then, for each frequency
bin, parameters to the Gamma distributionwas estimated usingmaximum-likelihood
estimation using 90% of the frames. Finally, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed
on the remaining 10% of the dataset to evaluate the goodness-of-�t. The null hy-
pothesis that the underlying distribution of the power spectrogram is distributed as
a Gamma was accepted 44% of the time for speech signals, and 67% of the time for
musical audio. This shows that the Gamma distribution is an acceptable model of the
posterior distribution.

Prior of β

The model lets β f ∼ Beta
(
a (β)

f , b (β)
f

)
. By setting a (β)

f � b (β)
f � 1 for all f , β becomes

non-informative, in that no assumption is made on the signal-to-reverberation ratio,
and it is inferred solely from the data. Even though β may cause degenerate solu-
tions as argued previously, the sparse prior of s and the prior of w are anticipated to
“compete” with each other to yield in a meaningful posterior distribution.

With these in mind, the joint posterior pdf is given as follows, up to a constant:

log p(z, s,β,w |y, α, a (β) , b (β) , u , v)

�

F,T,y f t∑
f �1,t�1,k�1

zk f t0 log
(
β f s f t

)
+
∞∑

i�1
zk f ti log

(
(1 − β f )w f i y f ,t−i

)
− y f t log n f t

+ log p(s f t |u f t , v f t ) + log p(w f |α) + log p(β f |a
(β)
f , b (β)

f ). (6.12)

The graphical model is shown in Fig. 6.3. Once the posterior distribution is found, the
dry signal may be recovered by multiplying the following time-frequency mask m f t
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to the power spectrogram:

m f t �

∑y f t

k�1

〈
zk f t0

〉
y f t

�

〈
z k̂ f t0

〉
, (6.13)

for any k̂ ∈ [1, y f t]. Unless otherwise mentioned, the expectations are taken under an
approximate posterior distribution introduced in Section 6.2.

6.2 Inference
In order to compute Equation 6.13, it is necessary to marginalize the posterior over all
variables but z. In other words, it is necessary to �nd the expectation of z, weighed
by all possible combinations of reverberation parameters and source signals. Un-
fortunately, direct integration p(z |y) �

#
p(z, s,β,w |y)dsdβdw is analytically in-

tractable. Therefore, this integral is approximated in a manner similar to VB. In this
study, a bound to a constant (� 0) is tightened, using an approximate posterior dis-
tribution q(z, s,β,w), which is assumed to be of a factored form (“mean-�eld” ap-
proximation, MFA), as done in VB. Similar approach based on MFA has been em-
ployed for discriminative models [128] in the context of conditional random �elds.
The proposed method, however, uses MFA to approximate the posterior distribution
to a Bayesian latent variable model. To this end, the posterior q(z, s,β,w) is approx-
imated as

∏
f ,t q(z f t )q(s f t )q(w f )q(β f ). Moreover, q(w) considers only up to a �nite

dimension Ī. This is known as the truncation approximation [10]. Note that in this
case, the marginal posterior w.r.t. z f t simply becomes q(z f t ). To �nd an approximate
posterior, the following lower bound is optimized, obtained using Jensen’s inequality,
i.e.,

∑I′
i�1 φi f (xi) ≤ f (

∑I′
i�1 φixi) for a convex function f and an I′-simplex:

log
∫

p(s, z,β,w |y)dsdzdβdw ≥
∫

q(s, z,β,w) log
p(s, z,β,w |y)
q(s, z,β,w)

dsdzdβdw

�
〈
log p(z |y, s,β,w)

〉
q(s,z,β,w) −

〈
log q(z)

〉
q(z) +

〈
log p(s|u , v)

〉
q(s) −

〈
log q(s)

〉
q(s)

+
〈
log p(β |a (β) , b (β))

〉
q(β)
−

〈
log q(β)

〉
q(β) +

〈
log p(w |α)

〉
q(w) −

〈
log q(w)

〉
q(w) .

(6.14)

The bound is tightened when q is closest, in Kullback-Leibler divergence sense, to the
posterior distribution. Note that when no restriction on the functional form of q is
assumed, the bound is tightened when q(s, z,β,w) � p(s, z,β,w |y).

Optimization of Equation 6.14 w.r.t. q(z) yields the following:

q(z) �
F,T,y f t ,Ī∏

f �1,t�1,k�1,i�0
φ f t i

zk f ti , (6.15)
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where φ f t i � φ̄ f t i/
∑Ī

j�0 φ̄ f t j , and

log φ̄ f t i �



〈
log β f

〉
+

〈
log s f t

〉
, i � 0〈

log(1 − β f )
〉
+

〈
log w f i

〉
+ log y f ,t−i , i > 0.

(6.16)

φ f t , or
〈
zk f t

〉
, is independent of k because given f and t, zk f t ’s are distributed i.i.d2.

From this follows that, since
∑y f t

k�1

〈
zk f ti

〉
� y f tφ f t i , Equation 6.13 simpli�es to m f t �

φ f t0.
Updating with respect other variables is complicated since the term

〈
− log n f t

〉
in Equation 6.12 makes our model non-conjugate, meaning that the expectations in
Equation 6.14 cannot be computed analytically. To attack this problem, a lower-bound
to the objective functionEquation 6.14 is optimized, usingminorization-maximization
(MM) technique.

6.2.1 Design of the minorization function
In order to �nd an analytical inference rule for themodel, theMM algorithm [59], also
known as auxiliary function method in the context of signal decomposition [66,77], is
used. TheMM algorithm is a convergent algorithm for maximizing an objective func-
tion by designing a lower bound to the objective by introducing additional variables
(auxiliary variables), and iteratively tightening the bound with respect to the auxil-
iary variables and the parameter. The key is to design a lower bound such that it is
easy to update w.r.t. both the auxiliary variables and the parameter.

InspectingEquation 6.10 andEquation 6.12 reveals that inference is complicated by
the term

〈
− log n f t

〉
that appears in the log posterior distribution. Computation of the

expectation is complicated because the term is cannot be expressed as aweighted sum
of the natural parameters of the posterior. Analytical computation of the expectation
is possible if it could be expressed as aweighted sum of the expectations of the natural
parameters,

〈
log β f

〉
,
〈
log(1 − β f )

〉
,
〈
log w f i

〉
,
〈
log s f t

〉
, and

〈
−s f t

〉
. Hence, a lower

bound to
〈
− log n f t

〉
that satis�es these properties should be designed.

Let us introduce a set of auxiliary variables A to design a lower bound
J (z, s,w,β,A), such that maximizing J w.r.t. z, s,w,β andA is possible. The lower
bound J shall satisfy the following criteria:

1.
〈
log p(y, z, s,w,β)

〉
q � maxA J (z, s,w,β,A)

2.
〈
log p(y, z, s,w,β)

〉
q ≥ J (z, s,w,β,A)

3. J (z, s,w,β,A) is a weighted sum of the expectations of the natural parameters
of the posterior, plusA and a constant.

2This is not to say that, for a given ( f , t), z’s are identical for all k, i.e., they are constrained to take
on the same value: they are separate random variables that have the same expectations.
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To simplify the notation, the time-frequency index ( f , t) is abbreviated when it is
obvious, and y f ,t−i is notated as y(i).

First,
〈
− log n f t

〉
is lower-bounded by a �rst-order Taylor expansion about R f t :

〈
− log n f t

〉
≥ − logR f t −

〈
n f t

〉
− R f t

R f t
. (6.17)

This bound is expressed in terms of a weighted sum of log s f t and −s f t , so it is pos-
sible to optimize the objective w.r.t. q(s f t ). Optimizing w.r.t. q(s f t ) yields:

s f t ∼ Gam
(
ū f t , v̄ f t

)
, (6.18)

where

ū f t � u f t + y f tφ f t0, (6.19)

v̄ f t � v f t + y f t

〈
β f

〉
/R f t . (6.20)

The bound is tightened by setting R f t �
〈
n f t

〉
.

Equation 6.14 may be optimized w.r.t. q(w) and q(β) by lower-bounding −
〈
n f t

〉
in the right-hand side of Equation 6.17. Namely, −

〈
n f t

〉
is lower-bounded by the

following, for a set of auxiliary variablesVf t > 0 and some constant C f t > Vf t :

−

〈
n f t

〉
≥ Vf t − C f t −Vf t logVf t +Vf t

〈
log

(
C f t −

〈
n f t

〉
q(s f t )

)〉
q(w)q(β)

. (6.21)

The variable C can be chosen arbitrarily, provided that:

C f t > Cmin, f t �

√〈
s f t

〉2
q(s f t )

+
∑Ī

i�1
y2

f ,t−i . (6.22)

Section 6.2.2 presents the detailed proof for this bound and the derivation of Cmin.

The lower bound of Equation 6.21 is still not a linear combination of the natural pa-
rameters, as it now contains the logarithm of a linear combination of the exponents of
natural parameters. Observe, however, that log(C f t−

〈
n f t

〉
q(s f t )

) is expressed as a log-
arithm of a weighted combination of the exponent of natural parameters. Therefore,
extract the summation can be extracted outside the logarithm by applying Jensen’s
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inequality and obtain the following bound, where Q f t is a (Ī + 1)-simplex:〈
log

(
C f t −

〈
n f t

〉
q(s f t )

)〉
q(β)q(w)

�

〈
log

[
β f

(
C f t −

〈
s f t

〉
q(s f t )

)
+

Ī∑
i�1

(1 − β f )w f i (C f t − y f ,t−i)
]〉

q(β)q(w)

[−1mm] ≥ Q f t0
〈
log

(
β f

(
C f t −

〈
s f t

〉
q(s f t )

)) 〉
q(β)q(w)

+
Ī∑

i�1
Q f t i

〈
log

[(
1 − β f

)
w f i

(
C f t − y f ,t−i

)] 〉
q(β)q(w)

−

Ī∑
i�0
Q f t i logQ f t i . (6.23)

The right-hand side is aweighted sum of the expectations of the natural parameters of
β and w used by the joint posterior. Therefore, this bound can be used to analytically
optimize the objective function in Equation 6.14 with respect to q(β) and q(w).

Optimizing the function w.r.t. q(w) yields the following update:

θ f i ∼ Beta
(
ā (θ)

f i , b̄
(θ)
f i

)
, (6.24)

where

ā (θ)
f i �1 + ξ f i , (6.25)

b̄ (θ)
f i �α +

Ī∑
j�i+1

ξ f j , (6.26)

ξ f i �

T∑
t�1

y f t

(
φ f t i + Q f t i

Vf t

R f t

)
. (6.27)

Likewise, optimizing w.r.t. q(β) leads to the following:

β f ∼ Beta
(
ā (β)

f , b̄ (β)
f

)
, (6.28)

where a (β) and b (β) are the following:

ā (β)
f � a (β)

f + ξ f 0, (6.29)

b̄ (β)
f � b (β)

f +
Ī∑

i�1
ξ f i . (6.30)
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The bound is tightened by updating Q as follows, normalizing it such that Q f t: � 1:

Q f t0 ∝(C f t −
〈
s f t

〉
) exp

〈
log β f

〉
, (6.31)

Q f ,t ,i>0 ∝(C f t − y f ,t−i) exp(
〈
log(1 − β f )

〉
+

〈
log w f i

〉
). (6.32)

6.2.2 Proof of Equation 6.21

Theorem 1. For a di�erentiable and strictly monotonic function f (x), a positive density
function q over the domain of x and some C such that 0 < f (x) < C for all x in its domain,
the following holds for allV ∈ (0, C):〈

− f (x)
〉

q(x) ≥ V
〈
log

(
C − f (x)

)〉
q(x) −V logV − C +V . (6.33)

The bound is tight atV � exp
〈
log

(
C − f (x)

)〉
q(x).

Proof 1. Consider a function ū log(C − f (x)) + v̄ for some ū > 0 and v̄. Match the tangent
of this function and that of − f (x) about x � x0 such that f (x0) ∈ (0, C), and solve for ū and
v̄. SetV � C − f (x0) and take the expectation of both sides to obtain Equation 6.33. Since
the r.h.s. is strictly concave, it meets the l.h.s. at exactly one point.

To tighten the bound, optimize the r.h.s. with respect to x0 to obtain f (x0) � M −

exp
〈
log(C − f (x))

〉
q(x). Substitute this to the de�nition of V to tighten the bound w.r.t.

V by setting it to exp
〈
log(C − f (x))

〉
q(x).

Apply this theorem, where f (β,w) � 〈N〉q(s) and q(x) � q(β,w) to obtain the
desired inequality in Equation 6.21.

Next, Cmin shall be derived. First note that log(C f t −
〈
n f t

〉
q(s)q(z)

) is de�ned for
the domain of q(w)q(β); therefore, for all w′ in Ī-simplex and β′ ∈ [0, 1], C f t −

n f t q(s)q(z) |w�w′,β�β′ should be greater than zero. Note that
〈
n f t

〉
q(s)

can be expressed
an inner product of two vectors v( f , t) and w( f , t), where

v( f , t) �

*.......
,

β f

(1 − β f w f 1
(1 − β f w f 2
· · ·

(1 − β f w f Ī

+///////
-

and w( f , t) �

*........
,

〈
s f t

〉
q(s f t )

y f t−1
y f t−2
· · ·

y f t−Ī

+////////
-

,

with
∑

i v f t i � 1. Since |v f t | ≤ 1, it is possible to bound |v f t ·w f t | ≤ |w f t |. Therefore,
the bound is valid if C f t > |w f t |.
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6.2.3 Expectation of the su�cient statistics

The su�cient statistics are given as follows:〈
log β f

〉
�ψ

(
ā (β)

f

)
− ψ

(
ā (β)

f + b̄ (β)
f

)
, (6.34)〈

log(1 − β f )
〉
�ψ

(
b̄ (β)

f

)
− ψ

(
ā (β)

f + b̄ (β)
f

)
, (6.35)

〈
β f

〉
�

ā (β)
f

ā (β)
f + b̄ (β)

f

, (6.36)

〈
s f t

〉
�ū f t v̄ f t , (6.37)〈

log s f t

〉
� log(ū f t ) + ψ

(
v̄ f t

)
, (6.38)〈

log w f i

〉
�ψ

(
ā (θ)

f i

)
+

i−1∑
j�1
ψ

(
b̄ (θ)

f j

)
−

i∑
j�1
ψ

(
ā (θ)

f j + b̄ (θ)
f j

)
, (6.39)

〈
w f i

〉
�

ā (θ)
f i

∏i−1
j�1 b̄ (θ)

f j∏i
j�1

(
ā (θ)

f j + b̄ (θ)
f j

) . (6.40)

6.3 Evaluation

Three experiments are conducted to assess the proposed method. First, the perfor-
mance of the proposed method is compared against two existing methods in the
power-spectrum domain, onewhich relies on source sparsity [66] and another that re-
lies on an AR(1) model of reverberation [76]. Moreover, the behavior of the algorithm
is explored when a few key parameters are changed. Second, the proposed method is
evaluated through a listening test. Finally, the e�ectiveness of dereverberation as an
audio-to-score alignment front-end is assessed.

In the following experiments, unless otherwise stated, the parameters shown in
Table 6.1 are used. The dereverberated signal is created by �rst multiplying the STFT
of the observation ȳ f t and the square-root of the time-frequency mask m f t de�ned
in Equation 6.13. Then, the time domain signal is recovered using inverse STFT. This
way, the recovered power spectrogram becomes m f t y f t , as speci�ed in Equation 6.13.

6.3.1 Dereverberation performance

Data

For the source signals, utterances from the DARPA TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Con-
tinuous Speech Corpus’s core test dataset of 24 speakers [45] were used. For musical
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Table 6.1: List of the parameters used.

Parameter Description Value
N/A Waveform Format mono, 16 bit unsigned
N/A Sampling Frequency 16 kHz

F Frame Length 1024
N/A Hop Size 25% overlap
N/A Window function Modi�ed Bartlett-Hann Win-

dow
a (β) , b (β) Signal-to-Reverb Ratio 1.0, 1.0

u , v Source Sparseness 1.0, 10−3
α Reverberation Concentration 50.0
Ī Truncation order 50

N/A Number of iterations of the
MM algorithm 20

sources, the BACH10 dataset [29], a database of Bach chorales recorded in an anechoic
chamber, was used. Each signal has a duration of 20 to 30 seconds.

For the impulse response, real and simulated responses were prepared. Five real-
world impulse responses were prepared, three of which are from the “Impulse re-
sponse and speech data with microphone array” data from the RWCP Sound Scene
Database in Real Acoustic Environment [94], which consist of impulse responses of
reverberations whose reverberation time is up to 780 ms (33 frames). They include an
impulse response of an echo room (denoted “E2A,” reverb length of 120ms), a tatami-
�oored room (“JR1;” 600 ms), and a conference room (“OFC;” 780 ms). Here, the
length of reverberation is de�ned as the time that the power of reverberation decays
by -60 dB compared to the start. The remaining two are from the Promenadikeskus
Concert Hall impulse response [85], which contains long reverberation of up to about
3 s (130 frames). One impulse response is recorded with a source on stage and mic
on stage (“s1_r1_o;” 2.7s); another is recorded with a source on stage and mic on the
audience seat (“s1_p1_o;” 2.6s). Therefore, even though they have similar reverbera-
tion times, dereverberating the latter is more di�cult: the direct-path component is
weaker relative to the reverberation, so the source signal is less clear. In other words,
the posterior distribution of the variable β is likely to be di�erent, where s1_r1_o is
expected to have a smaller 〈β〉 compared to s1_p1_o.

For the synthesized response, the image method [3] was used to synthesize arti-
�cial impulse responses. Eighteen impulse responses were generated, with uniform
lengths of 20 m, heights of 8 m, absorption coe�cients of 0.19, and widths of 5 m to
95 m in 5 m increment.
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Table 6.2: Comparison of di�erent methods, averaged over impulse response.

(a) Itakura-Saito Distance.

Method Wet KAM09 LEB01 Proposed Proposed
(�nite) (in�nite)

E2A 3.73 6.24 13.01 3.10 3.09
JR1 3.73 6.55 12.94 3.29 3.28
OFC 4.14 6.66 12.30 3.34 3.33

s1_p1_o 5.35 7.53 10.19 3.98 3.93
s1_r1_o 5.12 7.37 9.66 3.96 3.91
Ave. 4.41 6.87 11.62 3.53 3.51

(b) Signal-to-Reverberation Modulation Energy Ratio.

Method Dry Wet KAM09 LEB01 Proposed Proposed
(�nite) (in�nite)

E2A 5.01 7.03 9.94 8.80 8.52 8.61
JR1 5.01 4.47 6.52 7.60 5.72 5.83
OFC 5.01 4.60 6.75 7.57 5.88 6.01

s1_p1_o 5.01 3.49 5.40 6.38 4.72 4.88
s1_r1_o 5.01 3.13 4.76 7.55 4.12 4.23
Ave. 5.01 4.54 6.67 7.58 5.79 5.91

Metrics

Two metrics were used to evaluate the proposed method: Signal-to-Reverberation
Modulation Energy Ratio (SRMR) [35] and the Itakura-Saito Distance (ISD)3.

SRMR is a non-intrusive measure that increases for signals with shorter late re-
verberation. Therefore, a dereverberation method should improve the SRMR of the
estimated signal from that of the wet signal. The SRMR, however, should not be the
only �gure of merit because it ignores signal distortion caused by dereverberation: a
method may attenuate the late reverberation drastically but sound extremely poorly.

In order to evaluate how close the dereverberated signal sounds to the true dry
signal, the ISD was also evaluated. ISD is an asymmetric measure of spectral dissim-
ilarity de�ned as follows:

ISDx ,x̂ �
1

FT

∑
f ,t

(
x f t

x̂ f t
− log

x f t

x̂ f t
− 1

)
(6.41)

where x f t is the power spectrogram of the ground-truth dry signal and x̂ f t is that of
the dereverberated signal. Since the degree to which spectral shapes are distorted in

3Note that there is yet no single validated measure for dereverberation. Therefore, the numerical
results presented here should be considered an indication, and not conclusion, on the e�ectiveness of
the proposed method.
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the process of dereverberation should be evaluated, the evaluation metric should be
invariant to the output gain. Therefore, the estimated signal x̂ is scaled by a constant
thatminimizes the ISD from x to x̂. Moreover, a small constant 10−4×x is added to both
x and x̂; because ISD is sensitive to signal power ratios, adding a small �oor prevents
minute di�erences in weak signal components from adversely a�ecting the ISD. Since
ISD is a good measure of speech perception [9], ISD is expected to be indicative of
the perceptual similarity between the estimated dry signal and the ground-truth dry
signal.

These metrics were computed from the last 10 seconds of the dereverberated au-
dio, since all the methods require some time (about 2 s) to settle-in.

Comparison with existing methods

The proposed method was compared with two methods that perform dereverbera-
tion in the power spectrum domain. The �rst method, denoted “KAM09,” uses a fre-
quency bin-wise convolutive model of reverberation with a sparse source prior [66].
It is similar to the proposed method in that it relies on the sparseness of the source,
but di�erent in that it uses a convolutive reverberation model that only incorporates
prior on the source signal. The second method, denoted “LEB01,” uses a frequency
bin-wise AR(1) model of reverberation [76]. It is similar to the proposed method in
that it uses an auto-regressive model of reverberation, but di�erent in that it assumes
very little on the source signal, incorporates no prior information on the reverberation
coe�cients, and is restricted to AR(1).

Moreover, the proposedmethodwas comparedwith a �nite-mixture version of the
proposed method, which is realized by replacing GEM(α) (with truncation approx-
imation Īth component) with a �nite Ī-dimensional Dir(α/50). This is an approxi-
mation of the DP at Ī � 50, and the but the expected number of e�ective component
increases with Ī whereas it is �xed in GEM(α). The inference algorithm is quite simi-
lar, and so is omitted; the di�erence is in the update of q(w), given by Equation 6.24,
and the computation of the su�cient statistics in Equation 6.39 and Equation 6.40.

Table 6.2 shows the evaluation measures averaged over the source signals. Ta-
ble 6.2a shows that the proposed method is capable of decreasing the ISD compared
to the wet signal. This is unlike the existing methods, where the ISD increases by at-
tenuating the late reverberation. Comparing the in�nite version and the �nite version
of the proposed method suggests that the di�erence between the two is negligible, in
terms of the ISD. Table 6.2b shows that all the dereverberation methods under con-
sideration are capable of attenuating the late reverberation, since the SRMR increases
relative to the wet signal. The data shows that the proposed method is better capa-
ble of suppressing the late reverberation compared to the �nite version. Even though
the existing methods consistently attain higher SRMR than the proposed method, it
comes at the price of vastly increased ISD. In this respect, the proposed method is
advantageous because its SRMR is comparable to that of the true dry signal, while its
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Table 6.3: Evaluation measures averaged over source signals.

(a) Itakura-Saito Distance.

Wet KAM09 LEB01 Proposed Proposed
(�nite) (in�nite)

Voice 4.31 6.51 11.41 3.43 3.41
Music 5.35 10.02 13.47 4.46 4.37
(b) Signal-to-Reverberation Modulation Energy Ratio.

Dry Wet KAM09 LEB01 Proposed Proposed
(�nite) (in�nite)

Voice 5.11 4.63 6.97 7.78 5.91 6.04
Music 2.06 3.02 3.73 5.86 3.37 3.39
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Figure 6.4: Evaluation measures of synthetic impulse response as the reverberation
time is varied.

ISD is smaller than the wet signal.
Next, Table 6.3 shows the evaluation measures averaged over source signals. Ta-

ble 6.3a shows that the proposed method, again, is capable of making the ISD closer
to the true dry signal, and Table 6.3b shows that the resulting signal is at least as dry
as the true dry signal. The table also shows that the SRMR for music is substantially
lower than that of speech, even if they are averaged over the same impulse responses.
This presumably owes to the fact that pitched musical instrument sounds are station-
ary compared to speech, which induces a low-frequency envelopemodulation, which
in turn decreases the SRMR; in other words, sustained pitched notes sound like re-
verb.

Next, the evaluationmeasures of the synthetic impulse data is presented in Fig. 6.4.
Fig. 6.4a shows that the ISD increases with the reverberation time, re�ecting the intu-
ition that recuperating source signal that has been convolved by a long reverberation
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Figure 6.5: Evaluation measures with di�erent SNR.

is di�cult. Fig. 6.4b shows that the SRMR initially decreases, then increases. In the
decreasing region (reverb time<1s), early re�ection is dominant because the simu-
lated room width is less than the wavelength of the framesize; dereverberation fails
in this case because the proposed method only suppresses the late reverberation. In
the increasing region, the proposedmethod starts to suppress late reverberation since
late reverberation starts to dominate over early re�ection with increased room size.

Robustness to noise

The robustness of the proposed method against noise was tested. This is important
because the proposedmethod assumes that the observation is an output fromapurely
autoregressive system – it ignores the presence of additive noise, such as the LP noise,
which is not driven by the AR system that the proposed method tries to estimate.

To this end, the reverberant audio was corrupted by a pink noise, the power spec-
trum of which rolls o� at -10dB per decade. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ranged
from -20 dB to 60 dB, in 10 dB increment.

Fig. 6.5 shows the result. Fig. 6.5a shows that the proposed method fails to dere-
verberate the signal for a low SNR of less than 0 dB. As the SNR increases, the ISD
improvement increases, and saturates after about SNR>50 dB. The proposed method
su�ers at a low SNRbecause the noisemasks thewet signal, in particular theweak late
reverberation component; theweak late reverberation component provides a valuable
cue on higher order AR model parameters, so loss of late reverberation leads to de-
creased performance. Fig. 6.5b shows that the capability to attenuate the late reverber-
ation saturates after SNR of 10 dB or better. These results suggest that the proposed
method is admits a weak noise with SNR of about 10 dB. This is acceptable for post-
production and preprocessing forMIR tasks: in a typical music audio, very little noise
is introduced after the recording phase.
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Figure 6.6: Evaluation measures as α is varied.

Table 6.4: Standard deviation, evaluated over I, of ISD and SRMR for �nite and in�nite
mixtures, averaged over impulse responses.

Finite Proposed Finite Proposed
(ISD) (ISD) (SRMR) (SRMR)

Voice 0.66 0.42 0.68 0.17
Music 0.12 0.07 0.28 0.14

Analysis of key parameters

The e�ect of manually-set room acoustics parameter Ī is evaluated. It was shown in
Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 that the in�nite model performs better than the �nite model,
in that the in�nite version exhibits roughly the same ISD as the �nite version while
having higher mean SRMR. This experiment compares the robustness of �nite and
in�nite model by changing Ī, which governs the underlying model complexity for
the �nite case. Recall that the �nite version assumes reverberation of AR(Ī), and the
in�nite version assumes AR(∞) but evaluates an approximation that computes up to
Ī. Therefore, the in�nite version is expected to be more robust against choice of Ī, that
is, it is less prone to misspeci�cation of Ī. Table 6.4 shows the standard deviation of
ISD and SRMR taken for each Ī ∈ [32, 48, 64, 96, 128, 192, 256]. Note that the standard
deviation of the in�nite model is smaller than the �nite model except for SRMR of
speech, where the di�erence is small. This suggests that the in�nite model is less
sensitive to the manually predetermined complexity of room acoustics, Ī, than the
�nite model. Moreover, in the �nite version, both the SRMR and the ISD tends to
increase with increased Ī after a certain point; this suggests that the �nite version
tends to over-attenuate the reverberation by increasing Ī beyond some optimal point.

Next, the e�ect of α, the parameter that governs the tendency for new �lter com-
ponent to be activated, is evaluated. In this experiment, only the TIMIT data was
used. The ISD and the SRMR were evaluted for α ∈ [10−1, 106]. The ISD and SRMR
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Table 6.5: Average rating (on a 5 point scale) of excerpts averaged over the musical
genre. Number following ± is the standard deviation.

KAM09 Proposed
Orchestra 1.72±0.74 3.40±0.81

Chamber Music 1.64±0.67 3.74±0.76
Popular Song 1.70±0.74 3.17±0.98

Speech 2.00±1.13 3.17±1.04

are shown in Fig. 6.6a and Fig. 6.6b, respectively. These �gures show two tenden-
cies. First, SRMR increases and saturates by increasing α. This matches the intuition
that as more components of w are activated, the capability to suppress reverberation
tails increase. Second, as α increases, the ISD decreases �rst and then increases. This
behavior is likely to be caused by two factors at play. First, as α is increased, the re-
verberation tail is attenuated, which causes the dereverberated signal to look more
like the dry signal. However, after a certain point, the decaying component is atten-
uated too excessively that the ISD starts to increase. Fortunately, the tendencies of
ISD and SRMR as a function of α does not vary too signi�cantly, so very little manual
intervention is required for practical purposes.

6.3.2 Listening tests

A subjective evaluation of the proposedmethodwas performed. First, eight 15 second
excerptswere prepared. Of eight, three are orchestral excerpts, three are chambermu-
sic excerpts (piano solo, piano solo + tenor singer, piano trio), one is a popular music
excerpt and one is a male speech. For each excerpt, each subject was �rst presented,
using a headphone, the original reverberant signal. Then, the dereverberated signal
using KAM09 and the proposed method were presented in random order4. Finally,
the subjects were asked to rate the sound quality on a 1–5 scale. LEB01 was not used
because Table 6.2 suggests that KAM09 is preferable over LEB01 both in terms of ISD
and SRMR. The test subjects (17 subjects) were all male between the age range of 20
to 40, and deal with sound signal processing technology on a daily basis.

Table 6.5 shows the average rating and the standard deviation. The data seems
to be in favor of the proposed algorithm. To investigate this, two-way ANOVA was
performed on the collected ratings data. With a signi�cance level of 0.01, interaction
between the excerpt and deverberation method was not seen (p-value of 0.02), nor
did the excerpt itself (p-value of 0.29), but the e�ect of dereverberation method was
signi�cant (p-value of 1.1−16). This suggests that the proposed method produces a
more natural sounding dereverberated signal than the existing method.

4LEB01 was omitted because KAM09 consistently outperformed LEB01 in terms of ISD, suggesting
that KAM09 produces dereverberated signals that perceptually sounds closer to the dry signal.
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Figure 6.7: Percentile of Audio-to-Score Alignment Error.

6.3.3 Application to audio-to-score alignment

To evaluate the e�ect of dereverberation on music alignment, audio-to-score method
introduced in Chapter 3 was used to align audio signals that have been reverberated
and dereverberated.

To this end, three kinds of audio signalswere synthesized. First, ten SMF�les from
the RWC Classical Music Database [50] are used to synthesize a musical audio signal
with a synthesizer, along with a mapping of ground truth score position to audio po-
sition. The instrumentations of the chosen SMFs are duets of a single instrument and
a piano. Hence, the SMFs are a polyphonic mixture of both sustained and decaying
instrumental sound. Next, another set of audio signal is created by convolving the
synthesized audio with a reverberation [85] (s1_r1_o). Finally, another set of audio
signal is created by dereverberating the reverberant audio.

The music score was aligned to three kinds of audio signals, and the alignment
error percentile was computed. The result is shown in Fig. 6.7. The result shows that
that audio reverberation multiplicatively corrupts the alignment. At the same time,
dereverberation brings the performance of score alignment to the same level as the
ideal case, where no reverberation is added. The dereverberated signal sometimes
performs better than the ideal case presumably because the proposed method sup-
pressed not only the reverberation but also sustain pedals of the piano parts; sustain
pedal causes the piano string to vibrate freely, elongating duration of the played notes
than that notated in the music score.

Dereverberation is clearly bene�cial for improving score alignment accuracy. This
is particularly bene�cial for score-aided source separation, where the fundamental
assumption is that the music score and the audio signal is aligned perfectly.
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6.4 Summary
This chapter presented a dereverberation method based on the power spectrogram
representation of an audio signal. The proposed method is robust to variations in
reverberation length because the complexity of reverberation is determined in a data-
driven manner. Moreover, the proposed method works with many kinds of signal
like music or speech, since the assumption on the dry signal is minimal. Namely, it
assumes that the dry signal is weakly sparse.

To infer the model, an iterative, convergent method to approximate the marginal
posterior distribution given the joint posterior distribution was presented. The itera-
tive algorithm was inspired by variational Bayesian method and minorization maxi-
mization techniques.

Most importantly, the proposed method was shown to be e�ective in audio-to-
score alignment. Namely, the quality of alignment on dereverberated signal was as
good as that on ideal, reverberation-free signal. Moreover, the proposed method at-
tained a signi�cantly better dereverberation performance, especially in terms of the
perceptual closeness to the original signal. This was demonstrated through both nu-
merical evaluation and listening tests. Finally, the proposed method was capable of
attenuating the reverberation under noisy condition with SNR of greater than 10 dB.
Thus, the proposed method is applicable on noisy audio signal, such as a recording
on an old disc record.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis presented a Bayesian approach to alignment of music signals. The goal
of the thesis was to temporally align multiple audio signals that represent a common
piece ofmusic. This is important for applications such asmusic performance analysis,
music production, or informed source separation. This chapter �rst reviews the con-
tributions of this thesis in this light, and then presents directions for future research.

7.1 Contribution of this thesis
An audio-to-score alignment was presented in Chapter 3. The method expressed an
audio signal as a sum of harmonic sounds, where the fundamental frequencies are
speci�ed in terms of the notated pitches, but the shapes of the harmonic structure
and their balances are non-informative. The method also addressed note onset tim-
ing asynchrony in terms of a “shared” global tempo trajectory and note onset timings
that are de�ned independently for each part. The proposedmethod (1) achieved a low
alignment error of about 30 ms on real-world ensemble pieces and 50 ms on synthetic
orchestral recordings, (2) was capable of estimating inter-part asynchrony, and (3) es-
timated timbre and volume such that the segregated signal had a mean SIR and SDR
of 2.5 dB and 15.8 dB, respectively. This kind of alignment accuracy allows, in record-
ing applications, a recording engineer to seamlessly switch back and forth between
multiple takes, given the symbolic music score that the recordings play. Furthermore,
the capability to estimate inter-part asynchrony allows musicological analysis of the
kind of asynchrony that occurs in a piece of music. Hence, in musicological applica-
tions, one could now compare not only the tempo and inter-part asynchrony, but also
the dynamics and the timbre as well. The capability to infer timbre and volume is
useful in informed source separation applications, allowing the user to separate out
a particular instrument from a polyphonic mixture. Moreover, this kind of capabil-
ity allows a musicologist to, for example, compare the kinds of melodic lines that are
emphasized in di�erent recordings.

An audio-to-audio alignment was addressed in Chapter 4. The proposed method
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decoupled the generative process of the musical piece and that of music performance
by di�erent performers. Moreover, the proposed method incorporated a duration
model of music performance that has a potential to uncover phrase boundaries and
similarities in tempo dynamics. Experimental evaluation on real-world piano pieces
showed a median alignment error of 60 ms, outperforming existing generative meth-
ods and approaching the performance of a widely-used pairwise alignment method
based on local feature matching. This is signi�cant because the proposed method al-
lows one to easily extend the model to uncover di�erent aspects of the mechanisms
involved inmusic composition or performance. This kind of extension is non-trivial in
the local feature matching approach. Thus, the proposed method provides a ground-
work, which performs comparably to the current audio alignment methods, for ex-
pressive models that uncovers various aspects of music composition or performance.

A subset audio alignment method was presented in Chapter 5. The proposed
method aligned audio signals by listening for parts that are played in common. Exper-
imental evaluation showed that the proposed method, even when there were many
parts that are joint, achieved a median alignment error of 200 ms. The proposed
method allows one to compare audio recording of a full part versus that of a single
part. This is crucial for comparing professional recordings (often recorded with full
orchestration) with an amateur recording (say, a violinist playing the solo violin part
to a violin concerto).

Finally, a method to suppress late reverberation was presented in Chapter 6. This
was important because in the real world, a music audio signal is recorded under vari-
ous room acoustics. By modeling the reverberation process as an autoregressive pro-
cess over the power spectral domain, and byusing Bayesian nonparametrics to express
the e�ective order of the AR process, the proposed method attained robustness to
room acoustic di�erence. Most importantly, evaluation showed that alignment done
on dereverberated signals performs comparably to that done on dry signals. This
shows that many real-world signal that are contaminated with reverberation may be
aligned with a high accuracy, as if the recording were reverberation-free.

7.2 Directions for future research
The author concludes by presenting some directions for future research.

In the Bayesian audio-to-score alignmentmethod proposed in this thesis, each part
was assumed to play conditionally independently of others, given a global tempo tra-
jectory. This kind of conditional independence was the key ingredient in estimating
the inter-part asynchrony. The inter-part asynchrony, however, is the result of inter-
action between di�erent performers. Therefore, it may be interesting to consider the
process of interaction that produces the asynchrony. For example, onemight envision
Markov chains de�ned for each performer, whose transition probabilities are cou-
pled. Through analyzing the degree of asynchrony, it may be possible to �nd where
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performers play “freely” and where players pay attention to “lock-in” to each other.
Another interesting direction of future research is in �ner modeling of timbre and

volume. To elaborate, in the proposed audio-to-score alignment method, the timbre
within a note within each instrument was assumed to remain stationary, and the rel-
ative dynamics within a chord was assumed to be constant. This kind of assumption
is limiting if one needs to use the proposed method for detailed analysis of playing
techniques, or high-quality informed source separation. Therefore, one might con-
sider incorporating a model that is capable of conveying subtle �uctuations in the
volume, the timbre, or the pitch.

A direction of future research in Bayesian audio alignment includes generative
model inference across di�erent musical pieces. Since the proposed method decou-
ples the process of music performance andmusic composition, it might be interesting
to �nd, for a given performer, common patterns of how the relative tempo �uctuates.
By comparing these patterns, one might be able to uncover global trends in how a
particular performer plays, uncover the in�uential performer of the time, or discover
“factions” of musicians. Moreover, since the model of music composition is decou-
pled, one might model the music composition hierarchically, uncovering commonly
used phrases across a set of musical pieces. Moreover, applying the proposed model-
ing approach to audio alignment problems that merit from generative processes is an
interesting direction for future research.

For subset music alignment, it may be interesting to incorporate richer classes of
source signalmodels, such as those that incorporate harmonic structure. Thisway, the
proposed method could align based on subset-like relationship in di�erent musical
aspects. To elaborate, one might allow the harmonic structure to vary across di�erent
audio signals, onlymandating that the played fundamental frequencies are organized
hierarchically. Moreover, application of the proposed method to informed separation
is an interesting direction for further research.

In Bayesian dereverberation, a method that is free of human intervention is an
important future work. In particular, a model that does require the user to set the
hyperparameters regarding the source signal u, v and the concentration parameter
of the reverberation process, α, is expected to make the system more robust, as these
parameters tend to be counter-intuitive for the end-users.

Integrating the proposed methods into a single framework is another interesting
direction of research. To elaborate, the presented chapters focused ondi�erent aspects
of the “master” generativemodel ofmusic alignment, given in Equation 2.24. Namely,
Chapter 4 focused on p(s |z) and p(z), expressing p(z) using a generative process of
musical piece, and p(s |z) using a duration model that focuses on the idea that dif-
ferent performances more-or-less play in the same tempo. In this chapter, however,
the generative model of instantaneous sound p(θ |z) was kept simple. On the other
hand, Chapter 5 focused on p(θ |z), allowing each performance to play di�erent set
of notes, provided that some notes are played in common. The generative process of
the piece p(z) was kept simple, in order to assess the performance of the proposed
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model. Therefore, integrating the results of the presented chapters to improve the
result may be an interesting direction for research. Moreover, incorporating a model
that incorporate explicit harmonic structure, like those used in Chapter 3, is an inter-
esting direction of research for audio-to-audio alignment.

Application of the generative model approach to signals other than audio is an-
other interesting area for future research. For example, one might express the genera-
tive process of time-stamped text annotations, videos or motion data. Then, one may
compare di�erent video recordings or motion data to analyze what kinds of di�er-
ences in motion contribute to the di�erences in sound.

As for the inference scheme, all of these methods and deverberation may merit
from online inference. There are many online Bayesian inference strategies being pro-
posed recently [56,65,115,131], so it may be interesting to apply them to the proposed
methods. Moreover, for Bayesian audio-to-audio alignment and subset music align-
ment, the inference over hierarchical discrete models is an important problem. The
author noted that the problem of local optima in variational Bayesian method using
mean-�eld approximation is severe in hierarchical discrete models. Improved infer-
ence scheme for a discrete hierarchical model is thus an important future work.
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Appendix A

Application: Violin Fingering
Inference

Inmusic instrument performance, deciding the sequence of �nger placements needed
to produce a given sequence of pitches, known as the �ngering, is an important and
sometimes di�cult problem musicians need to solve. Fingering decision can be dif-
�cult because �ngering must be both musical and ergonomic, two often-con�icting
ideals. For example, the “easiest” �ngering on a violin often involves unmusically
abrupt changes of timbre. This is because most pitches can be found in more than
one location on the instrument, namely, on more than one string; each string, how-
ever, has a di�erent timbre (for reasons to be explained later), and often the easiest
�ngering involves changes between strings. Experienced musician would choose a
balanced �ngering that satis�es both ergonomic �nger placements and expresses the
artistic value of the musician.

The essence of violin �ngering resides in �nding an ergonomic sequence of �nger
placements, and choosing a musically appropriate �ngerboard location sequence, the se-
quence of positions on the �ngerboard on which the �nger presses the string. Each
string is tuned di�erently and has a distinct timbre. Therefore, it is essential for a vio-
linist to choose a �ngerboard location sequence that soundsmusicallywell-motivated.
For example, in Air on the G String, August Wilhelmj’s arrangement of the second
movement of J.S. Bach’s Orchestral Suite No. 3, the arranger speci�es the entire solo
violin part to be played on one string (the G string), most likely to keep a consistent,
warm timbre that is characteristic of the G string.

This study aims to develop a method for analyzing an audio recording of a violin
and estimating the �ngering required to recreate the “sound” of a particular artist.
Such a method would allow a beginner, for example, to analyze the recording of past
masters and gain insights on how to imitate them. It could also help violin students to
compare di�erent �ngerings played by di�erent players to appreciate di�erent mu-
sical values. Finding similarities of �ngering among musicians would allow one to
�nd a stylistically suitable way to play a particular piece, a di�cult task for a violinist
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studying alone without a teacher’s help.
This kind of goal requires analysis of an audio signal to estimate the �ngerboard

location sequence, and decision of an ergonomic �nger placement sequence that sat-
is�es the sequence of notated notes and the estimated �ngerboard location. Yet, ex-
isting methods in �ngering estimation do not focus on timbral di�erences caused by
di�erent �ngerboard locations, and existing methods for estimating the �ngerboard
location sequence needs robustness in a polyphonic mixture.

Most studies in �ngering estimation research intend not to retrieve a �ngering
from a particular recording, but rather to determine an ergonomic �ngering. In these
studies, the general framework involves designing a cost function formoving the hand
fromone shape to another, and �nding a sequence of handmovements thatminimizes
the accrued cost. In the seminal work by Sayegh [116], the cost uses the distance that
the hand traverses horizontally and vertically across the instrument. Other works
involves similar kind of cost based on the actual distance that the hand needs to tra-
verse, based on di�erent constraints posed by di�erent instruments, such as the gui-
tar [109], or the piano [68, 137]. The costs may be given a priori [68] or trained using
training data [110]. The formulation of �ngering estimation as a cost minimization
problem has been given a probabilistic interpretation using Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [137]. These studies all seem to have the perspective that musicality resides
in the sequence of notated notes, which overlooks the expression added by the per-
former. Such an orientation implies that given a symbolic representation of music, a
�ngering may be determined on a one-to-one basis. Yet each person, given a piece
of music, might play it using a di�erent �ngering, based on his/her musical values
and physiological constraints. Clearly, performance analysis based on audio signal
is essential for realizing the goal of reconstructing �ngerings from recorded perfor-
mances.

Studies in detailed performance analysis fails either in a polyphonic mixture of
audio, or when the sound of the instrument that needs to be analyzed sounds sig-
ni�cantly di�erent from the training data. Yet, in practical situations, analysis of a
musical phrase in polyphonic mixture is essential. Methods for analyzing the control
input to the violin from audio spectra [6, 73], or the guitar [124] do not work well to
instruments with acoustic characteristics than those used in the training, or makes
highly restrictive assumptions on how the instrument is played. Greater accuracy is
reported using audio-visual fusion [79, 142]. Some studies use only visual informa-
tion to analyze the �ngering of a guitar [14]. In either case, the fact that videos are
needed severely limits the kind of musical recordings that one could analyze.

This chapter presents a method to recuperate the �ngering to an audio recording
of a violin repertoire in a polyphonic mixture by analyzing the audio recording and
�nding an ergonomic �ngering that captures the timbre unique to the recording as
expressed through unique �ngerboard location sequence. The proposed method is
a two-step procedure. First, it analyzes the audio signal to estimate the �ngerboard
location sequence. Second, it determines an ergonomic �ngering that satis�es the �n-
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gerboard location sequence. When analyzing the �ngerboard location sequence, the
method uses features that are robust in a polyphonic mixture. Moreover, the method
uses feature adaptation mechanism to improve the robustness when the instrument
sounds di�erent from one used for training. For ergonomic �ngering decision, the
method incorporates a cost function that re�ects practices of violin playing (thatmight
not be necessarily applicable to other stringed instruments such as the guitar, or the
cello). The performance of the �ngerboard location estimator and the �ngering deci-
sion method are evaluated.

A.1 Violin �ngering: a primer

Here, the essences of violin �ngering and its terminologies are brie�y reviewed, as
they play important roles in understanding the proposed method. The left hand de-
�nes the pitch and the string on which a note is played. While there are two de�ning
factors in �ngering (�nger and string), violinists often talk about �ngering also in
terms of the left hand position (“position”), the general placement of the left hand
required to play a given note in a certain string using certain �nger. As shown in
Fig. A.1, this chapter labels the string on which a note is played with the variable s,
where s � 1 is the lowest-tuned string and s � 4 is the highest. These strings are con-
ventionally tuned seven semitones apart, where s � 3 is typically tuned to A4=440Hz.
The strings are typically notated in a music score using a Roman numeral, where the
lowest string (s � 1) is associated with IV, and the highest (s � 4) with I. Placed �n-
gers are labeled by numbers, where 1 refers to the index �nger, 2 the middle, 3 the
ring, and 4 the little �nger. The number 0 refers to an open string, i.e., no �nger is
pressed and the string vibrates at the tuned pitch; only four pitches on a violin can
be played as an open string. In this chapter, the position is de�ned by the number of
semitones that the �rst �nger must traverse from the nut (the ridge over which the
string passes on the end of the �ngerboard near the tuning pegs) in order to play a
particular �ngering.

Finger placement is determined by considering technical ease and musical e�ect.
Using a certain �nger (e.g., index �nger instead of the little �nger) facilitates the ex-
ecution of some musical e�ects related to pitch, such as a smooth transition between
two notes (glissando), or a low-frequency modulation of a note (vibrato). At the same
time, some sequences of �nger placement are easier to execute than others. For ex-
ample, rapid movement of the little �nger is considerably more tiresome than that of
the index �nger. The choice of string is determined by considering the consistency of
sonority. For example, since each string has a distinct sonority, violinists often play
on one string to prevent abrupt changes of the sound quality. The di�erence in sonor-
ity given a pitch played on two di�erent strings results from (1) the di�erences in the
physical attributes of each string itself, such as the diameter, the tension and themate-
rial, (2) di�erences in the position along the string at which the �nger must be placed
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Figure A.1: The essences of violin �ngering.

(since each string is tuned di�erently), and (3) in cases when the pitch is available as
an open string, the di�erence between the rigid termination provided by the nut and
the soft termination provided by the �nger.

The choice of string is the one factor in �ngering that is most likely to produce
audible di�erences. By contrast, the position is sometimes chosen for visual e�ect
and to show o� the violinist’s technical skills. For example, violinist may present a
“�ashy” playing style through a wide change of position.

The consistency of sonority o�ered by playing on one string and the consistency
of position that facilitates playing are often at a trade-o�. In a fast piece, some abrupt
changes of sonority caused by a certain �ngering may be overlooked if it simpli�es
playing. On the other hand, in a slow piece, a violinist may choose a di�cult �nger-
ing that produces certain sonority. A violinist may, for example, value consistency of
sonority in a slow “singing” (cantilena) passage by playing on one string.

A.2 Formulation
The proposed method is based on determining the �ngerboard location sequence
from a polyphonic audio mixture that contains a musical phrase for solo violin, and
�nding a sensible �ngering that satis�es the estimated �ngerboard location sequence.
The method assumes that the violin plays a monophonic melody using normal bow-
ing technique (i.e., this chapter ignores extended playing technique such as plucking
(pizzicato), striking the string with the wooden side of the bow (col legno) or playing
very close to the bridge to produce a shimmering sound (sul ponticello)).

The proposed method needs to address three issues:

1. Designing a feature that performs well in a polyphonic mixture.

2. Designing a scheme such that the performance does not degrade from an acous-
tical mismatch with the training data, whether because of characteristics of the
violins, the rooms, or the recording process.
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Figure A.2: Block diagram of the proposed method.

3. Designing a �ngering model that re�ects the practices of violin performance.

The �rst problem is tackled by �tting a sum of sinusoids plus noise model to the
observed spectrum, and using the estimated harmonic parameters as the feature. The
second problem is attacked by normalizing the average features of the training set
and doing the same for the recording whose �ngerboard location sequence needs
to be classi�ed. The third problem is tackled by introducing a new model of violin
�ngering, the violin pedagogical model, which incorporates features that are inspired by
practices of violin playing. The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. A.2.

A.2.1 Fingerboard location sequence estimation through
Viterbi alignment

In order to estimate a sensible �ngering from the audio, the �ngerboard location se-
quence must be estimated from a polyphonic mixture of sound that contains a violin
melody. Since the string on which a note is played (the bowed string) is the primary
factor that in�uences the timbre for di�erent �ngerboard locations, the �rst goal is to
estimate the sequence of bowed strings. The estimation method is based on a bowed
string classi�er using features that are robust to polyphonic accompaniments, and
classi�er that takes into account the playability of a particular �ngerboard location
sequence.

A.2.2 Feature extraction by harmonic model �tting
The method �rst extracts, from a polyphonic audio mixture that contains a violin
melody, the relative strength of each overtone that constitutes the harmonics of the
violin (up to the N-th partial, where N � 10). The parameter is dependent on the
material property of the string, the body resonance characteristics, and on how the in-
strument is played, e.g., bow force, bow velocity, and the contact point of the bow and
the string [39]. The feature extraction involves �tting a sum of harmonically spaced
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sinusoids onto the observed short-time Fourier transform (STFT) representation of
the input audio signal, yt f , where f is the frequency bin, taking on values between
1 and F, and t is the frame index, taking on values between 1 and T. Because the
input contains not only harmonic sound of the violin but also transients of the violin
and accompaniments, harmonic sound of the violin part must be segregated. This is
achieved by generating a time-frequency mask that passes the harmonic component
of the violin part, based on both the observed spectrogram, the music score given as
a standard MIDI �le (SMF), and the alignment between the SMF and the audio sig-
nal, obtained using the audio-to-score method proposed in Chapter 3. As a signal
processing front-end, the DC component is suppressed and the high-frequency com-
ponent is emphasized by applying a two-tap high-pass �lter with �lter coe�cients
[1,−1]. Then, the proposed method iterates the following steps for a �xed number of
iterations:

1. Update the time-frequency mask to segregate the harmonic components of the
violin part, using the audio-score alignment and the estimated fundamental fre-
quency as the cue.

2. Estimate the fundamental frequency of the violin melody, taking into account
the pitch notated on the score, the observed spectrogram, and the audio-score
alignment.

In the �rst step, the method generate a time-frequency mask, which approaches 1
for time-frequency bins that contain the violin sound and 0 otherwise. The method
incorporates the information of the SMF and the audio-score alignment to �nd which
bins are expected to contain the sound of the violin. Audio-score alignment gives the
time-sequence of the notated pitch of the violin part, f̂0,t , for all time t. Given this,
the method simultaneously segregate the violin part and estimate the fundamental
frequency of the violin part, f0,t . The method employs an approach similar to [67].
Namely, the method �rst segregates the violin part, by applying a mask that resem-
bles a comb-�lter to the spectrum centered about f̂0,t . Using the segregated signal,
the method then re-estimates the fundamental frequency. Then, the comb-like mask
is applied again but this time centered about the re�ned fundamental frequency. Re-
peating these steps re�nes the estimate of f0,t until it converges to a local optimum.

The method �rst segregates the violin part by separating the signal into two sub-
signals – the violin part and the residual (i.e., the rest of the signal). Assume the
likelihood of observing the violin part at frequency f is hv , f , f0,t , and is of the following
form:

hv , f , f0,t �

N∑
n�1

πnN
(

f |n f0,t , σ2f
)
. (A.1)

Here, themodel expresses up to the Nth partial. Moreover, assume that the likelihood
of observing the rest is hR, f and is of form 1

F . πt � {πtn } is a multinomial variable that
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indicates the relative strength of the nth partial. The likelihood of observing the violin
part at frame t is assumed to be αt , and the residual is 1−αt . {αt }

T
t�1 is denotedα. For

each frequency bin, a latent variable u � {ut f } is associated, which indicates whether
the violin or the rest contributed to the observed power. ut f � 1 indicates that at time
t, the power contained in frequency f originated from the violin part, and v f tn � 1
indicates that of frames generated from the violin, it originated from the nth partial
of the violin part. The joint likelihood of the observed signal and the latent variable
is then given as follows:

p(y, z |f0,α, π) �
F,T∏

f �1,t�1

[ (
(1 − αt )hR, f

) yt f (1−ut f )

×

N∏
n�1

(
αtπnN

(
f |n f0,t , σ2f

)) yt f ut f v f tn
]
. (A.2)

This model is estimated using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, in a
manner similar to an existing work . In the E-step, the parameter from the previous
step is used to �nd the distribution of u and v given y and the parameters. Namely,
the algorithm assigns the following:

ūt f � p(u f t � 1|y, f0, α, π) �
αt

∑N
n�1 πtnN

(
f |n f0(t), σ2f

)
(1 − αt )hR, f + αt

∑N
n�1 πtnN

(
f |n f0(t), σ2f

) , (A.3)

v̄ f tn � p(v f tn � 1|u f t � 1, y, f0, α, π) �
πtnN

(
f |n f0,t , σ2f

)
∑N

ñ�1 πtñN

(
f |ñ f0,t , σ2f

) . (A.4)

In the M-step, the fundamental frequency and other parameters are updated. To
do this, the knowledge that the fundamental frequency does not deviate too much
from the notated pitch is incorporated, by incorporating a prior distribution of the
fundamental frequency as p( f0,t | f̂0,t ) � N ( f0,t | f̂0,t , σ2f̂ ). Then, the M-step yields in
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Figure A.3: Block diagram of feature extraction step.

the following updates:

f0,t �
σ2f f̂0 + σ2f̂

∑F
f �1

∑
n�1 yt f ūt f v̄ f tnn f

σ2f + σ
2
f̂

∑F
f �1

∑
n�1 yt f ūt f v̄ f tnn2

, (A.5)

πtn �

∑F
f �1 yt f ūt f v̄t f n∑F

f �1 yt f ūt f
, (A.6)

αt �

∑F
f �1 yt f ūt f∑F

f �1 yt f
. (A.7)

A block diagram of this method is shown in Fig. A.3 .
Finally, the logarithm of πt is taken to enable feature adaptation, as will be dis-

cussed. Furthermore, the log-relative strength is decorrelated using the Discrete Co-
sine Transform (DCT). That is, πt � DCT(logπt ).

On inharmonicity

Stringed instruments such as the violin do not produce overtones that are exact inte-
ger multiples of the fundamental frequency. Such deviation from integer harmonics
is caused by the inharmonicity of the violin string, which in turn is created due to tor-
sion of the string. Because inharmonicity is dependent on the material of the string,
the proposedmodel initially incorporated inharmonicity, using Beta distributionwith
small shape parameter as its prior distribution. It was found that such model pro-
duced lower accuracy than that without inharmonicity. Because of the nature of the
EM algorithm, it was found that the model tends to “explain” partials of the accom-
paniment as arising from the violin sound with extremely high inharmonicity.
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Figure A.4: Block diagram of the GMM.

A.2.3 Bowed string identi�cation

Once the parameters Θt � { f0,t ,πt } are extracted, the likelihood of the observed data
is evaluated for each bowed string, i.e., the probability at each point in time that the
violinist is bowing a given string.

The likelihood of bowed string si is modeled using a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). The GMM models the density of π for each pitch pt � pi( f0,t ), where pi( f )
converts frequency f into the closest MIDI note number. Let ϕip j , µip j , and Σip j indi-
cate respectively, the weight, the mean, and the covariance, of the jth component of
the GMM for the ith bowed string at pitch p. Then, the likelihood of observing bowed
string i given the featureΘt and theGMMparametersΘGMM � {ϕip j ,µip j ,Σip j |∀i , j, p}
is given as follows:

p(s � i |πt ,ΘGMM (pt )) �
∑

j

ϕipt jN
(
πt |µipt j ,Σipt j

)
. (A.8)

ΘGMM is trained using violin audio examples with various playing styles, each
of which has a known sequence of pitch and �ngerboard position. Using examples
with a variety of playing styles has the e�ect of averaging out statistical discrepancies
of the feature arising from playing the example in a particular playing style. Hence,
di�erent parameters in GMM corresponds to timbral di�erence arising from variety
of �ngerboard position and pitch, and not playing style, e.g., bow pressure or bow
velocity. Fig. A.4 shows the block diagram of the GMM.

The log-likelihood of the bowed string for the kth note of a piece, then, is a sum
of bowed string likelihoods for all audio frames that play the kth note. Suppose the
kth note on the score is played between frame Stk to Edk . Then, the bowed string
likelihood of string s at note k, ρks , is given as follows:

ρks �

Edk∑
t�Stk

log p(s |πt , θGMM (pt )). (A.9)
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Figure A.5: Simpli�ed horizontal-vertical model used in the Viterbi algorithm.

Sequence estimation using the Viterbi algorithm

The�ngerboard location sequence is estimated by�nding themost likely bowed string
sequence, taking into account the observed acoustic signal and thedi�culty of travers-
ing from one �ngerboard location to another. To incorporate both the likelihood of
a given bowed string sequence and the likelihood of observing the features given a
particular �ngerboard position that a note is played, the bowed string sequence is
modeled as an HMM.

The string the note is played on is treated as the hidden state that needs to be esti-
mated, given the observed features πt , fundamental frequency f0,t , and the inherent
di�culty from traversing from one �ngerboard position to another. The observation
likelihood is given readily as in Equation A.9. On the other hand, the transition prob-
ability between two strings p(si |s j ; ν) is dependent on both which strings are being
crossed, and where the �ngers must be placed on the �ngerboard. Thus, the method
expresses the transition pdf as a parametrized form of (1) the di�erences in the string
number, and (2) the di�erences in the �ngerboard position, in spirit of a simpli�ed
violin �ngering model. The transition pdf, as shown in Fig. A.5, is then given as the
following form:

p(si |s j ; ν) ∝ exp *
,
−ν *

,

(
∆pi , j

7

)2
+ ∆s2i , j+

-
+
-
. (A.10)

Here, ∆pi , j is the amount of change between �ngerboard positions and ∆si , j is the
amount of change between string numbers. The constant 7 is an empirically deter-
mined constant that models the violinists’ tendencies to �nger an interval of up to
7semitones by either playing on the same string or crossing a string but tend to �nger
an interval greater by crossing a string.

Then, the most likely bowed string is determined as follows:

Ŝ � arg max
S�{s0 ,··· ,sK }

K∏
k�1

p(sk |sk−1) exp(ρk ,sk ). (A.11)
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Feature adaptation

Two violins typically sound very di�erent because each violin has a unique body res-
onance characteristic. Therefore, it is essential for us to adapt the proposed model to
violin with di�erent body resonance characteristics.

Let y1,t , f and y2,t , f be the observed log-magnitude spectrum of two violins. Let
B1, f and B2, f be the log-magnitude response of the bodies of the two violins, and
St , f be the log-magnitude spectrum of the bow-string interaction. Assuming that the
acoustic property of bow-string interaction does not change signi�cantly with di�er-
ent instrument, the following relations hold:

Y1t f � B1 f + St f

Y2t f � B2 f + St f .

By taking the expectation, Y2 � Y1 − 〈Y1〉p(S) + 〈Y2〉p(S). The proposed method
assumes that Y1 is the observed feature, and generate Y2, which is the feature when
Y1 is played on instrument with body resonance characteristic B2. 〈Y1〉S is obtained
readily by taking the average of the observed signal, and 〈Y2〉S is obtained by sum-
ming the average feature of each bowed string, weighted by how often a particular
string is played at a given pitch for the given music score. Because the features are
linear transformations of the logarithm of the relative powers of harmonic peaks, the
same rationale holds. Initially, the probability distribution of S is set as follows:

p(S |pitch , β) ∝



exp
(
−

pitch−pitch0(S)
β

)
pitch > pitch0(S)

0 pitch ≤ pitch0(S).
(A.12)

Here, pitch is the played pitch, pitch0 is the pitch of the open string played on string
S, and β is a positive parameter that assigns a greater probability to lower �ngerboard
positions, which are more commonly used and somewhat easier for the violinist.

A.2.4 Fingering estimation
At the core of the proposed �ngering estimation is the violin �ngering model, which
models the di�culty of particular �ngering. The �ngering is determined by designing
a cost function between multiple states of hand position, which re�ects how di�cult
it is for the hand to traverse from one to the other.

Violin �ngering model

This method extends on the existingHorizontal-vertical cost model presented in the pre-
vious section. In particular, the presentedmethod includes �ngering practices that are
unique to the violin, which this thesis calls the violin pedagogical model. It is mainly in-
spired by practices of violin �ngering as suggested by Yampolsky or Flesch [38, 135].
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Violin, in particular, is a small, unfretted bowed stringed instrument, making it sus-
ceptible to missed intonation. Hence, violin �ngerings are often set such that weak
�nger (the little �nger) is used sporadically, and other �ngers in such a way that it is
kept in a natural hand position.

A �ngering n is de�ned as a 4-tuple (n , s , f , p), where n ∈ N is the pitch in MIDI
note number, s ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is the bowed string, f ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} is the pressed �nger
(0=open string, i.e., no �nger placed), and p ∈ N is the position. Let F be a set of all
possible �ngerings. Also, let n(n) be a function that retrieves the pitch of n ∈ F , s(n)
the bowed string, f (n) the �nger, and p(n) the position.

An unnotated score Su ∈ F
M is de�ned as a M-tuple of notes, where M is the

number of notes contained in the music score, and the ith element, Su ,i , is the ith
note of the music score. A bowed string constraint, cbow ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}M associated with
an unnotated score Su is de�ned as a M-tuple, where the ith element indicates the
bowed string for the ith note. Finally let a notated score, Sn ∈ F

M , contain, for the ith
element, the �ngering for the ith note.

Then, �ngering inference is formulated as �nding the optimal notated score Sopt

that satis�es both the note sequence of the unnotated score obtained using the SMF
and the bowed string constraint, obtained from the estimated bowed string sequence.
Namely, it de�nes cost functions for traversing a sequence of two notes or three notes,
and �nds the �ngering with smallest net cost that satis�es the constraints.

Let Cb (ni ,ni−1) : F 2
→ R be a cost function de�ned over sequence of two notes.

Then, the optimal �ngering is a notated score Fopt that satis�es the following:

Fopt � arg min
n1···nM∈F

M∑
i�1

Cb (ni ,ni−1)s.t.∀i , n(ni) � Su ,i and s(ni) � cbow ,i . (A.13)

Let τp � 3, δi , j be Kronecker’s delta, and 1(c) be a function that is 1 if condition c
is true and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, let p0(s) denote the pitch of the open string of
string s. Moreover, let us de�ne the following quantities for convenience:

Pmax �

*.......
,

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 4 6
0 2 0 2 5
0 4 2 0 3
0 6 5 3 0

+///////
-

;Pnat �

*.......
,

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 3 5
0 2 0 1 2
0 3 1 0 2
0 5 2 2 0

+///////
-

;Pmin �

*.......
,

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 2.1 3.5
0 1 0 1.1 2.5
0 2.1 1.1 0 1.5
0 3.5 2.5 1.5 0

+///////
-

. (A.14)
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I1 I

Playable

register of

Figure A.6: Graphical description of xBN,1. Roman numeral indicates the string
(IV=lowest, I = highest), and number indicates the pressed �nger (1=index �nger,
4=little �nger).

∆p (i , j) � p(ni) − p(n j) (A.15)
∆s (i , j) � s(ni) − s(n j) (A.16)
∆ f (i , j) � f (ni) − f (n j) (A.17)
∆pr (i , j) � |n(ni) − p0(s(ni)) | − |n(n j) − p0(s(n j)) | (A.18)

R(i , j) � [Pmin, f (ni ), f (n j ) , Pmax, f (ni ), f (n j )] (A.19)

Then, a two-note generic �ngering model (denoted HVM-2) is de�ned as the fol-
lowing set of features xBN :

b0 � |∆p (i , i − 1) | · 1( f (ni) , 0 ∧ f (ni−1) , 0) (A.20)
b1 � 1( f (ni) , 0 ∧ ∆ f (i , i − 1) � 0 ∧ ∆p (i , i − 1) , 0) (A.21)
b2 � 1(∆ f (i , i − 1) · ∆pr (i , i − 1) < 0 ∧ |∆p | < τp) (A.22)
b3 � |∆pr (i , i − 1) | − Pnat , f (ni ), f (ni−1) · 1(|∆pr (i , i − 1) | ∈ R(i , i − 1)) (A.23)

xBN,1 �



0 n(ni) − p0(s(ni)) − p(ni) ∈ [Pmin ,1, f (ni ) , Pmax ,1, f (ni )]
∞ otherwise

(A.24)

xBN,(2,3) � (b0, b20) (A.25)
xBN,4 � b1 (A.26)

xBN,(5,6) � (|∆s (i , i − 1) |, |∆s (i , i − 1) |2) · 1( f (ni) · f (ni−1) , 0) (A.27)
xBN,7 � 1(|∆pr (i , i − 1) | − Pnat ( f (ni), f (ni−1)) , 0) (A.28)
xBN,8 � b2 · 1( f (ni) , 0 ∧ f (ni−1) , 0) (A.29)
xBN,9 � b3 · 1( f (ni) � 0 ∨ f (ni−1) � 0). (A.30)

xBN,1 determines whether a note is physically playable on a particular string, i.e., this
feature discards any �ngering that is physically unplayable, as shown in Fig. A.6.
xBN,(2,3) applies penalty for change of position. xBN,4 penalizes the change of po-
sition using the same �nger (i.e., a glissando). xBN,(5,6) adds penalty for change of
�ngerboard location. xBN,7 penalizes playing in an unnatural hand position. xBN,8
penalizes playing a sequence in which the second note is placed higher on the �nger-
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(a) xBV,1. (b) XBV,2 . (c) XBV,3 .

Figure A.7: Graphical descriptions of some features.

board, but the �nger traverses from high �nger to low (e.g., little �nger to the index
�nger), and vice versa. Finally, xBN,9 prevents change of position (wrist movement),
when it is completely natural not to do so.

Furthermore, a two-note �ngering model inspired by literatures in violin peda-
gogy (denoted VPM-2) is de�ned as the following set of features xBV :

c � f (ni) · f (ni−1) , 0 ∧ |∆p (i , i − 1) | < τp (A.31)
xBV,1 �1(c ∧ ∆pr (i , i − 1) , 0 ∧ ∆ f (i , i − 1) � 0) (A.32)
xBV,2 �1(c ∧ |∆pr (i , i − 1) | � 1 ∧ |∆ f (i , i − 1) | > 1) (A.33)
xBV,3 �1( f (ni) · f (ni−1) , 0

∧ ∆p (i , i − 1) , 0 ∧ ∆pr (i , i − 1) · ∆ f (i , i − 1) < 0) (A.34)
xBV,4 �1( f (ni) � f (ni−1) � 4 ∧ |n(ni) − n(ni−1) | > 1) (A.35)
xBV,5 �p(ni) (A.36)

xBV,(6,7,8) �(δ2,p(ni ) , δ5,p(ni ) , δ1, f (ni )). (A.37)

xBV,1 penalizes using the same �nger to move to a di�erent position, as shown in
Fig. A.7a. xBV,2 penalizes chromatic change of the relative position using nonadjacent
�nger, as shown in Fig. A.7b; such movement involves wrist movement, which is con-
siderably more harder to tune than placing a �nger with slight stretch. xBV,3 lessens
the penalty for shifting up from higher-numbered �nger to lower-numbered �nger,
or vice versa, when the shift is small, as shown in Fig. A.7c. xBV,4 penalizes an adja-
cent use of the little �nger, which is weak and prone to intonation errors. xBV,5 adds
penalty to extremely high position, which is harder to play in tune. xBV,(6,7) adds a
preference to play in the �rst, second or third position, which are typically the three
easiest positions to play in. Finally, xBV,8 penalizes the half-position, the lowest possi-
ble position but an unconventional one. Thus, while it is perhaps the easiest position
to play in tune from a physical perspective, it is unnatural for violin playing.

Using these features, the two-note cost function is de�ned as follows:

Cb � diag(WBNWBV )[xBNxBV ]T , (A.38)

whereWBN andWBV de�ne the relative weight of each feature. Given ample training
data, statistical machine learning of these weights might be possible. In this chapter,
the weights are adjusted manually, since the number of violin �ngering corpus is too
small to permit statistical machine learning.
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A.3 Experiments
Three experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed method. The �rst experi-
ment assesses the performance of feature-adaptation and error-correction algorithms
on bowed string estimation, the second experiment assesses the performance of the
bowed string classi�er in a polyphonic mixture, and the third experiment evaluates
the playability of the proposed �ngering model through subjective experiments. In
the �rst two experiments, recording of three pieces of classical music were prepared,
using two signi�cantly di�erent �ngerings (207 notes for three pieces, yielding a to-
tal of 414 notes). For each �ngering, the pieces were recorded in the following three
conditions:

1. The same violin and strings used to record the training data (denoted as setup
SS)

2. Same violin but with di�erent brand of strings (setup SD)

3. Di�erent violin with di�erent brand of strings (setup DD)

This results in about eighteen minutes of audio �les for validation. The training data,
which lasted about 24 min, consisted of two-octave chromatic scales played on each
string of an electric violin, using various dynamics.

Setup SS and SD were played on the same electric violin, and DD on an acoustic
violin. There are two reasons why the training data was recorded using an electric
violin and setup DD was recorded with an acoustic violin. First, it is easy to record a
noise-free training data using an electric violin. Second, because electric and acoustic
violins sound extremely di�erent, the evaluation of feature adaptation mechanism
can be regarded as the worst-case performance. Therefore, in real-life application, it
is expected that the proposed method performs somewhere between setup SD and
DD, as long as the training data uses an acoustic violin. In the EM algorithm, σ2f was
set to 0.1 and σ2

f̂
was set to 50 at the start of the EM algorithm, and narrow down

inversely with each iteration of the algorithm. The value β used in model adaption
was set to 0.1.

A.3.1 Experiment 1: evaluation of bowed string identi�er
The accuracy of the bowed string estimator was evaluated with and without feature
adaptation, each time evaluating the accuracy (1) of a baseline, i.e., without consider-
ing any sequential information, (2) considering sequential information using a previ-
ous study, and (3) considering sequential information using the proposed method.

The value of ν used for the Viterbi algorithm used in the bowed sequence esti-
mation was set to experimentally, by evaluating the accuracy for various values of ν.
Fig. A.8 shows the result when varying ν. The following evaluations used ν � 30.
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Figure A.8: Recognition accuracy for di�erent values of ν (all values are for data with
data adaptation). SS = same violin and same strings as training data; SD = same violin
with di�erent strings; DD = di�erent violin and di�erent strings.

Fig. A.9 compares the result obtainedwith the baselinemethods and the proposed
method. The results show that the proposed method consistently outperforms the
baseline. In all cases, adaptation decreases the performance when the training data
and the validation data are from the same instrument and the same brand of strings.
This is because adaptation itself depends on the estimated sequence of �ngerboard
positions, which contains errors; the discrepancy between actual sequence of �nger-
board position and the estimated one is small enough to be e�ective in absorbing the
di�erences in body resonance characteristics between two di�erent violins or strings,
but signi�cant when the same string and violin is used.

A.3.2 Experiment 2: e�ect of accompaniment on feature extraction

Piano accompaniments were generated for two pieces of the three used, using a syn-
thesizer with uniform note velocity, and the amplitude was adjusted such that the
peak values of the solo violin and the accompaniment were identical. Next, the recog-
nition accuracy was evaluated for each violin/string type, by changing the level of
accompaniment. The amplitude of the violin part was scaled such that the root mean-
square (RMS) power of the violin part relative to that of the accompaniment is set to a
given value of Signal-to-Accompaniment Ratio. Fig. A.10 shows the result. The result
shows that the bowed string estimator performs similarly for di�erent ratios, as long
as the ratio is positive, i.e., the signal level of the violin is greater than the “noise” level
(i.e., the accompaniment).

A.3.3 Experiment 3: evaluation of the estimated �ngering

First, 10 excerpts from three classical pieces were prepared (approx. 200 notes to-
tal). For each excerpt, two kinds of �ngerings were generated: one using HVM-2,
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Figure A.9: Comparison of recognition accuracy for di�erent sequence estimation
methods. SS = same violin and same strings as training data; SD = same violin with
di�erent strings; DD = di�erent violin and di�erent strings.
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Figure A.10: Recognition accuracy with di�erent levels of accompaniment.

and the other using HVM-2+VPM-2. Here, it is assumed that bowed string estima-
tion is perfectly accurate, by not incorporating constraints based on the estimated
bowed string. The feature weightW was manually tuned, by �rst adjusting the pa-
rameters forWBN until it generated satisfactory �ngerings for the repertoires consid-
ered. Then, parameters pertaining toWBV were adjusted. They were set toWBN �

[1, 0.5, 1, 1, 5, 1, 0.5, 20, 10] and WBV � [1, 10,−0.5, 10, 1.1,−0.3,−0.2, 0.2]. Excerpts
that generated di�erent �ngerings for each of the setups were then extracted.

Next, seven violinists of various skills (amateur and professional, 10+ years of ex-
perience) evaluated the generated �ngerings. First, each violinist was presented with
�ngerings generated using VPM-2 and VPM-2+HVM-2, and was asked to choose the
better of the two, if any. Table A.1 shows the result of the survey. Wilcoxon signed-
rank test shows statistically signi�cant di�erence betweenHVM-2 andVPM-2+HVM-
2 (p � 0.01), suggesting that the proposed model is favored over the baseline.
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Table A.1: Subjective evaluation of the proposed method.

Setup Total count
HVM-2 5
HVM-2 + VPM-2 54
No preference 7

A.4 Discussion
The result in experiment 1 shows that in setup DD – the most realistic situation –
adaptation improves the recognition accuracy whereas in SS and SD, the accuracy
decreases. This occurs presumably due to the mismatch of the distribution of actual
bowed string sequence to that assumed in the proposed model. Moreover, the im-
proved performance of the proposed method demonstrates the e�ectiveness of con-
sidering the playability of a particular sequence of notes over a particular sequence of
bowed string.

Experiment 2 suggests that the features used in the proposed method are robust
in polyphonic audio mixture, as long as the signal level of the violin solo part is as
loud as the accompaniment. This condition is reasonable when the violin has an im-
portant melody; in this kind of situation the choice of �ngerboard location becomes
even a greater musical issue. Therefore, the proposed method is presumably useful
for practical applications involving works for violin and piano.

Finally, the estimated �ngering using the proposedmethodwasmore natural than
the baseline. The author speculates that incorporating the preference for the �rst and
third positions (index �nger placed 2 semitones and 5 semitones above the nut of the
violin, respectively) is the chief reason - they are the most frequently used positions
on the violin, and �ngering generated on these positions are more natural for violin-
ists to play. This work has shown that incorporating these kinds of heuristics could
drastically improve the playability.

A.5 Application: de-mystifying historical recordings
The proposed method may be used to analyze a recording from the past to recover
the �ngering of a legendary violinist. In this example, the proposedmethod is used to
recover the �ngering of Romanze in C composed by Joachim, a legendary violinist of
the late 19th century, using a recording on Gramophone played by Joachim himself in
1903. The recording has been pitch-shifted such that the notated A4was set to 440 Hz.
VPM-2+HVM-2 �ngering model was used to estimate the �ngering, an excerpt of
which is shown in Fig. A.11.

The author speculates, however, that the actual �ngering may be very di�erent
from that estimated by the proposed method, illuminating directions for future re-
search. For example, there are notes that are playable using open strings (i.e., no �n-
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FigureA.11: Estimated �ngering from�rst forty bars of Joachim’sRomanze in C played
by Joachim (1903).

ger pressed) whose estimated �ngerings on the notated score show open strings; yet,
on the recording, one clearly hears the note played with a vibrato, meaning that the
pitch is played by stopping a string with a �nger. These kinds of errors might have
occurred for these three reasons:

1. In Joachim’s times, thematerial used for the violin stringwas signi�cantly di�er-
ent. In particular, the E-string (the highest pitched string) used gut as its core,
which has a much mellower timbre than the kind of string used today. Such
discrepancies in the material property of the string itself would cause the per-
formance of the bowed string estimator to deteriorate.

2. A high quality recording of Joachim is long lost. The remastered recording we
used had frequency range that extended up to only approximately 5 kHz; the
rest was cut-o� perhaps by applying an equalizer. Hence, there were only few
partials that conveyed meaningful information.

3. Joachim’s use of pitch-based playing techniques such as vibrato and glissando
gives many clues to violinist who wants to infer Joachim’s playing. For exam-
ple, if the transition from one note to another is completely smooth, it strongly
suggests that the two notes were played on the same string. Vibrato can be a
give-away for distinguishing between a note that is played using an open string
or not. The proposedmethod, however, does not incorporate the pitch trajectory
for �ngerboard position estimation, and hence, misses such clues.

This output suggests a future direction for research, namely, incorporating pitch-
based cues for �ngerboard inference, and perhaps robustness to di�erent materials
used for a same string. The latter, however, can be ameliorated with the proposed
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method to a certain extent; the training data may be recorded using the string that is
thought to be used in the recording whose �ngering one wishes to infer.

A.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented a method for recovering the violin �ngering from an input au-
dio signal and a music score by analyzing the bowed string sequence, and using it as
a constraint to determine the optimal �ngering. Bowed string sequence classi�cation
was based on features that are robust in a polyphonic mixture. Moreover, a sequen-
tial model based on violin playing was introduced. It was shown that such sequential
modeling drastically improved the accuracy. The �ngering estimation incorporated
features that are speci�c to violin playing practices (the pedagogical model), in ad-
dition to some of the more fundamental features applicable to other instruments as
well. Incorporating such heuristics generated a drastically easier �ngering.

Future direction may involve improved recognition accuracy, re�ning �ngering
model, and more applications. For example, recognition accuracy may be improved
by exploiting the smoothness of pitch trajectory (glissando, vibrato, etc.), as it seems
that violinists listen to the smoothness of pitch transition to infer the �ngerboard loca-
tion and the �ngering. The �ngeringmodelmay further be improved by incorporating
more features that are inspired from violin pedagogy or through machine learning of
feature weight by preparing a large violin �ngering corpus. Another possibility is
to perform joint estimation of �ngerboard location and �ngering – the problem of
�ngerboard location estimation and �ngering estimation is dependent on each other,
suggesting that joint estimation may improve the performance of both. From a musi-
cological perspective, artist classi�cation, skill assessment, and analysis of historical
recordings may be interesting applications of the proposed method.
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